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Introduction
Ultra-short laser-matter interaction at extreme intensities is a broad research field with
several potential applications, including electron acceleration, ion acceleration, ultra-intense
x-ray and γ sources, pulsed neutron sources and laboratory astrophysics (see chapter1).
Laser-driven sources of charged particles or photons are characterized by some distinctive
features with respect to conventional sources. Indeed, due to the shortness of the laser pulse,
they can surpass the peak intensity of conventional sources. Moreover, the compactness
of laser-based sources is another attractive feature: an “almost table-top” laser system
can accelerate electrons up to a few GeVs[1] and produce γ rays with an intensity orders
of magnitude higher than any conventional source (at least in some energy ranges[2]).
Laser-based pulsed neutron sources have recently reached very high intensities [3, 4, 5]
and their use is envisaged for active material interrogation or possibly even to study
nucleosynthesis in conditions similar to those found in a supernova. Finally, laboratory
astrophysics is gaining popularity because ultra-intense laser matter interaction allows to
reach in the lab extreme pressures and temperatures[6] (similar to those found in the core
of planets) or to study plasma instabilities relevant for astrophysics [7]).
State-of-the art laser facilities can deliver laser pulses with a duration of tens of fs and
an energy of tens of J, focused down to a few wavelengths spot sizes. This means that
powers in excess of 1PW and focused intensities . 1022W/cm2 can be obtained. With laser
intensities over 1015 − 1016W/cm2 the electric field of the laser is high enough to suppress
the Coulomb barrier in any atom (thus, in ultra-high intensity laser-matter interaction
any target becomes rapidly a plasma). With laser intensities beyond 1018W/cm2 strongly
relativistic effects start to play a role, since electrons acquire relativistic energies in a single
field oscillation.
The development of laser technology in the past decades has driven the exploration of
interaction regimes at increasingly high intensities and the up-coming 10PW laser facilities
may open further possibilities, ranging from the observation of Radiation Reaction effects1
to ion acceleration up to 100s MeV and electron acceleration beyond 10 GeV.
The framework of the present manuscript is ultra-high intensity laser interaction with
solid targets. In particular, the research activity presented here aims at exploring the role
of plasmonic effects in several physical scenarios. A plasmon is a collective oscillation of
the electrons in a plasma or a metal (the conduction electrons in a metal behave like a
plasma), a surface plasmon is confined at the interface between the plasma or the metal
and a dielectric, while a bulk plasmon can propagate in the volume. As will be detailed
hereunder, plasmonic effects can arise spontaneously in some physical scenarios (possibly
with detrimental effects) or the efficient coupling between the incoming laser and plasmons
can be actively sought with suitable target configurations.
Three main research activities are presented in this manuscript: electron acceleration
1An accelerated particle irradiates electromagnetic energy. The back-reaction force exerted on the
particle due to this electromagnetic emission is called Radiation Reaction force.
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with relativistic surface plasmons induced with laser-grating interaction, enhanced ion
acceleration with foam-attached targets and laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability in
radiation pressure ion acceleration. A short summary of the main findings and their
relevance is provided hereunder.
As far as the first topic is of concern, the main result which we have obtained is the first
observation of electron acceleration by relativistic surface plasmons excited with ultra-high
intensity laser pulses interacting with grating targets[8, 9]. The study of surface plasmons
in metallic and dielectric structures (plasmonics) at much lower field intensities is a vibrant
research field, with several interesting research lines and applications[10]. However, the
study of surface plasmons in a regime in which electromagnetic fields with relativistic
intensities are involved is essentially an unexplored ground, without a complete theory.
Actually, the mere existence of surface plasmons in these conditions, where strongly non-
linear, relativistic effects are expected to take place, was by no means guaranteed. In
“conventional” plasmonics, surface plasmons are typically excited with low-intensity laser
pulses. Since the coupling between a surface plasmon and an electromagnetic wave is
impossible with a flat interface between a metal and a dielectric, several coupling schemes
have been developed; most of them require the use of dielectrics. These coupling schemes
cannot be ported in the relativistic regime, since any material becomes a plasma (and
hence a very good conductor) in a single laser cycle. There is however at least one
coupling scheme which relies solely on a conductor and the vacuum. Indeed, irradiation of
a periodically modulated conductor at definite resonance angles allows for the coupling
between the incoming electromagnetic pulse and a surface plasmon. The main idea behind
the experimental campaign performed at CEA-Saclay (Paris) in 2014 was exactly to
test this scheme: grating and flat targets were irradiated with ultra-intense laser pulses
(I > 1018W/cm2) at various angles of incidence. A surface plasmon, which is expected
to propagate almost at the speed of light if the plasma is dense enough, is characterized
by strong longitudinal electric fields. Thus electrons extracted from the target might be
trapped and accelerated by this longitudinal fields. Indeed, in the experimental campaign,
collimated electron bunches close to the target tangent were observed when grating targets
were irradiated close to the resonance angle expected for surface plasmon excitation. Their
energy spectrum exhibited a peak at ∼ 5 MeV, with a tail extending up to ∼ 20 − 25
MeVs. The experimental results are supported by 3D particle-in-cell simulations and by
a theoretical model. Besides the interest of this scheme as a pulsed, ultra-short, electron
source2, these results could open the way for the extension of surface plasmon theory and
possibly other plasmonic schemes into the unexplored ultra-high intensity regime. The
encouraging preliminary results obtained recently in another laser facility with PW-classe
laser suggest that plasmonic effects can be observed and studied also at higher laser
intensities.
Concerning instead the activity on foam attached-targets for enhanced ion acceleration, two
experimental campaigns were performed at GIST laser facility, in South Korea, where a PW-
class system is available (a numerical investigation campaign was also carried out to support
the experimental results). In previous experimental and numerical investigations[14, 15]
a near-critical foam layer attached to a thin foil allowed for enhanced ion acceleration, if
compared to simple flat foil (the enhancement concerns both the cut-off energy and the
total number of accelerated particles). The near-critical foam layer is transparent for the
2Electron sources with these characteristics are not easily attainable with other techniques. Electron
bunches in the few MeVs energy range could be interesting for imaging of ultra-fast processes with electron
diffraction (i.e. Ultra-fast Electron Diffraction) [11, 12, 13] or photo-neutron generation (recently laser-based
photoneutron sources were proven to reach very high peak flux intensities [5, 3]).
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pulse, which is able to penetrate for several wavelengths in the foam. This is the ideal
scenario for an efficient energy transfer between the laser pulse and bulk plasmons. A bulk
plasmon is a collective oscillation of the electrons in a plasma and it is characterized by a
frequency ωp. ωp is a function of the electron density ne (ωp =
√
4pinee20/me, where me is
the electron mass and e0 is the elementary charge). An efficient energy transfer between
the laser pulse and bulk plasmons can take place if the laser frequency ω ≈ ωp (which is a
resonance condition). The electron density which satisfies ωp(ne) = ω is called “critical
density” (nc). If ω < ωp the laser field is evanescent in the plasma and thus the pulse
cannot propagate. Instead, if ω > ωp the laser can propagate in the plasma. For solid
density plasmas, ne > 100nc, thus ωp >> ω, preventing efficient energy transfer between
the pulse and the bulk plasmons. The idea behind the use of foam-attached targets is that,
if the foam has a density close to critical one, the laser is able to propagate through this
near-critical layer, leading to an efficient absorption (i.e. more energy is transferred to the
target electrons with respect to simple flat targets). Ion acceleration in this scenario is
driven by the expansion of the heated electrons (thus if more energy is transferred to the
the electrons, an enhanced acceleration process can be expected). Indeed, the expected
enhancement was observed in the experimental campaign, together with a strongly reduced
dependence on the polarization of the pulse (which strongly affects the interaction with
simple foils). With the aid of numerical simulations it was found that the structure of
the foam plays a key role in reducing the effect of pulse polarization (the foam consists in
nano-clusters at solid density arranged in complicated porous structures with a scalelength
of the order of the laser wavelength). The study of foam-attached strategy is interesting
both to pursue the developments of advanced ion acceleration strategies and to investigate
laser-plasma interaction in near-critical, nano-structured plasmas.
Finally, radiation pressure acceleration is a promising scheme for ion acceleration with
ultra-intense laser pulses. In this regime, a very intense intense (I & 1022W/cm2), circularly
polarized, laser pulse interacts with a thin foil (tens of nm). The laser acts directly on the
electrons, pushing them forward. The intense electrostatic field generated by the displaced
electrons is able to drag forward the ions of the target, so that the whole foil is accelerates
as a whole. This scheme holds promise to allow laser-driven ion acceleration up to 100s
MeV energies. The intensity of present-day laser systems is not high enough to access a
regime of “pure” radiation pressure acceleration, though some experimental evidence of
this acceleration mechanism is already available. In these early experimental investigations,
a net-like structure[16] in the spatial distribution of the particles is observed, suggesting
the development of a Rayleigh-Taylor-like instability. Similar phenomena were observed
also in numerical investigations [17]. In [18] we have studied in detail the development of
this instability with numerical simulations and providing a theoretical model of the process.
Plasmonic effects play a significant role in laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability,
since a resonant field enhancement takes place when the rippling of the target surface has a
periodicity equal to the laser wavelength. In this case, indeed, the laser field (and thus the
radiation pressure) is enhanced in the valleys of the rippling. Consequently, laser-driven
RT favours the development of perturbations of the target surface with a scale-length close
to the laser-wavelength. The laser ultimately breaks through the valleys of the rippling,
leading to the observed net-like structures. The study of this process is important, since
the instability may lead to an early onset of transparency, preventing the acceleration
process.
This thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 provides a brief overview of the theoretical background of the present work
(laser-matter interaction at extreme intensities, “traditional” plasmonics . . . ). Also
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some technological aspects of laser development are discussed.
• Chapter 2 presents in detail the numerical tools developed for the research activity
presented in this manuscript. After an introduction on Particle-In-Cell simulations,
the open-source PIC code piccante code and the spectral PIC code piccolino are
described in detail and some applications are presented. Simulations performed with
piccante play a central role in the research activities presented here.
• Chapter 3 presents the experimental and numerical activity on electron acceleration
mediated by surface plasmons in laser-grating interaction at relativistic intensities.
Also a theoretical model for the acceleration process is discussed.
• Chapter 4 discuss the experimental and numerical work on foam-attached targets.
• Chapter 5 is mainly devoted to the study the role of plasmonic effects in “light-
sail” radiation pressure acceleration is studied. In particular, the development of a
laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability is analysed in detail. In addition, the role
of plasmonic enhancement of high-order harmonic generation with grating targets
irradiated at resonance is discussed and some comments are provided on the possible
extension of other plasmonic schemes in the ultra-high intensity regime.
I’ve been deeply involved in the research activities presented in this manuscript. I am
among the two main developers of the open-source, massively parallel PIC code piccante,
which proved to be essential for the computational needs of my group. I have also single-
handedly developed a spectral PIC code (piccolino), which was especially useful for a
secondary research project, described in chapter 2. As far as the activity on surface plasmon
acceleration is of concern, I contributed to the set-up of the experiment in CEA-Saclay
(Paris), I took part to the whole experimental campaign (data collection and analysis),
I performed all the numerical simulations and I contributed to the interpretation of the
results. For the research activity on foam-attached targets, I took part to two experimental
campaigns at GIST (South Korea) and I was deeply involved in the numerical simulation
campaign. Finally, I performed several numerical simulations for the study of laser-driven
Rayleigh-Taylor instability and all the numerical simulations for the study of plasmonic
enhancement of high-order harmonic generation.
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Chapter 1
High Intensity Laser-Plasma
Interaction and High Field
Plasmonics
This dissertation deals manly with the attempt to extend the study of plasmonic effects in
the ultra-high intensity (beyond 1018W/cm2) laser-matter interaction. Plasmonics, which
is the study of surface plasmons, is a mature research field. However, surface plasmons
are generally excited with low-intensity laser pulses. The study of plasmonic effects when
ultra-high intensity lasers are involved is an almost completely unexplored ground. In
this regime, which will be referred as High Field Plasmonics in the following, relativistic,
strongly non-linear effects are expected to take place.
This chapter is intended to provide a concise overview on laser-matter interaction in this
intensity regime and to introduce the topic of High Field Plasmonics.
Section 1.1 provides an overview of high intensity laser technology. In section 1.2 we give
a brief introduction on the theory of laser-matter interaction in the high field regime,
characterized by relativistic and strongly non-linear effects. Finally, section 1.3 provides a
synthetic theoretical introduction on what is meant for High Field Plasmonics, highlighting
in particular possible future developments and foreseen difficulties.
1.1 Evolution of High Intensity Laser Technology
Since the realization of the first laser1 in 1960[21], laser technology underwent a tremendous
development. An impressive and yet unbroken series of innovations has led to the realization
of a wide variety of laser systems with very different features, enabling a broad range of
applications [22], so that today the use of lasers is pervasive in both science and technology.
In this document, we take a very partial view on the history of lasers: the brief overview
given in subsection 1.1.1 will be limited to ultra-high intensity laser systems.
1.1.1 Overview
Figure 1.1 shows synthetically the development of high intensity laser systems over time.
Starting from 1960, intensity increased at a fast pace for approximately a decade. This
evolution was marked by two main innovations: Q-switching [25] and mode-locking [26].
1The first Laser was preceded by the first Maser in 1953 [19], operating in the microwave region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Basic laser physics is beyond the scope of this dissertation and the interested
reader is referred to [20]
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Figure 1.1: In this graph, the maximum intensity reached by laser systems is shown as a
function of time. The main innovations leading to higher intensities are highlighted. The
red horizontal curve represents the current record (see [23]). The terminal part of the trend
line (the black curve) is based on estimations formulated around 2000, which have proven
to be over-optimistic. The picture was adapted from [24]
These schemes allowed to increase the peak intensity of laser irradiation by orders of
magnitude. Q-switching strategy is based on the sudden variation of the quality factor of
the resonator cavity containing the laser active medium (this allows for more electrons to
reach the excited state). The mode-locking strategy instead relies on the phase coherence of
the cavity modes in the resonator. Both schemes result in a pulsed rather than a continuous
emission.
In order to reach high intensities, the laser emission of the resonator cavity can be fed into
a sequence of amplifying stages. Indeed, if coherent radiation is made to pass through
an excited active medium, it stimulates further coherent radiation emission. Thus a laser
pulse can be coherently amplified extracting energy from the active medium.
Of course the possibility to reach extremely high intensities is strongly linked to the pulse
duration. Presently the highest peak power of a laser system is of the order of 1PW, which
can be sustained at most for few ps or tens of ps (most PW class laser system have a pulse
duration of only tens of fs) 2. The requirement on pulse duration is a strong limit for the
active medium since the well known inequality ∆τ∆ω ≥ 1/2 forces the active medium
to operate in a large frequency range ∆ω (i.e. it should have a large gain bandwidth) in order
to have a short ∆τ . Three main technologies are exploited for high intensity laser systems:
Titanium:Sapphire[28] lasers (the active medium is a Sapphire, Al2O3, crystal doped with
Titanium ions), CO2 lasers[29, 30, 31] (with a gaseous active medium containing CO2)and
2For a comparison, the average electrical power produced on Earth is ∼ 2− 3 TW[27]. Thus a PW class
laser system is hundreds of times more powerful than the total electric output of the Earth.
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Nd:YAG lasers[28] (based on neodimium doped yttrium-aluminium garnet crystal). The
shortest pulse durations which can be obtained with Nd:YAG lasers and CO2 lasers are,
respectively, in the ps range and in the 100 fs range, whereas Ti:Sapphire lasers can
provide pulses with durations down to ∼ 10 fs. The record peak powers for Nd:YAG and
Ti:Sapphire systems are in the PW range, while CO2 lasers are approaching the 100 TW
milestone. Here we will be mainly concerned with Ti:Sapphire laser systems, since for High
Field Plasmonics very short pulse durations are needed.
Despite the rapid growth in the sixties, as shown in figure 1.1 the maximum focused intensity
remained flat for decades, until mid-eighties, when Chirped Pulse Amplification (see [32])
opened the way for a new fast-pace increase of peak focused intensities of laser systems.
time
el
ec
tr
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Figure 1.2: This graph illustrates the electric
field as a function of time for a chirped pulse.
The instantaneous frequency of the pulse is
evidently a function of time. In this case the
instantaneous frequency grows linearly with
time and the pulse is called upchirped.
For long time further improvements of laser
peak intensities were prevented by the mate-
rial limits of the laser chain. Indeed, increas-
ing the pulse intensity would have damaged
the optical components. Moreover, the am-
plification process itself is inefficient for very
short, intense pulses. Chirped Pulse Ampli-
fication (CPA) allowed to overcome these
difficulties.
CPA consists essentially in increasing the
temporal length of laser pulses introducing
a chirp (see figure 1.2): spectral components
of the pulse are dispersed in time according
to their frequency (this stretching can be
achieved with a couple of gratings or with
a long optical fibre). A laser pulse whose
spectral components are dispersed in time according to their frequency is called chirped 3.
A stretched pulse is easier to amplify efficiently and with lower damage risks for the optical
components. Dispersion of spectral components can be reversed after the amplification
stages with a couple of gratings in the compressor stage. In figure 1.3 a scheme of a typical
CPA system is illustrated.
Currently, the record focused peak intensity for modern CPA-based laser systems is
2× 1022W/cm2, reached by a 300 TW Ti:Sapphire laser (see [23]).
1.1.2 A typical High Intensity Ti:Sapphire Laser System
A typical High Intensity Ti:Sapphire laser system is roughly described by figure 1.3. An
oscillator is responsible for producing a high-quality short pulse. These devices operate
usually at a very high frequency (∼ MHz), far beyond the capabilities of the other stages
of the chain4, thus a single pulse is selected for further amplification. The pulse is then
stretched and amplified in a sequence of stages. Typically, the active medium of these
stages is efficiently pumped (i.e. excited) with other lasers, in order to prevent excessive
heating. The amplified chirped pulse is finally compressed with a couple of gratings and
sent to the interaction chamber, where the laser is focused on a target with a parabolic
mirror.
Since several amplification stages are usually involved, care should be taken in order to
avoid gain narrowing, which could increase pulse duration.
3An audio signal with similar properties recalls the chirping of birds.
4Ti:Sapphire laser systems operate in the 1-10 Hz frequency range (i.e. one shot every 0.1-1 sec), mainly
due to issues related to the amplifying stages.
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Figure 1.3: A typical implementation of CPA is show. In this case the pulse stretching is
obtained with a couple of gratings. After the first stage, the long chirped pulse is amplified
through a series of power amplifiers. Finally the pulse is compressed again with a couple
of gratings. These last gratings are typically very large, in order to avoid damage. This
last stage of the optical chain is called compressor Figure taken from [33]
The laser pulse sent to the experimental room usually needs further optimizations. In
particular, an inherent issue of high-power laser systems is the emission of intense prepulses
both on the ns and the ps time scale before the main pulse. These pre-pulse, though
sometimes useful, are typically detrimental for the experimental activity. Especially for
High Field Plasmonics, for which the laser is made to interact with a solid structured target,
a careful control of pre-pulses is needed. Control of pre-pulses is usually performed with
plasma mirrors [34, 35]: the laser is focused on a transparent medium and the prepulses
are either transmitted or absorbed. The plasma mirror is designed in such a way that a
plasma is formed just before the main pulse, which is reflected with moderate losses. Most
modern systems use a double plasma mirror. At the price of loosing ∼ 50% of the initial
pulse energy, with a double plasma mirror a contrast of 1010 can usually be achieved.
Finally, adaptive optics techniques are usually needed for focal spot optimization, in order
to reach the highest possible focused intensities.
1.1.3 Towards 10 PW laser systems
Several projects to design and build ultra-intense laser systems able to overcome the
PW limit are currently ongoing. A recent review on the current status and foreseen
developments for ultra-high intensity laser technology can be found in [36]. PULSER laser
at GIST (Gwangju, South Korea) should soon operate in the multi-petawatt regime (4
PW are expected), since the upgrade from 1PW is already in progress [37].
Apollon laser is being built in France with a target power of ∼ 10PW [38]. Though the
construction works have been delayed, also RAL-CLF facility (UK) has prepared plans for
a 10 PW upgrade of Vulcan laser [39] and is currently involved in the validation of the
concept. Both Apollon project and Vulcan upgrade project are based on on the Optical
Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification technique (OPCPA, see [40, 41, 42]).
Finally, in 2014, the large European project ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure) has awarded
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a contract for the development and delivery of a 10 PW system to an industrial and academic
consortium and also the Shanghai Institute of Optics and fine Mechanics(SIOM) is currently
working on a 10 PW laser system [43].
If compared to the rapid development of high-intensity laser technology in the past decades,
achieving the 10 PW milestone is requiring an amount of time significantly greater than
expected. This might suggest that we are approaching the fundamental limits of current
technology. However, some radically different schemes are currently being developed, tough
being still a concept at the moment. An example is the multi-fibre laser, whose development
is currently pursued by the International Coherent Amplification Consortium. This laser
system should consist in a large bundle of fibre-based lasers which are coherently combined
to achieve extremely high intensities with a reasonable efficiency5. If the technical issues
will be tackled, the proponents claim that this scheme could provide an efficient, high
repetition rate 100 PW laser6 concept (see [46, 47]).
1.2 Relativistic Laser Plasma interaction
This section is intended to provide an introduction on Laser-Plasma interaction at ultra-
high intensities. A natural starting point is single particle motion in a relativistic laser field.
The study of ionization processes, which would be very important for lower laser intensities
(I < 1016W/cm2), is completely ignored here: at relativistic intensities, at least the outer
electron shells of any atom are ionized within one laser cycle7 [48].Subsection 1.2.1 deals
with single particle motion in intense laser fields. Electromagnetic (EM) waves propagation
in a plasma is discussed in subsection 1.2.2. Kinetic theory in the relativistic regime is
briefly introduced in subsection 1.2.3, whereas the importance of intense irradiation due
to charged particle motion and QED effects at extremely high intensities are discussed
in subsection 1.2.6. Finally, possible applications and foreseen future developments of
laser-plasma interaction are covered in subsection 1.2.7.
The reader interested in Laser-Plasma interaction is referred to [48, 49, 50] which cover the
topic extensively. For the Relativistic Kinetic theory a comprehensive reference is provided
by [51].
1.2.1 Single particle motion
We start with a simple derivation of the non-relativistic quiver motion of an electron in an
oscillating electric field. The equation of motion is simply:
d2x
dt2
= −e0
m
E0 cos(ωt) (1.1)
We can integrate once equation 1.1, which leads to the following expression for the velocity
as a function of time:
v =
e0E0
mω
sin(ωt) (1.2)
we define a0 as:
a0 =
v
c
=
e0E0
mωc
(1.3)
5Fibre-based lasers can operate in the kW regime with a wall-plug efficiency ∼ 30%
6Possible applications of a laser built according to this concept include space debris control[44] and
production of Tc 99m [45], a radioactive isotope of medical interest
7The critical intensity for ionization of any material with single photon processes is ∼ 3.5× 1016W/cm2
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The adimensional a0 parameter is crucial in Laser-Plasma interaction, since its value
characterises the interaction properties: a0 << 1 means no relativistic effects, a0 . 1 is a
regime with weakly relativistic effects, a0 ≥ 1 defines the fully relativistic regime.
Equation 1.2 is oversimplified, since the effect of the magnetic field component is completely
neglected. If v  c this approximation is justified: the strength of the force exerted by the
magnetic field component is indeed suppressed by a factor v/c. However, if v ≈ c, as in
relativistic laser-plasma interaction, the magnetic and the electric field components become
equally important. An exact solution of electron motion in an electromagnetic plane wave
field can be found and the derivation is reported hereunder (closely following [48] and [49]).
The equations for particle momentum p and energy E = meγc
2 read as follows:
dp
dt
= −e0(E + v
c
×B) (1.4)
d
dt
(
meγc
2
)
= −e0v ·E (1.5)
with p = γmv and γ =
√
1 + p2/m2c2.
We consider an elliptically polarized plane-wave, described by the vector potential A,
travelling along xˆ (k = kxˆ):
A(ω,k) = (0, δa0 cosφ,
√
1− δ2a0 sinφ) (1.6)
where φ = ωt− kx is the phase. The δ parameter controls the pulse polarization (δ = 0,±1
means P-polarization, while δ = ±1/√2 means C-polarization).
Since E = −1
c
∂tA and B = ∇×A (equal to xˆ× ∂xA) we can re-write equation 1.4 as:
dpx
dt
= −e0
(
∂tA +
v
c
×∇×A
)
|x (1.7)
dp⊥
dt
= −e0
(
∂tA +
v
c
×∇×A
)
|⊥ (1.8)
where the momentum p is broken down into its longitudinal and transversal components.
Using the fact that A = A⊥ (i.e. A doesn’t have a longitudinal component) and that
v ×∇×A = −vx∂xA⊥, from equation 1.8 we get:
d
dt
(
p⊥ − e
c
A
)
= 0 (1.9)
which states the conservation of canonical momentum (related to translational invariance
in the transverse plane).
It can be shown that a second conservation law can be written, replacing A in equation
1.5:
d
dt
(px −meγc) = 0 (1.10)
so that the particle motion is completely determined by the two constants of motion
p⊥ − e
c
A and px −meγc.
Considering that the electron is initially at rest leads to the following solution, which
depends parametrically on δ:
xˆ
a20
=
1
4
[
−φ−
(
δ2 − 1
2
)
sin 2φ
]
yˆ
a0
= −δ sin(φ)
zˆ
a0
=
(
1− δ2)1/2 cos(φ)
(1.11)
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where the coordinates have been normalized with respect to 1/k. Figure 1.4 shows
the trajectory of an electron in intense, P-polarized and C-polarized laser pulses. We
immediately notice that in both cases there is a systematic drift of the electron along xˆ. It
is evident from the graph that for P-polarization the electron is confined on the xy plane,
while for C-polarization it spirals around the xˆ axis.
x
y
z
C-polarization
x
y
z
P-polarization
Figure 1.4: Trajectory of a charged particle under the effect of a relativistic C-polarized
(upper panel) or S-polarized laser pulse.
1.2.2 Propagation of EM waves in a plasma
After having derived the behaviour of a single electron in an intense oscillating EM field,
the natural prosecution is the study of the propagation of EM waves in plasmas. For
simplicity only the propagation of EM waves in cold, non-magnetized plasmas will be
considered8.
The equation which describes the propagation of an EM wave reads as follows:(
∇2 − 1
c2
∂2t
)
E−∇(∇ ·E) = 4pi
c2
∂tJ (1.12)
The derivation of the dispersion relation for EM waves in a cold plasma can be found in
several standard textbooks[53, 52], thus only the result of the derivation will be reported
here:
− k2c2 + (ω)ω2 = 0 (1.13)
where
(ω) = 1− ω
2
p
ω2
(1.14)
In the previous equation, ωp is the plasma frequency, defined as follows:
ωp =
√
4pie2ne
me
(1.15)
8The interested reader can found a thorough discussion of the rich physics of EM waves propagation in
plasmas in [52]
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Consequently, when ω > ωp an EM wave is free to propagate in the plasma, whereas if
ω < ωp the EM wave is exponentially damped in the plasma. Given a fixed EM frequency
ω the critical density nc is defined as the plasma density which makes ωp = ω. For a laser
wavelength ∼ 800 nanometers9, the critical density nc ∼ 2 · 1022W/cm2.
The previous derivation is valid for a non-relativistic case. Relativistic laser-plasma
interaction is significantly more challenging to study. Indeed, the strongly non-linear effects
lead to the complicated regime of non-linear optics10. However, at least for circularly
polarized EM waves, an exact solution exists, provided that finite time and finite space
effects are disregarded. In this last case the correct dispersion relation can be obtained with
the replacement me → γeme, where γe =
√
1 + a20/2. This means that, in general, for a
given frequency ω, relativistic effects raise the critical density nc to γenc. This phenomenon
is called relativistic transparency.
1.2.3 Relativistic kinetic equations
In several physical scenarios, kinetic effects cannot be neglected. Here a synthetic derivation
of relativistic kinetic equations is given (a comprehensive treatment can be found in [51]).
The relativistic one-particle distribution function f(x, p) is the probability of finding a
particle within a small ∆4x around four-position x and a small ∆4p around four-momentum
p (following reference [51], a classical picture is adopted, thus all quantum effects are
neglected).
Given a collection of identical particles with mass m, f(x, p) is defined as a statistical average
of
N∑
i=1
δ3 (x− xi(t)) δ3 (p− pi(t)), where xi(t) and pi(t) are, respectively, the three-position
and the three-momentum of particle i at time t 11:
f(x, p) = 〈
N∑
i=1
δ3 (x− xi(t)) δ3 (p− pi(t))〉 (1.16)
Using f(x, p), particle four-flow density can be defined as:
Nµ = c
∫
d3p
p0
f(x, p) (1.17)
We will now derive the collisionless kinetic equation for the evolution of f(x, p) without
any external force. We can define the scalar quantity ∆N(x, p) as follows:
∆N(x, p) =
∫
∆3σ
∫
∆3p
d3σµ
d3p
p0
pµf(x, p) (1.18)
where d3σµ (time-like four-vector) is an oriented three-surface element of a plane space-like
surface. ∆N(x, p) can be interpreted as the number of world lines crossing the surface
9A typical Ti:Sapphire laser system
10Phenomena like self-focusing, higher frequency generation . . . may take place and concepts like the
refraction index and the dispersion relation cannot be ported straightforwardly in this regime
11Though not manifestly covariant, f(x, p) can be proven to be a Lorentz scalar using the an-
cillary function N (x, p) = 1
p0
δ(p0 − √p2 +m2c2)f(x, p). It is possible to show that N (x, p) =
1
mc
∫
dτ〈
N∑
i=1
δ4 (x− xi(t)) δ4 (p− pi(t))〉, which is a Lorentz scalar (τ is the proper time). Moreover,
it is trivial to show that θ(p0)δ(pµpµ −m2c2) = δ(p
0 −√p2 +m2c2)
2p0
. Finally, since using the previous
result N (x, p) = θ(p0)δ(pµpµ −m2c2)f(x, p), we can conclude that f(x, p) is a Lorentz scalar.
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element ∆3σ with a four-momentum within a volume ∆3p centred on pµ.
After some time, the same number of world lines will cross the surface element ∆3σˆ. Thus
we get: ∫
∆3σˆ
∫
∆3p
d3σµ
d3p
p0
pµf(x, p)−
∫
∆3σ
∫
∆3p
d3σµ
d3p
p0
pµf(x, p) = 0 (1.19)
The bundle of word lines crossing ∆3σ and ∆3σˆ defines a word line tube, whose enclosed
four-volume is ∆4x. Since there are no collisions, world lines cannot cross the borders of
the tube. Exploiting Gauss theorem we can write∫
∆4x
∫
∆3p
d3σµ
d3p
p0
pµ∂µf(x, p) = 0 (1.20)
which immediately leads to
pµ∂µf(x, p) = 0 (∂t + u · ∇) f(x, p) (1.21)
Equation 1.21 simply describe the free-streaming of the distribution function (u is the
three-velocity u = p/(γm0)).
A very similar derivation can be carried out also if an external force Fµ is present. In this
case, a particle following a world line between ∆3σ and ∆3σˆ changes momentum as follows:
pµ → pµ + Fµ∆τ , where τ is the proper time.
Omitting the full derivation (details can be found in [51]), the final result for the relativistic
kinetic equation is:
pµ∂µf(x, p) +mF
µ ∂
∂pµ
f(x, p) = 0 (1.22)
Equation 1.22 is valid only if Fµ doesn’t alter the rest mass m0 of the particles (p
µFµ = 0)
and if
∂Fµ
∂pµ
= 0. It is worth to mention that these conditions are satisfied for the
electromagnetic force Fµ = − q
mc
Fµνpν (where Fµν is the electromagnetic tensor).
Equation 1.22 can be rewritten as
(∂t + u · ∇+ F · ∂
∂p
)f(x, p) = 0 (1.23)
1.2.4 Energy absorption with overdense targets
In the previous subsection we have shown that an EM wave cannot penetrate in an overdense
plasma. When fully ionized, solid density targets are strongly overdense (ne/nc >> 100)
for Ti:Sapphire fs lasers. This means that a laser pulse is usually reflected from these
targets, unless they are so thin that the laser is able to break trough them.
Even if the laser is reflected back, a significant fraction of its energy may be transferred
to the electrons of the target. Indeed “fast electrons” with energies of a few MeVs can
usually be observed for ultra-high intensity laser-matter interaction .The typical order of
magnitude of the hot electron energies as a function of the a0 parameter can be estimated
12
as Ehot = mec
2
(√
1 + a20/2− 1
)
, so that laser-solid interaction with a a0 = 5 (typical for
100TW laser systems) the expected energy for the hot electron emission is ∼ 1.4 MeV.
Depending on the irradiation conditions, several heating processes exist and the most
relevant for ultra-high intensity lase interaction with solid density plasmas are listed below
(see [49, 54] for a more detailed discussion). Electron heating is strongly dependent on the
12This estimated energy is called the “ponderomotive energy”
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pulse parameters (polarization, angle of incidence, intensity) and on the target properties
(density of the plasma, steep interface or smooth density gradient).
The study of electron heating processes is important because the expansion of the heated
electrons leads to very intense electrostatic fields, which in turn can accelerate ions (see
subsection 1.2.7). Since high energy ion sources are of interest for several applications,
understanding and controlling these processes may be beneficial for the optimization of
laser-based ion sources.
Resonance absorption
A possible mechanism for electron heating in laser-plasma interaction is resonance absorp-
tion, which can take place in a region of the plasma where the plasma frequency ωp is equal
to the laser frequency ω. Indeed, in these conditions, the laser can efficiently couple with
the normal modes (bulk plasmons) of the plasma, which propagate with a frequency ωp.
Of course, if a solid target is (even partially) ionized, ωp >> ω. However, intense laser
pulses are frequently preceded by a less intense prepulse on the ps (or even ns) timescale.
If the pre-pulse is sufficiently intense, it may lead to a pre-expansion of the target, forming
a density gradient. The resonance absorption mechanism can then take place in the region
of this plasma gradient in which the resonance condition is satisfied.
A simple electrostatic model of the process is described in [49] and is reported here.
The EM wave is described as an external oscillating field E = Re
(
E˜de
−iωt
)
. The EM
wave propagates in a plasma with a background density which is a function of the position
n0 = n0(x). The following system of equations can be written for this physical scenario,
combining Gauss’s law for the electric field with fluid equations for the plasma:
∇ ·E = −4pie(ne − n0)
∂tne = −∇ · (neu)
(∂t − u · ∇)u = − e
me
(E + Ed)
(1.24)
Linearising the previous equations in the limit ux << L/ω (i.e. density is considered to be
uniform over the electron oscillation amplitude) we get:
δne =
1
4pie
(E + Ed) · ∇n0
n0(x)− nc (1.25)
Equation 1.25 indicates that there is a resonance when the plasma density is equal to the
critical density, unless E · ∇n0 = 0. This means that P-polarization and oblique incidence
are required. Actually, the previous derivation should be modified for oblique incidence
(the laser pulse is reflected back at a density lower than nc, possibly preventing the coupling
with bulk plasmons). A detailed analysis of this effect is however beyond the scope of this
section.
Vacuum heating
Vacuum heating is an electron absorption process which takes place in high intensity
laser-plasma interaction when steep plasma gradients are involved. This mechanism was
first proposed by Brunel [55]. Essentially the combined electric field of the incident pulse
and the reflected pulse is responsible for dragging the electrons out of the target. After
a half-oscillation, the electrons are injected in the target at high energy (the oscillation
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energy) and, since the EM field is evanescent in the overdense plasma, they are free to
propagate further in the target. This mechanism should produce a high-energy electron
bunch every laser cycle (the properties of these bunches can be studied as described in
[56]).
A minimal 1D model of the process can be provided (see [57, 49, 54]), considering a step-like
plasma with ion density ni = n0Θ(x) and an EM field E = Ee + Ed, where Ee is the
electrostatic component and Ed is the oscillating external driver field Ed = E0 sin(ωt) (only
the xˆ component of the fields is considered).
Adopting a fluid description of the plasma, the following equations can be written:
∂xEe = 4piρ = 4pie [n0Θ(x)− ne]
∂tne = −∂x(nevx)
dvx
dt
(∂t + vx∂x) vx = − e
me
(Ee + Ed)
(1.26)
As described in [49],switching to Lagrangian variables (x = x0 + ξ, τ = t and dξ/dt = vx)
leads to the following solution:
ξ = −x0+ud (sin(ωt)− sin(ωt0))− ud cosωt0
1− (ω/ωp)2 (t−t0)+
udω
2
(t−t0)2 sin(ωt0) (x0+ξ < 0)
(1.27)
where ud = eE˜e/(me/ω). The last term of equation 1.27 shows that the electrons experience
a secular acceleration (they enter the plasma with a velocity ≈ ud). In the relativistic
regime, a reasonable approximation of the kinetic energy of the re-entrant electrons is
given by the ponderomotive energy. The third term of equation 1.27 instead shows that
there is a resonance when ω ∼ ωp.
Vacuum heating relies crucially on longitudinal field components, which are absent for
S-polarized laser pulses or for normal incidence.
It can be shown (see [48] for the detailed derivation) that a good estimation of the laser
absorption efficiency with the vacuum heating process (in the limit ω << ωp, far from the
resonance) can be obtained solving the following implicit equation:
η =
1 +
√
1− η
pia0
[(
1 + a20 sin
2 θ(1 +
√
1− η)2
)1/2 − 1] sin θ
cos θ
(1.28)
where η is the absorption efficiency and θ is the angle of incidence of the pulse. Equation
1.28 is obtained assuming that the energy of the re-entrant electrons is the ponderomotive
energy and taking into account self-consistently the reduction of the amplitude of the
accelerating field due to the absorption process. A few solutions of equation 1.28 are
represented in figure 1.5. For small a0 the absorption efficiency peaks at grazing incidence,
while for large a0 the model predicts η to reach 1 at smaller angles of incidence.
J×B heating
J×B heating mechanism [58] is similar to vacuum heating, since it requires a very steep
plasma gradient. While in vacuum heating the electrons are extracted from the target and
accelerated in the vacuum by the electric field of the pulse, J×B relies on the v×B term
of the Lorentz force. At normal incidence, J×B can be considered as a form of vacuum
heating where Ed is replaced by v ×B/c. The main difference between the two processes
is that Ed varies with a frequency ω, while the frequency of v ×B/c is 2ω.
It can be shown that the longitudinal force exerted via J×B mechanism is proportional to
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Figure 1.5: The solutions of equation 1.28 are shown for several a0, ranging from a0 = 0.01
(non-relativistic regime) to a0 = 100 strongly relativistic regime
(1− cos(2ωt)). The constant term is simply the ponderomotive force, while the oscillating
term is responsible for accelerating electron bunches into the target with a frequency equal
to 2ω. It can be shown that J×B heating has a resonance for ω = 2ωp (see [49]).
J × B heating applies for S and P polarization, also at normal incidence, while for C-
polarization and normal incidence it can be shown that this mechanism is totally suppressed.
The absence of efficient electron heating mechanisms for C-polarization at normal incidence
is exploited in ion acceleration schemes which rely solely on the radiation pressure on the
target. In these schemes indeed, the generation of hot electrons is usually detrimental,
since it may lead to an early disruption of the target.
1.2.5 Target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA)
In the previous subsection, it was mentioned that electron heating processes in solid density
targets may lead to ion acceleration. Here, the most studied ion acceleration mechanism,
TNSA (Target Normal Sheath Acceleration) is exposed in some detail. Other interesting
ion acceleration schemes exist and they are briefly mentioned in subsection 1.2.7. The
interested reader is referred to [49, 54].
Ions are at least ∼ 2000 times heavier than electrons. Unless the laser pulse intensity
exceeds 1024−1025W/cm2 (far beyond what can be achieved with modern laser technology),
the electric field of the pulse cannot accelerate directly the ions.
However, intense laser pulses can transfer a significant fraction of their energy to the
electrons of the target, whose expansion leads to strong electrostatic fields. Ions can be
accelerated up to high energies (∼ 60MeV at the moment) by these fields. The observation
of these high energy ions dates back to the early 2000 (these experiments where performed
with high energy “long” ns pulses, only recently experiments performed with fs Ti:Sapphire
lasers have matched these results).
When an intense laser pulse interacts with a solid-density plasma, it transfers a significant
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fraction of its energy to a hot electron population. When hot electrons escape from the
rear side of the target, they produce a sheath field Es normal to the target surface. The
magnitude of the sheath field can be estimated as Es =
Th
eLs
, where Th ∼ mec2(
√
1 + a20/2−
1) is the hot electron temperature, e is the elementary charge and Ls is the scalelength of
the sheath field. Ls can be roughly approximated as Ls ∼ LD, where LD =
√
Th/4pie2nh
is the Debye length of the hot electrons.
Assuming a 10% laser absorption efficiency, a solid density plasma and a pulse intensity
of ∼ 1020Wcm2 the aforementioned estimations lead to a sheath field of ∼ 6× 1010V/cm,
which is orders of magnitude larger than what can be obtained in a conventional particle
accelerator. Of course the sheath field decays rapidly after a few µm. Nonetheless, it is
strong enough to ionize the impurities at the target surface (mainly carbon and hydrogen)
and accelerate them up to a few tens of MeVs per nucleon. The acquired energy can be
simply estimated as E ∼ ZeEsLs, where Z is the atomic number of the ion. Replacing
the formulae for Es and Ls in the previous expression, we obtain a scaling law E ∼ I1/2,
where I is the laser intensity. This is a rather unfavourable scaling, compared to other
acceleration schemes like Radiation Pressure acceleration.
[59] provides an extensive comparison of the theoretical models formulated for TNSA,
concluding that the quasi-static approach [60] is particularly reliable to predict the energy
of the accelerated ions.
1.2.6 Radiation Reaction force and QED effects
Laser-matter interaction with ultra-intense laser pulses leads to extreme electron accelera-
tion, which become ultra-relativistic in a single laser-cycle. As widely known, an accelerated
particle irradiates EM energy. The back-reaction force exerted on the particle due to this
EM emission is called Radiation Reaction force (RR). Taking into account RR is important
since it may significantly affect electron dynamics in laser matter interaction at intensities
exceeding I ∼ 1023W/cm2, which will be available in the upcoming, next-generation laser
facilities. Also the simulation of astrophysical scenarios involving ultra-relativistic plasmas
may require RR to be considered.
RR can be considered as an additional term to the Lorentz fore:
dp
dt
= −e
(
E +
v
c
×B
)
+ frad (1.29)
Considering the power dissipated by an accelerated charged particle:
Prad =
2e2
3c3
|v˙|2= 2e
2ω2c
3c3
ν2 (1.30)
we may naively write an expression for frad, so that
t∫
0
frad · vdt′ = −
t∫
0
Praddt
′. This
approach leads to
frad =
2e2
3c3
v¨ (1.31)
which is however unsatisfactory, since it allows runaway solutions.
In [61], the following expression for RR is derived:
frad =
2r2c
3
{
−γ2
[(
E +
v
c
×B
)2 − (v
c
·E
)2] v
c
+
+
[(
E +
v
c
×B
)
×B +
(v
c
·E
)
E
]
− γmec
e
(
E˙ +
v
c
× B˙
)}
(1.32)
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where E˙ = (∂t + v · ∇)E and B˙ = (∂t + v · ∇)B. The expression for RR of equation 1.32
does not lead to runaway solutions.
A simple and effective numerical technique to include RR effects in PIC codes is presented
in [62]. Despite its simplicity, this approach is able to reproduce the exact solution of
equation 1.29 (obtained with expression 1.32 for frad[63]).
The description given for RR is completely classical. This means that this treatment is not
valid when the laser field approaches the Schwinger limit in the reference frame co-moving
with the electron:
Es =
mec
2
λc
= 1.3× 1016V cm−1 (1.33)
In this regime the electric field becomes high enough to generate electron-positron pairs
from the vacuum. In the laboratory frame, the Schwinger limit corresponds to a laser
intensity of ∼ 1029W/cm2 (for Ti:Saph), which is extremely higher than what can be
achieved with present and foreseen laser technology. However, in the reference frame
co-moving with the electron, the electric field is up-shifted by a factor 2γ. This means
that, in specific conditions, the onset of QED effects in laser-plasma interactions may be
observed at much lower intensities [64].
1.2.7 Applications
In this section a condensed summary of the main trends in intense laser-plasma interaction
research is given. An exhaustive treatment of these topics is far beyond the scope of this
document. The following list is provided in order to account for the variety of this research
field.
Electron acceleration
Electron acceleration is a long-standing topic in intense laser-plasma interaction. The
idea of exploiting a laser-induced wake in an under-dense plasma for electron acceleration
dates back to 1979 [65].This scheme is known as Laser WakeField Acceleration (LWFA)
For Ti:Sapphire laser systems, targets with n < nc are normally in gaseous form (gas jets
Figure 1.6: Laser WakeField Acceleration. Laser induced electron density perturbations are
clearly visible. Strong longitudinal electric fields are associated with these perturbations.
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synchronized with the laser pulse are used). Essentially, with a laser pulse propagating in a
sub-critical plasma it is possible to induce periodic perturbations of the electron densities
(this is due to the ponderomotive force). These density perturbations (see figure 1.6) are
associated with a longitudinal electric field. Some electrons (coming from the plasma or
externally injected) can be trapped inside the lower density region and, under the right
conditions, they can be accelerated up to very high energies. Several different strategies
have been explored in this field and in 2004 electron energies of ∼ 200MeV (see [66]) were
reached, while the current record is in the multi-GeV range (see [1]). The most attractive
features of these plasma based accelerators are the extreme compactness of the source (the
acceleration takes place in a few millimetres of plasma) and the very high intensity of the
accelerated electron bunch (this is due to the fact that the bunch is extremely short in
time, few 10s fs). Due to these properties, LWFA is also attractive as a secondary source
of radiation.
A significant research effort in this field is currently focused on multi-stage LWFA ac-
celerators [67], in which an electron bunch generated with LWFA is injected in another
laser-driven wakefield. The final goal of this research line is achieving performances compa-
rable with conventional accelerators (tens or hundreds of stages are though to be required
for this purpose).
Recently, approaches able to exploit the foreseen advancements in laser technology have
been proposed (e.g. multi-fibre lasers), like plasma wakefield accelerators driven by an
incoherent combination of laser pulses [68].
It is worth to mention here that, though not based on a laser driven wakefield, plasma
wakefield accelerators (PWFA) have been tested successfully to boost the energy of electron
bunches accelerated by a conventional Linac (see [69] for a recent result). The main idea
behind PWFA is very similar to LWFA, except that the wakefield is generated by the
electron bunch itself.
Ion acceleration
Figure 1.7: Target Normal Sheath Acceleration principle
Besides electrons, also ions can be accelerated by means of laser plasma interaction
(see [54, 70] for a review). Normally, solid targets are used in this research field. The
interaction of the laser pulse with solid targets results in the generation of a very high
density plasma (typically ∼ 300nc).
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Ions are too heavy to be accelerated directly by the laser pulse (even for the laser systems
which will come online in the next years). Thus their acceleration is essentially due to the
electrostatic field generated by the electrons. In a typical scenario, the so-called Target
Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA), thin solid targets are used. The interaction of the
laser pulse at the target surface generates a population of hot electrons. These electrons
are expelled from the target, generating a very intense longitudinal electrostatic field at
the back side. This electric field in turn accelerates the ions coming from the back side of
the target13 (see figure 1.7 for an artistic representation).
Several other ion acceleration schemes exist. Some are variations of the TNSA scheme
which use structured targets to improve hot electron generation (coupled foam-solid targets
or targets with a micro-structured surface).This topic will be covered extensively in chapter
4.
Other schemes, such as Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA), differ significantly from
the TNSA picture. In RPA, indeed, electron heating is suppressed and a charge separation
is directly induced by the radiation pressure exerted on the electrons of the target (see
chapter 5).
Normally ion acceleration schemes are able to accelerate ions up to a few tens of MeV per
nucleon. As for electron accelerators, laser-based ion acceleration schemes are interesting
for their compactness. Moreover, if significant improvements over present laser plasma
accelerators were achieved, they could become attractive for medical purposes. In fact,
ions in the energy range of 100s MeV are routinely used for cancer treatment in several
medical facilities in the world (the technique is called hadron-therapy). Ions are useful for
cancer treatment because they release most of their energy at the Bragg peak. This means
that it is possible to carefully select the ion energy in order to maximize the tissue damage
on the cancer region, sparing the healthy tissues.
Medical facilities able to treat cancer with hadron-therapy use traditional accelerators
(which are very expensive and require very large facilities). However, before plasma based
accelerators could compete with traditional accelerators in this field, several important
improvements should be achieved. In particular, laser-accelerated ions exhibit a cut-off
energy which is still too low to be of medical interest. Moreover, their spectrum is extremely
broad, while a quasi mono-energetic spectrum would be required. Finally, reliability of
these plasma based systems should be improved.
Besides the medical use envisaged for laser-based ion sources, other interesting applications
in material science may significantly relax the requirements for the accelerated ions. Indeed,
present laser-based ion acceleration schemes may be already suitable or not too far from
being suitable for some of these applications. This topic will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 4.
High Harmonic Generation
High Harmonic Generation (HHG) (see [71]) is a vibrant research field, stemmed from
the study of laser-matter interaction. Irradiating a gaseous target with relatively intense
ultra-short laser pulses results in the generation of high-order harmonics. The semi-classical
recollision model [72] is helpful to get an insight of the process. In the intense laser field,
an electron can tunnel through the atomic potential into the vacuum, where it can be
accelerated by the laser. After a half optical cycle the laser is reversed and the electron
can recombine with its parent atom, emitting a burst of radiation.
The most attractive feature of HHG is the possibility to tune the process to generate
13Normally a layer of hydrocarbon contaminants is always present on the target surfaces.
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extremely short laser pulses, down to the attosecond timescale [73], which are very attractive
as a diagnostic tool for ultra-fast electronic processes in atoms and molecules.
In order to generate high-order harmonics and then attosecond pulses with gaseous targets,
the intensity of the laser pulse cannot be greater than ∼ 1016W/cm2, which prevents
the generation of high intensity attosecond pulses (the maximum energy of an intense
attosecond pulse is ∼ 1µJ [74]). A possible route to higher-intensity attosecond pulse
sources consists in using overdense plasma surfaces and ultra-high intensity laser pulses
[75, 76]. There are currently ongoing efforts to optimize harmonic generation with this
scheme and to produce and isolate attosecond pulses. The topic will be covered more
extensively in chapter 5.
Intense gamma sources
Electrons accelerated via the LWFA process may be exploited as a secondary source of
radiation. Schemes based on Thomson scattering may be implemented to obtain compact
and intense x-rays/gamma sources (see for example [77]).
Recently, a laser-based γ source set the record for the highest peak brilliance in the multi-
MeV energy range: ∼ 2× 1020 photons s−1mm−2mrad−2(see [78]). This value exceeds by
several orders of magnitude the peak brilliance that can be obtained with conventional
sources available in that energy range.
Laser-based neutron sources
Laser-based particle acceleration (both of electrons and ions) opens interesting perspectives
for compact, ultra-intense and ultra-short laser-based neutron sources.
Two mechanisms can be exploited: laser-based electron acceleration for photo-neutron
generation and nuclear reactions induced by laser-accelerated ions. As far as the first
mechanism is of concern, Bremsstrahlung photons are generated with electrons in the
in the multi-MeV or 10s Mev energy range interacting with a suitable solid target. The
energy spectrum of these photons extends up to the initial electron energy[79] and it is
thus suitable for photoneutron generation. Laser-based sources of photoneutrons were
described in the past [80] and recently a few experiments have reported very high intensity
neutron fluxes, exceeding several other bright neutron sources [5, 3, 4]. As far as the second
mechanism is of concern, a “traditional” laser based ion acceleration scheme is coupled
with a suitable target for neutron generation (see [4]).
As pointed out in [5], such short and intense pulsed neutron sources may have significant
applications for the Fast Neutron Resonance Radiography technique [81] (which is useful
for active material interrogation [82, 83, 84, 85]). Moreover neutron sources based on laser
systems foreseen in the near future may even allow to study nucleosynthesis processes in
extreme astrophysical scenarios [86].
Laboratory Astrophysics
The availability of high intensity laser sources allows to test mechanisms relevant for
astrophysics in a laboratory environment (the so-called laboratory astrophysics). This allows
to study physical scenarios which otherwise would be beyond reach for direct experimental
testing. Several questions concerning crucial astrophysical processes are indeed still open
and the research effort on this topic may take advantage from experimental tests. Scaling
the parameters of astrophysical plasmas down to the laboratory scale can be done rigorously
(see [87]). Typical laboratory astrophysics experiments involve the study of shocks and/or
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counter-streaming plasmas (see [7]).
Recently the generation of neutral and high-density electron-positron pair plasmas in the
laboratory was demonstrated [2] and numerical studies [88] indicate that upcoming laser
facilities will be able to provide pair plasmas with parameters suitable to test astrophysical
scenarios.
Finally, energetic ns beams were used in the past to compress matter much beyond what
can be achieved with diamond anvils (see [89] for an example): NIF facility (USA) was
recently able to reach a pressure of ∼ 1Gbar [90]. These studies are useful to understand
the properties (crystalline structure, conductibility . . . ) of matter in conditions analogous
to those found in planetary cores. Recent results with nano-structured targets [6] suggest
that extremely high pressures suitable for High Energy Density physics studies can be
achieved even with ultra-high intensity fs lasers.
Laser-plasma interaction at extreme laser intensities
The advent of future laser facilities should allow to the observation of physical processes
at energy scales beyond those of atomic physics (see [91] for a thorough review). For
instance, laser intensities exceeding 1023W/cm2 should be high enough to observe an
electron dynamics strongly dominated by RR. Even higher intensities may allow in the
future to test QED phenomena such as QED cascades and vacuum polarization.
1.3 High Field Plasmonics
The excitation and control of Surface Plasmons (SPs) is a vibrant research field[10, 92],
with several present and foreseen applications, ranging from extreme light concentration
beyond diffraction limit[93] to biosensors[94] and plasmonic chips[95].
SPs are collective excitations of the electrons at the interface between a metal and a dielectric.
“Classical” plasmonics schemes involve the interaction of low intensity (I < 1012 W/cm2)
laser pulses with sub-wavelength structured targets (target structuring is required for SP
excitation).
Some configurations of classical plasmonics may be extended into the high intensity laser-
matter interaction regime. Plasmonics in this regime, where strongly non-linear effects are
expected, is essentially unexplored14. SP excitation at relativistic intensities poses new
questions and might open new frontiers for manipulation and amplification of high power
laser pulses.
Subsection 1.3.1 provides an introduction on SP physics with an eye towards high field
regime. An overview of classical plasmonics schemes is provided in 1.3.2, while in subsection
1.3.3 the outlook for the research on high field plasmonics is discussed.
1.3.1 Excitation of Surface plasmons
In this section, only an introductory theoretical background on SP will be given. For
a thorough treatment the interested reader is referred to [97, 98] (see instead [99] for a
discussion on High Field Plasmonics). SPs are electron oscillation modes which are confined
at a steep interface between a metal and a dielectric material. We will first derive their
dispersion relation before discussing their properties and how they can be excited.
In a wide range of frequencies (far from the absorption regions and neglecting damping), the
14The excitation of surface waves in relativistic laser-matter interaction was first proposed in [96] but the
topic has remained essentially unexplored up to now.
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Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the surface oscillation mode of the electrons at the
steep metal-dielectric interface.
dielectric function of a metal can be approximated with the dielectric function of a plasma:
r(ω) = 1 − ω2p/ω2, where ωp is the plasma frequency. We will consider a perfectly flat
interface between a metal (2 = r(ω)) and a generic dielectric medium, characterized by
the dielectric constant 1. We will adopt the reference frame of figure 1.8: xˆ is perpendicular
to the surface, while yˆ is the direction of propagation along the interface. The system is
taken to be invariant along zˆ. Throughout the derivation subscripts 1 and 2 will be used to
indicate, respectively, a field in the dielectric region (x > 0) or in the metal region (x < 0).
Given the system of figure 1.8, the following conditions for the EM field should be imposed:
E‖1 = E‖2
B‖1 = B‖2
1E⊥1 = 2E⊥2
B⊥1 = B⊥2
(1.34)
Subscripts ⊥ and ‖ indicate, respectively, the field component perpendicular to the surface
and the field components parallel to the surface. It can be shown that no transverse electric
modes (TE) can exist with these conditions (see [98]). We thus consider a transverse
magnetic (TM) mode, for which we make the following ansatz (monochromatic SP):{
B = B0zˆe
−qxei(ky−ωt)
E = (E0xxˆ + E0yyˆ)e
−qxei(ky−ωt)
(1.35)
where q may be different in the two regions.
Using ∇×B = µ
(
4pi
c
J +

c
∂E
∂t
)
and performing a Fourier transform with respect to time
we get ∇× B˜ = −iωE˜/c (no current, magnetic permeability µ ∼ 1) field. If we insert the
ansatz in equation 1.35 we finally get:
E˜ =
−c
ω
[kxˆ− iqyˆ]B0 (1.36)
Imposing the boundary conditions of equation 1.34 we find:
q1
1
=
q2
2
(1.37)
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Since we are looking for solutions bounded to the interface, q1 and q2 should be real and
with opposite sign (q1 should be positive, q2 should be negative in order to avoid divergences
at x = ±∞). This is only possible if 1 and 2 have opposite sign (i.e. if one medium is a
dielectric and the other one is a metal).
In general, in a medium with dielectric function (ω), the magnetic field B satisfies
Helmholtz equation
(
∇2 + ω
2
c2
)
B = 0. This implies:
q2 − k2 + ω
2
c2
 = 0 (1.38)
Since k should be the same for the metal region and the dielectric region:
q21 +
ω2
c2
1 = q
2
2 +
ω2
c2
2 (1.39)
using equation 1.37 in 1.39 we get q21 = −21
ω2
c2
1
1 + 2
. Plugging this last result into 1.38
and solving in region 1, we finally get the dispersion relation for a SP:
k(ω) =
ω
c
√
12
1 + 2
(1.40)
For the specific case of an interface between a metal and the vacuum (in which we will
mainly interested) equation 1.40 becomes:
k(ω) =
ω
c
√
1− ω2p/ω2
2− ω2p/ω2
(1.41)
Figure 1.8 shows the propagation of a SP. The upper material is the dielectric, while the
lower material is a metal. It is worth to remark that the electromagnetic field extends very
little into the metal. In fact, the decay length is essentially the electron skin depth in this
case.
The dispersion relation of equation 1.41 has an evident singularity when ω → ωp/
√
2. Then
there’s a gap for ωp/
√
2 < ω < ωp where k(ω) is imaginary and finally there’s another
branch of the dispersion function for ω > ωp. For SPs only the lower branch is of interest(
ω < ωp/
√
2
)
, since the upper branch describes the propagation of very high frequency
EM waves in the metal.
The previous derivation was performed for a metal. However it is valid also for a cold
plasma, provided that relativistic effects are disregarded.
When ω < ωp/
√
2, k(ω) > ω/c. This implies that coupling between an EM wave in vacuum
and a SP is impossible. In fact, the matching condition for an EM wave with an angle of
incidence θ reads as follow:
kEM (ω) sin(θ) = kSPP (ω) −→ ω
c
sin(θ) = kSP (ω) (1.42)
Equation 1.42 cannot be satisfied if ω < ωp (in the previous equation kEM and kSP are,
respectively, the k vector for the EM wave and the SP).
In general, the excitation of a surface plasmon by direct illumination of a flat interface can
be proven to be impossible. Thus several schemes have been developed in order to excite
a SP with an electromagnetic wave15. In the so-called Otto configuration, a dielectric
15Without using an EM wave, a SP can be excited also with accelerated charged particles.
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Figure 1.9: Pictorial representation of the excitation of a SP by a plane wave shining on a
metal interface.
prism is in direct contact with a metal thin surface. When an EM field is reflected at the
dielectric-metal interface, its evanescent field component is responsible for the excitation of
a surface plasmon on the back side of the metal thin foil. Kretschmann configuration is a
very similar scheme, but it this case the aforementioned components are arranged is such a
way to introduce a thin air gap between the prism and the metal. In this case the SP is
excited by the evanescent EM field on the face of the metal foil facing the prism. These
strategies are crucially based on the use of a dielectric.
The aforementioned schemes are clearly unsuitable for the aim of extending the study of
plasmonics effects in high intensity laser-matter interaction. Indeed during the interaction
with a high intensity laser pulse any dielectric becomes a strongly conductive plasma.
Therefore, we must rely on other common schemes in “traditional” plasmonics involving a
structuring of a metal interface. Among these techniques a widely used scheme consists
in using metal surfaces with a shallow modulation of period d (if the modulation of the
surface is not shallow, the dispersion relation of the SP can be strongly affected). The
SP dispersion relation is then folded with period q = 2pi/d in the k − ω plane and the
matching condition hence reads:
KEM (ω) sin(θ) = kSPP (ω)± n2pi
d
(1.43)
where d is the groove spacing and n is an integer number.
A solution for the matching condition of equation 1.43 can then be found. For a given
value of ω, the condition of equation 1.43 depends only on the period of the grating d and
the angle of incidence of the EM wave φi:
± nλL/d =
√
(1− ω2p/ω2)/(2− ω2p/ω2)− sin(φi). (1.44)
For a strongly over-dense plasma (ωp  ω), if we restrict to the solution with n = +1, the
conditions for d and φi becomes:
λL
d
= 1− sin(φi). (1.45)
The matching condition is represented graphically in figure 1.9. Equation 1.45 is plotted in
figure 1.10. Some selected values are highlighted.
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Figure 1.10: Relation between grating resonance angle and groove spacing d
The theory presented so far is valid for non-relativistic laser-plasma interaction. It is
important to stress that we are mainly interested in the extension of Plasmonics in the
High Field regime, where we expect relativistic effects to be strong. Thus there’s no “a
priori” guarantee that the theory which we’ve exposed will hold at relativistic intensities.
Indeed, a complete and convincing theory for surface plasmon polaritons in the relativistic
regime (High Field Plasmonics) is still lacking in the literature.
1.3.2 Overview of plasmonic schemes and applications
The impressive development of plasmonics in the last decades has lead to the realization of
a large amount of interesting schemes. Figure 1.11 gives an idea of the variety of Plasmonics
schemes and its applications. In the the left upper panel, a device conceived to achieve
plasmonic nanofocusing is shown. While propagating EM waves cannot be focused below
the diffraction limit λ/2, surface plasmons are evanescent modes and can be concentrated
much further. A variety of devices able to concentrate surface plasmons in structures much
smaller than the wavelength of the exciting EM have been developed[104] (nanotips, tapered
waveguides, kissing cylinders . . . ) leading to extreme field enhancements16. Plasmonic
nanofocusing in metallic tips is currently exploited for technological applications such as
the Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy (SNOM) technique [105].
Plasmonic metamaterials [106] (see the top right panel of figure 1.11) are materials
structured on a sub-wavelength scale which exploits plasmonics effects to achieve peculiar
optical properties, which are not found in conventional materials. For instance, a plasmonic
metamaterial may behave as a negative refraction index material. Suitably prepared
plasmonics meta-surfaces may show unconventional optical properties as well (see [107]).
The bottom left panel show an example of integration of plasmonic elements into a
microfluidic lab-on-chip. The replacement of traditional electronic components with
plasmonics equivalents is also an active research field [95].
An important technological application of SP is represented by biosensors (see [108]): a
surface plasmon in excited on a suitably coated surface and the analysis of the reflected
16Field enhancement exceeding 100× are reported in the literature
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Figure 1.11: A few selected applications of plasmonics, which illustrate the variety of the
field. Picture 1 shows a nanofocusing device, picture 2 shows a plasmonic metamaterial
made of metallic nanorods, picture 3 shows a microfluidic lab-on-chip in which nanotips are
used to control the interaction with molecules in the fluid (the effect is mediated by surface
plasmons). Picture 4 shows the use of a plamonic device for biosensing: the high field
confinement achieved in plasmonic schemes is exploited to enhance biomolecules detection.
Picure 1 reproduced from [100], picture 2 is reproduced from [101], picture 3 is reproduced
from [102], picture 4 is reproduced from [103]
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light can be used to gather information on the adsorbed molecules. The bottom right panel
of figure 1.11 provides a schematic of this technique.
Finally, the light trapping properties of SPs have been exploited to enhance the efficiency
of solar cells [109].
Provided that plasmonics can be extended into the relativistic regime, the large variety of
schemes already developed in traditional plasmonics could provide an interesting source of
inspiration.
1.3.3 Outlook for relativistic plasmonics
The perspective of extending some schemes borrowed from classical plasmonics into the
high field regime is certainly interesting. For instance, energy concentration schemes are
particularly attractive, since they may lead to extreme laser intensities, currently out of
reach for modern laser systems. Moreover, fine manipulation of ultra-high fields with
structured targets may open the way for interesting possibilities.
Though potentially far-reaching, the advent of High Field Plasmonics could be hindered by
fundamental difficulties inherent to high intensity laser-matter interaction. Indeed, several
plasmonics schemes require sub-wavelength structuring of the targets: shallow gratings are
required for laser coupling to surface plasmons, sub-wavelength tapered waveguides (or
simlar subwavelength structures) are required for light concentration beyond diffraction
limit, subwavelength holes are required for plasmonic transparency schemes. . . However, in
laser-matter interaction at relativistic intensities, electrons reach almost the speed of light
in one laser cycle. This means that they can be displaced by ≈ λLaser in a single laser
cycle, which raises the concern that the subwavelength structures may not survive long
enough.
Despite this issue, a few promising experimental results have been obtained recently
with grating targets irradiated at relativistic intensities (see chapter 3 for an extensive
treatment). For instance, in a first experimental campaign in 2012 at CEA-Saclay, grating
targets were irradiated with intense (I > 1019W/cm2) laser pulses at the resonant angle
for SP excitation. This configuration was proven to enhance the cut-off energy of protons
accelerated from the rear surface of the target [110]. A second experimental campaign
was performed at the same facility in 2014[8, 111]; the activity was focused on the effects
of SP excitation on electron emission from grating targets. A strong emission of multi-
MeV electron bunches was observed along the target surface only when a grating target
was irradiated with an angle close to the one expected for the resonant SP excitation.
Especially this second experimental campaign provides compelling evidence of SP excitation
(a theoretical model together with 3D numerical simulations confirm that SP are involved
in the electron acceleration process). These scheme represents a potentially attractive
electron source for a few applications (see chapter 3).
In addition, plasmonics effects can be identified in the Light Sail regime of Radiation
pressure ion acceleration scheme (see chapter 5 for a detailed discussion). Experimental
evidence of complex structures in RPA ions was found in a few experiments [112], suggesting
that the RPA scenario is prone to surface rippling instabilities, and structures closely
resembling those determined by Rayleigh Taylor Instability were observed in several
numerical studies. However, the scalelength of the structures observed in the simulations
(close to the laser wavelength) cannot be explained with classical Rayleigh Taylor Instability
theory. It is possible to show (both theoretically and numerically) that the plasmonic
resonant coupling of the laser light with the target rippling affects the growth of RTI driven
by the radiation pressure, determining the scale of the target rippling. These results are of
interest because target rippling is possibly detrimental for the RPA scheme (since it may
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lead to an early onset of transparency).
In conclusion, though probably not all the schemes from traditional plasmonics can be
easily ported into the high field regime, experimental and numerical evidence strongly
supports SP excitation in relativistic laser-matter interaction. Besides their specific interest,
these results open the way for further developments and support High Field Plasmonics as
an emerging field in ultra-high intensity laser-matter interaction.
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Chapter 2
Numerical tools
As in many research fields, numerical simulations play an important role in plasma physics.
Indeed, plasmas are complex physical systems and in several scenarios analytical theories
are of limited applicability. Numerical simulations are often required to clarify the physical
processes at play in certain conditions or to prepare experimental activities.
This chapter is mainly devoted to present Particle-In-Cell (PIC) codes. This simulation
technique is widely used in plasma physics to study a great variety of topics, ranging from
astrophysical scenarios to laser-plasma interaction.
Section 2.1 gives a brief overview of numerical simulations in plasma physics, whereas
section 2.2 deals more specifically with PIC codes (although most of the fundamental
algorithms are described in detail in appendix C). The open-source PIC code piccante,
mainly developed at University of Pisa, is presented in detail in section 2.3. Another PIC
code, piccolino, based on a different Maxwell solver, is presented in section 2.4. A few
applications of these codes are briefly discussed in section 2.5.
The research activity presented in the next chapters is heavily based on numerical simula-
tions performed with piccante code.
2.1 Numerical simulations of Plasma Physics
Numerical simulations are an invaluable tool in the exploration of complex, non-linear
plasma phenomena. A wide range of numerical methods has been developed to simulate
plasma in a variety of physical scenarios, from diluted space plasmas [113] to warm dense
matter [114]. Depending on the regime, different numerical tools are appropriate for the
description of the physical processes at play. Figure 2.1 (adapted from [48]) provides
an overview of plasma models and related simulation tools, ranging from a fine-grained,
microscopic description to a coarse-grained fluid description. A thorough review of the
available simulation tools in plasma physics is however beyond the scope of this document.
This thesis deals essentially with very high-intensity laser plasma interaction on a time scale
of few hundreds of femtoseconds at most. In these conditions, a kinetic description of the
plasma is usually needed. Since in several cases collisional effects play a negligible role, the
relativistic Vlasov equation coupled with Maxwell equations is an appropriate theoretical
description of these physical processes (see section 1.2). Two main numerical tools are used
to model these scenarios: Vlasov codes[115], which directly solve the Vlasov-Maxwell system
of equations, and Particle-In-Cell codes [116, 117], in which the distribution functions of
the particle species are sampled with a collection of macro-particles.
Compared to PIC codes, Vlasov codes usually perform better in resolving small features of
the particle distribution functions (see for instance [118, 119]). However, multi-dimensional
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Vlasov simulations require a very large amount of computational resources, which can
easily exceed the limits of state-of-the-art High Performance Computing facilities for fully
3D simulations 1.
Vlasov codes won’t be covered further in the present manuscript. Instead, since most of
the numerical work presented in this thesis relies on simulations of laser-matter interaction
performed with PIC codes, their working principle will be described in the next section.
The interested reader can find a comprehensive reference on PIC algorithms in [116] and a
recent review, which highlights modern developments, in [121].
2.2 Particle-In-Cell codes
A PIC code solves the relativistic Vlasov equation (see section 1.2) for each particle species:
∂tfi + v · ∇xfi + q
(
E +
1
c
v ×B
)
· ∇pfi = 0 (2.1)
together with Maxwell equations for the EM field:
∂tB = −c∇×E
∂tE = c∇×B− 4piJ
∇ ·E = 4piρ
∇ ·B = 0
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
The main idea behind Particle-In-Cell simulations is to sample the plasma distribution
function with several charged macroparticles, while the electromagnetic field and the
current are calculated on a grid.
The values of the fields acting on each macroparticle are interpolated from the field values
at the grid nodes. Positions and momenta of the macroparticles are advanced in time using
these field values at each time step. A current density at each node is calculated from
the moving macroparticles. A Maxwell solver advances in time the EM field equations,
using the current density deposed on the grid by the macroparticles. Figure 2.2 illustrates
synthetically the structure of a PIC simulation time-step.
Typically, the so-called Boris pusher is used to advance particle positions in time. Two
different strategies are commonly implemented to calculate current deposition on the
grid: an energy-conserving algorithm and a charge-conserving algorithm (the so-called
Esirkepov current deposition). The first strategy enforces energy conservation at the
expense of a non-exact conservation of the total charge (i.e. a net charge may be deposed
on the grid, leading to possible non-physical effects). The Esirkepov current deposition
strategy instead ensures exact conservation of the total charge, though at the expense of
energy conservation. Charge-conserving algorithm is significantly more expensive than
energy-conserving algorithm in terms of computational resources. In a typical simulation
the differences between those strategies should be limited, however some scenarios may
require specifically one of these strategies to be simulated correctly (see [122] for energy
and momentum conservation in PIC codes). Finally, a typical Maxwell solver used in PIC
simulations is the second order FDTD solver on a yee-lattice. Other higher-order FDTD
Maxwell solvers or solvers based of Fast Fourier Transform may be used in some situations.
1Suppose that each one of the six dimensions x, y, z, px, py, pz is resolved with 10
3 grid points. Supposing
that each grid node requires 4 bytes of memory (a standard single-precision float number) to be represented,
the total memory requirement amounts to ∼ 4 · 106 Terabytes! This is approximately 4000 times the total
RAM available at the top # 1 supercomputer in the world[120], as of June 2015.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of plasma models and simulation techniques (adapted from[48])
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of Particle-In-Cell algorithm
In appendix C the aforementioned algorithms are discussed in more detail.
If the standard yee-lattice FDTD scheme is used for the Maxwell solver, the so-called
Courant condition should be satisfied in order to ensure numerical stability:
∆t <
1
c
√
1
(∆x)2
+
1
(∆y)2
+
1
(∆z)2
(2.6)
where ∆t is the time-step size and ∆x, ∆y and ∆z are the grid spacing.
The core numerical techniques for PIC codes are well established, although there’s an
ongoing effort to add more physical processes to the model or to introduce new features.
For instance, PIC codes including a physical model for ionization are relatively common
[123]. Several PIC codes implement also particle collisions [124, 125], which are important
in some physical scenarios. Taking into account radiative losses when ultra-relativistic
particles are involved can also be important, since the back-reaction on the particles may
greatly affect its dynamics (see [62]). This is especially important to simulate extremely
relativistic astrophysical scenarios or laser-matter interaction in the intensity regime which
will be available at the next-generation laser facility. Finally, the inclusion of QED effects
(see [126]) is currently a very active research topic.
Supercomputing facilities now available allow to perform very large 3D simulations involving
several 1010 macroparticles. PIC numerical scheme is inherently suitable for large scale
parallel implementation: the simulation area can be split in several smaller region, each one
of these is associated with a different process. Only information concerning EM fields and
current at the borders and on particles crossing the borders should be exchanged between
the processes. Some specific tasks however become increasingly demanding in massively
parallel simulations (e.g. output routines).
PIC codes are at the forefront of High Performance Computing and there is ongoing effort
to develop efficient PIC codes for new HPC architectures, such as those based on Graphical
Processing Units (see [127, 128]).
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2.3 PICCANTE: an open-source PIC code
Figure 2.3: piccante logo
[129] piccante is an open-source, massively parallel, fully relativistic particle-in-cell code.
piccante has been mainly developed by L.Fedeli(University of Pisa and CNR-INO) and
A.Sgattoni(CNR-INO2), with significant contributions by S.Sinigardi(University of Bologna).
Recently the project has benefited from the support of a dedicated Preparatory PRACE
(PaRtnership for Advanced Computing in Europe) project, aimed at improving the efficiency
of some core routines (see [129]).
piccante has been developed essentially from scratch, aiming at flexibility (in order to
perform a wide variety of numerical simulations) and scalability (in order to perform large
scale 3D PIC simulations on a supercomputing facilities). The code is entirely written
in C++. piccante was designed to run on a wide range of computing machines, from
laptops to high performance supercomputing machines. The code was tested on up to
32768 parallel processes and it has proven to be well scalable [129]).
The code was cross-checked with another PIC code available in the group (ALaDyn,
developed at the University of Bologna [130]) and the capability to reproduce known
analytical results (wakefield excitation in laser interaction with underdense plasma, growth
rate of instabilities, 1D solitons . . . ) was tested.
Although a lot of Particle-In-Cell codes have been developed by several groups in the world,
only a small percentage is available to the whole community and only a fraction of that
percentage is available with a proper GPLv3 open source license. piccante was released to
the whole community as an open-source project (see [131]). Making available the code used
for scientific simulations should ensure the reproducibility of the data (see [132]), which
should be a cardinal tenet in modern science.
The key feature of piccante code are reported below (see also figure 2.4, where some of
these features are represented graphically).
piccante allows simulations with 1D, 2D and 3D Cartesian geometries. The simulation grid
should be rectangular (i.e. ∆x, ∆y and ∆z may be different3 ) Moreover, grid stretching
along xˆ, yˆ and zˆ is possible. This allows the simulation grid to be finely resolved at its
central region and less resolved at the edges of the box. This strategy saves computational
resources (essentially memory) while keeping high the resolution where it is required.
2Also affiliated at Politecnico di Milano when the project started
3This is often useful in order to save computational time, since in typical simulations longitudinal
resolution is more critical than transversal resolution. In this case ∆x can be smaller than ∆y and ∆z.
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However, grid stretching leads to a significant increase of computational time for current
deposition and field interpolation. Thus the opportunity of using this feature should
considered carefully.
As far as boundary conditions are of concern, it is possible to choose between Periodic
Boundary Conditions (PBC) and Open Boundary Conditions (OBC).
Parallelization is done slicing the simulation box. It is possible to parallelize the simulation
along xˆ, yˆ and zˆ.
Finally, piccante allows to perform simulations with a moving window, which is useful in
several cases (a paradigmatic case is a Laser Wakefield simulation).
piccante is a fully relativistic electromagnetic code.
The code allows to enable Radiation Reaction effects, which essentially take into account
radiative losses typical of extremely relativistic scenarios. Radiation Reaction losses (see
subsection 1.2.6) are implemented in piccante following the algorithm described in [62].
It is possible to choose between several temperature distributions (Waterbag, Supergaussian
and Maxwell) for the particle species. Moreover, it is possible to boost a temperature
distribution. If a plasma is moving with a bulk velocity v and if, for instance, a Maxwellian
temperature distribution is required, the momentum distribution is Maxwellian in a
reference frame co-moving with the plasma. This last feature is particularly useful for
astrophysical scenarios, where a temperature distribution may be assigned to a group of
particles moving with a relativistic bulk velocity.
piccante has been designed to be very flexible in order to simulate a wide range of physical
scenarios.
Complex target geometries can be easily implemented. A set of frequently used targets
is provided (i.e. uniform boxes, targets with a soft ramp . . . ) but, as long as the target
density can be written as a function ρ(x, y, z), the implementation of new target geometries
is straightforward. Chapter 4 provides an example of a non-standard initial geometry for a
plasma. In this case the code was modified to load a pre-calculated external file, containing
the coordinates and radii of a collection of spheres. These spheres were arranged in space
in a way which mimicked the structure of a nanostructured foam targets.
An unlimited number of laser pulses can be placed in the simulation box and an unlimited
number of particle species can be used (a particle species should be of one of these types:
electrons, positrons or ions with selectable Z/A ratio).
piccante implements an advanced management of its output. Output timing can be selected
in a flexible and straightforward way. Moreover the output can be easily restricted to a
subregion of the simulation box (which is extremely useful when only a small region of a
large simulation is of interest). Two output classes exist: lightweight output (containing
synthetic information on the simulation in human-readable format) an heavyweight output
(containing charge distributions, electromagnetic fields . . . in binary format). The typical
size of a lightweight output file is a few kilobytes, while the size of an heavyweight output
is usually in the hundreds of megabytes-few gigabytes range for 2D simulations and in the
tens or hundreds of gigabytes for 3D simulations.
Since the binary output of the code is not in a standard format, a complete set of tools
for the analysis of the simulation results is provided[133]. These tools allow to extract
information form piccante output in a file format suitable for scientific visualisation software
(Paraview [134], Visit [135], Gnuplot [136]).
Output was carefully optimized to achieve good scalability up to tens of thousands of MPI
tasks[129] (see subsection 2.3.1 for more details on this topic).
For typical simulations, the code can be controlled entirely from an input file written in
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)format. Only if custom plasma shapes are needed the
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(a) Multiple laser pulses
(b) Complex targets
(c) 3D simulations
Figure 2.4: Some of the features of piccante
user is required to manipulate the source code and recompile the program.
2.3.1 Optimization of piccante
piccante code underwent an extensive rewriting of its output routines within the framework
of a Preparatory Prace project. Details of the performed optimizations are reported in [129].
All the optimization work was performed on FERMI IBM BlueGene/Q machine, hosted
at CINECA, Italy (figure 2.6 shows the modular architecture of the HPC machine, from
the 16 core chip up to the whole 2 PFlops/s system). However, since the optimizations
are not specifically tailored for the BG/Q architecture, a performance increase is expected
also on similar parallel architectures (some preliminary tests on superMUC machine, based
on intel CPUs, showed increased performances for the optimized piccante code). Most of
the optimization work was targeted on output strategies, since profiling performed with
scalasca revealed that for more than a few thousands MPI-tasks output routines became a
severe bottleneck. Figure 2.5 shows the results of a profiling performed before and after
optimization (both weak scaling and strong scaling results are shown4). It is evident from
the graphs that before optimization the output routines required a sizeable fraction of the
code execution time.
4These tests were performed with a 3D box completely filled with a uniform, low-temperature plasma.
The simulation box was evenly split between the MPI tasks. In a weak scaling test the computational
cost per MPI task is kept constant (i.e. if the number of MPI tasks is increased 2×, the simulation box is
enlarged 2×).Therefore, in the ideal case, the execution time should be the same for any number of MPI
tasks. In the strong scaling tests instead, the size of the simulation box is kept constant. Thus increasing
N× the number of MPI tasks should lead to a N× speed-up in the ideal case
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a) b)
c) d)
Weak scaling (before optimization) Weak scaling (after optimization)
Strong scaling (before optimization) Strong scaling (after optimization)
Figure 2.5: Weak and strong scaling of piccante code on JUQUEEN supercomputers.
picture reproduced from [129]
Figure 2.6: Architecture of the BlueGene/Q machine FERMI
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The old (pre-optimization) and the new (post-optimization) output strategies are schemat-
ically illustrated in figure 2.7. The old output strategy relied upon the MPI_File_write
routine (i.e. the routine for parallel output built in the standard MPI library implementa-
tion). With this strategy, for every output request, all the MPI tasks write “simultaneously”
in the same shared file. This method proved to be efficient for a relatively small number of
MPI tasks (. 1024). However, for larger numbers of MPI tasks MPI_File_write routines
became a severe bottleneck. Indeed, for a BlueGene/Q machine, for every 128 compute
notes there is only one I/O node communicating directly to the parallel I/O subsystem.
This means that a single CPU deputed to I/O operations (16 CPU per I/O node) has to
deal with the concurrent requests of 128 MPI tasks (even up to 512 if simultaneous multi-
threading is used). This large number of concurrent requests results in a very inefficient
utilization of the output bandwidth.
Several parallel output strategies were developed and tested. A first significant improvement
can be achieved using a different built-in function for parallel output, MPI_File_write_all
instead of MPI_File_write. MPI_File_write_all is a collective output routine (all the
MPI tasks involved should call the routine simultaneously) and thus additional optimiza-
tions are enabled. This solution improved the write times significantly, but still maintained
a very bad scaling for numbers of MPI tasks greater than 2048.
Another strategy we tested was grouping the MPI tasks into “writing groups” of various
sizes. Within each group, only one MPI task was responsible for writing all the the data of
its group. All the writing tasks concurrently write their data in a single large file. Despite
actually improving performances with respect to naive approach based on MPI_File_write,
even this scheme failed to show good scalability (as the number of MPI tasks grows, the
number of concurrent writing tasks grows as well).
We tested also another naive approach, base on a single output file per MPI task. This
strategy proved to scale well, though not being the fastest strategy for N < 2048. However,
the very large number of output files is a severe limitation for post-processing5.
The final solution which proved to be both efficient and scalable is illustrated in figure
2.7, in the lower panel. Let N be the total number of MPI tasks and G the number of
writing groups. Within each group MPI tasks send their data to a master task. Only the M
(M=N/G) master tasks are responsible for direct I/O operations, using the MPI_File_write
routine. The output data is split into F different files (F¡M) and M/F master tasks share a
single output file. We tested several values for G ranging from G=32 up to G=128. For F
we tested F=N/1024 and F=N/2048 cases. The new I/O strategy led to a major speed-up
of writing operations. We observed up to 40× speed-up for particle data (the phase-space
output) and up to 600× for field data (the EM field or the current or the charge density).
Figure 2.8 provides a detailed comparison of the output time for the old and the new
output strategy. The graph shows that not only the output times are orders of magnitude
lower, but also the scaling with the number of MPI tasks is significantly improved. With
the new output strategy we were able to reach an output speed equal to 8 GB/s, which is
∼ 50% of the average output bandwidth.
2.4 PICcolino: a spectral PIC code
piccante, as most of the other existing PIC codes, adopts a second order FDTD yee-lattice
method to solve Maxwell equations on the computational grid. Though appropriate for
a wide range of plasma phenomena and very efficient in terms of execution time, this
5Even listing the content of a directory containing tens of thousands of files may take several seconds or
tens of seconds on FERMI.
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of the old and new output strategies in piccante is shown. In this
example, G=64 and F=N/128. Picture reproduced from [129]
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the output times between the old (empty symbols in light shades
of red and blue) and the new strategies (filled symbols in dark shades of red and blye)
versus the number of MPI-tasks N. The time is reported in seconds and corresponds to
the aggregated time given by scalasca profiler dived by the number of MPI tasks N. The
time spent to write particle positions and momenta on disk is represented in red, while the
total time spent to write EM fields and charge densities is represented in blue. Picture
reproduced from [129]
scheme has a few severe weaknesses. For instance, if the numerical dispersion relation is
calculated for EM waves propagating in the vacuum, a phase velocity slightly smaller than
the speed of light is found (the exact phase velocity depends on the grid resolution, the
time-step size and the propagation direction). This may cause unwanted physical effects in
physical scenarios in which reproducing faithfully the phase of a laser pulse propagating in a
plasma is crucial (i.e. Laser Wakefield simulations). Moreover, in some scenarios involving
ultra-relativistic particles, the velocity of a macro-particle can actually be greater than the
numerical phase velocity of light. This leads to a non-physical numerical Cherenkov effect;
even a macro-particle travelling at constant speed in the vacuum can couple to the EM
field and emit radiation. The numerical Cherenkov effect can severely affect the particle
dynamics, making the simulation meaningless.
The calculated dispersion relation for EM waves in vacuum in 3D is (see [137]):[
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where c is the speed of light, k is the wavenumber and ω is the frequency, ∆x, ∆y, ∆z
are the grid spacings in the three dimensions and ∆t is the time-step. For simplicity we
consider a 2D simulation (the third term of the right hand side of equation 2.7) with
the same resolution on xˆ and yˆ, thus ∆x = ∆y. Using a Courant factor fc = 0.98, from
equation 2.6 we get ∆t =
fc√
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∆x. Finally, since c = 1, equation 2.7 becomes:
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Using the previous results, the phase velocity vf =
ω
k
can be written as:
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Figure 2.9 shows vf (kx, ky) for ∆x = 0.05. It is evident from the graph that for larger k
Figure 2.9: The figure shows the phase velocity vf of an EM wave in a simple FDTD solver
as a function of kx/(2pi) and ky/(2pi). The graph is calculated for for ∆x = 0.05λ. It is
evident from the graph that the largest error in the phase velocity is for the propagation
along the axes.
the error on the phase velocity increases and that the issue is more serious on the axes.
For k = 2pi(1, 0) the error is ∼ 0.35%. Thus, an ultra-relativistic particle with γ > 143 will
have a velocity v > vf .
Several techniques exist to keep this unwanted behaviour under control. A few techniques
are based on higher order algorithms for the Maxwell solver. Another strategy is based on
the use of a spectral solver. Transforming the EM field in its Fourier components, evolving
in time these components and transforming back to the real space, allow the EM waves to
propagate at the speed of light, virtually eliminating the numerical Cherenkov effect. This
topic is discussed in detail in [138].
piccolino was initially developed mainly as an numerical exercise, but it has evolved into
a valid alternative to other PIC codes available in the group for numerical simulations
involving ultra-relativistic particles. In order to perform Fast Fourier Transform efficiently,
FFTW (the Fastest Fourier Transform of the West) library was used [139]. Parallelization
of the most computationally expensive routines (current deposition, particle pusher) is
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performed with OpenMP library (i.e. the operations are carried out by different threads
sharing the whole memory). Due to the adopted parallelization technique, piccolino is not
suitable for large supercomputers, being mainly designed to run on personal computers or
workstations.
2.5 Applications
piccante was extensively used to support the research activity presented in this dissertation.
This section is intended to present concisely other applications of piccante and piccolino
code, not related to High Field Plasmonics, in order to show the flexibility of these
computational tools. Subsection 2.5.1 provides an example in which the investigation of an
astrophysical scenario (Weibel instability in counter-streaming relativistic pair-plasmas)
required the use of both codes. Subsection 2.5.2 concerns instead numerical simulations of
ion acceleration with Coulomb explosion of thin gold foils (these simulation were performed
using only piccante code).
2.5.1 Weibel instability in pair-plasmas
In a recently published work (see [140]), the development of Weibel instability generated by
two counter-streaming, ultra-relativistic, pair plasmas (electrons and positron) is studied.
The topic is a well known scenario in plasma physics and astrophysics and has been explored
extensively both from the analytical point of view and the numerical point of view (see for
instance [141]). Our main contribution is to investigate the role of radiation reaction in
these conditions.
The study of a model problem characterized by two colliding electron-positron plasma
clouds at relativistic velocities is relevant for several astrophysical scenarios, including the
fireball model of Gamma Ray Bursts [142], pulsar wind outflows in Pulsar Wind Nebulae
[143], and relativistic jets from Active Galactic Nuclei [142].
Numerical simulations with PICCANTE and PICcolino
The initial configuration of the 2D numerical simulations consists in two neutral beams of
electron-positron pairs propagating in opposite directions and filling the whole simulation
space (as in the first panel of figure 2.10). The initial γ factor of the particles is 200
(with a low-temperature Maxwellian distribution, in order to provide initial noise). Two
configurations were tested: the P-mode configuration, in which the initial velocity of
the beams is along the simulation box, and T-mode configuration, in which the initial
velocity is perpendicular to the simulation box. These configurations are prone to a host
of instabilities, characterized by the orientation of their wave-vector with respect to the
direction of the beams (see [144]).
Two limiting cases for the instability exist: the longitudinal two stream instability (TSI),
corresponding to an electrostatic mode with a wave-vector aligned with the particle flow,
and the transverse filamentation instability (FI), corresponding to an EM mode with
wave-vector perpendicular to the beam direction. In the general case, the wave-vector is
oblique with respect to the beam direction and the instability is a “mixture” of TSI and
FI. However, analytical calculations based on first-order perturbation theory ([145, 144]),
show that the growth rate Γ in the linear phase for the two-stream instability Γ ∝ γ−3/20 ,
while for the FI Γ ∝ γ−1/20 , where γ0 =
(
1 + (p0/mec)
2
)1/2
is the initial beam Lorentz
factor (with p0 the initial drift momentum). Moreover, these calculations show that, when
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Figure 2.10: Subfigure a) depicts the two different geometries which were studied. Subfigure
b) shows charge density for a given species, energy density of the transversal magnetic field
and longitudinal current for a P-mode simulation (two time-steps are shown). Subfigure c)
shows the energy density of the transversal magnetic field for several time steps, comparing
P-mode and T-mode simulations.
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the beams are symmetric, the instability is prevalently EM. Thus, in the ultra-relativistic
regime the transverse FI is expected to dominate the growth of the instability, at least
before nonlinear effects become important.
The instability leads to the formation of current filaments, which merge in larger structures
during the nonlinear phase (see figure 2.10. After this coalescence phase, magnetic field
and current filaments reach a quasi-stationary regime, with typical scales of several skin
depths. Most particles are magnetically confined inside the current filaments. A group of
particles are accelerated at twice their initial momentum, forming a peak in the energy
spectrum. Both T-mode and P-mode simulations show a similar behaviour.
Numerical simulations for the T-mode case were performed with piccante code, using a
simulation box 2000× 2000 cells wide, with a resolution ∆x = ∆y = 0.05λp (where λp is
the plasma skin depth). For each species (two electron species and two positron species)
2× 108 computational particles were used. The time-step size was 0.0325Tp.
For the P-mode case, piccante could not be used, since its FDTD Maxwell solver is affected
by severe numerical Cherenkov radiation when ultra-relativistic particles are involved.
Thus for the P-mode simulations piccolino code was used (piccolino was benchmarked
with piccante in test cases where numerical Cherenkov radiation was negligible and the
results were in full agreement). Simulations performed with piccolino were characterized
by a smaller grid (1000 × 1000 cells, though the spatial resolution was identical) and a
smaller time-step size (0.025 Tp). The same number of particles per cell was used. Figure
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Figure 2.11: Total energy as a function of simulation time for various plasma densities
and simulation geometries (P and T modes). Radiation Reaction is responsible for energy
losses.
2.11 shows the evolution in time of the total energy (particle energy plus field energy)
normalized over the initial kinetic energy of the beams, for different simulations with RF
included. Radiative losses are higher for T -mode (transversal simulations) than for the
P -mode (longitudinal simulations), which is consistent with the higher fields generated
in the T -mode case. Moreover, since the magnetic field saturation is proportional to the
square of the total plasma density
√
nT , higher densities correspond to larger radiative
losses. RF losses account for a few percent of the initial energy for a plasma density
of 1019cm−3 and a simulation time of 100 Tp. For higher densities (not easily found in
astrophysical scenarios involving pair plasmas), RF accounts for a major loss of energy.
Despite this large energy loss, the instability dynamics is not strongly affected with respect
to the case without RF. Even when RF is very important as far energy loss is of concern,
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we observe in the simulations the formation of filamentary structures hardly distinguishable
from those obtained without RF. Two different factors contribute to preserving the main
features of the instability: the EM fields have to grow in order for RF to be important
(so RF plays little role before the saturation phase) and in the ultra-relativistic case the
dominant term of RF force is ∝ γ2 ( this means that RF affects mainly the particles in the
high energy tail of the distribution).
2.5.2 Intense laser interaction with thin gold targets
Numerical simulation were performed with piccante code in order to support and explain
the results obtained in an experimental campaign at VULCAN laser facility (Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, Oxford, UK), focussed on ion acceleration with thin gold foils.
In the experiment, 10 nm thick gold foils were irradiated with P-polarized sub-petawatt
laser pulses, obtaining a cut-off energy of ∼ 2 GeV for gold ions. Around 1010 ions 6 were
emitted in a relatively narrow cone with a divergence of ∼ 10◦. VULCAN facility provides
Figure 2.12: Set-up of the experiment performed at VULCAN laser facility, highlighting in
particular the positions of Thomson Parabolae detectors.
a Petawatt-class laser system, delivering 160-190 J on target in 700-900 fs. The FWHM of
the focal spot is close to the diffraction limit, being ∼5µm. The peak intensity on target
reaches 2− 5 · 1020W/cm2. VULCAN laser system is a Neodymium based laser, with a
central wavelength of 1.054 µm.
Throughout the experimental activity, ultra-thin (10 nm) gold foils were irradiated at
normal incidence using P-polarization. A set of three Thomson Parabola Spectrometers
6A total kinetic energy of more than 2 J was estimated
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(TPS) deployed at -5◦ (TPS 1), 0◦ (TPS 2) and 10◦ (TPS 3) with respect to laser axis was
used to collect information on the accelerated ions (see figure 2.12). TPSs were absolutely
calibrated against CR39 nuclear track detectors [146], in order to allow for an absolute
determination of the accelerated charge.
Narrow energy band and quasi-collimated ion bunches were obtained. Ion species detected
on the TPSs were Hydrogen and Carbon (a hydrocarbon contaminant layer is always
present at the surfaces of the target) and Gold ions. Some experimental results are reported
in figure 2.13. The spectra detected by the Thomson Parabolae are ordered according to the
charge-to-mass ratio (the ions with greater q/m are able to gain more energy). Moreover,
the spectra present a peak at higher energies. Numerical simulations were performed in
Figure 2.13: Experimental results for the three Thomson Parabolae
order to gain some insights on the acceleration mechanism in the aforementioned conditions.
Three large-scale 2D simulations were performed on the FERMI supercomputer. The main
parameters of the numerical simulations are reported in table 2.1. The differences between
the simulations are highlighted (essentially the differences concern the details of the target
composition and the laser pulse intensity). With respect to the experiment, the temporal
length of the laser pulse was reduced to 400 fs in order to limit the computational cost of
the simulations. For the same reason thicker targets were simulated (50 nm instead of 10
nm). It is worth to stress that the main aim of these 2D simulations was to give an idea of
the physical process at play, rather than reproducing the experimental results faithfully.
A rather long laser-target interaction generally requires a large simulation box to avoid
effects related to particles crossing the simulation borders (822µm× 320µm). On the other
hand, a dense target requires a good spatial resolution to correctly reproduce the physical
processes at play 7. With these constraints, the stretching of the simulation grid is a
particularly useful feature. The resolution is kept at the value quoted in table 2.1 only
in the interaction region (a 4µm× 20µm box), while the resolution is smoothly reduced
towards the edges of the simulation box. Thanks to the stretched grid only 31002× 8192
cells are used (instead of 98640× 34880).
Limited differences were observed between the three different simulated cases. 2D simula-
tions were able to reproduce qualitatively the shape of the energy spectra of the various
ion species observed in the experiment (see figure 2.14). As in the experiment, the energy
spectra present a “bump-on-tail” feature (except for the protons). Also the ordering of the
7The skin depth should be resolved at least with one point. As a consequence at least 50 points per
µm are required for 64 nc densities. However with this resolution the 50 nm thin target would have been
resolved with just 1-2 points. Thus a resolution of 120 points per µm in the longitudinal direction was
chosen.
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narrow-band peaks according to their charge to mass ratio is correctly reproduced.
The simulations suggest that the main physical process at play in these conditions is
Coulomb explosion of the target. P-polarization indeed determines a strong coupling of
the laser with the target: a significant amount of energy is transferred to the electrons and
ion acceleration is due to their almost-symmetric expansion. The maximum ion energy is
Simulation parameters 2D simulations
Simulation box 822µm× 320µm
Resolution (interaction, points per µm) [120, 109.6]
Target (bulk)
Density 60.0 nc
Thickness 50 nm
Composition sim 1,2:Au45+ (30%) + Au46+ −Au51+ (10% each)
sim 3: Au43+ −Au52+ (10% each)
Particles Per Cell (electrons) 100
Particles Per Cell (ions) 64 per species
Target (contaminants)
Density 6.0 nc
Thickness 25 nm
Composition C6+(50%) + H+(50%)
Particles Per Cell (electrons) 100
Particles Per Cell (ions) 64 per species
Laser
Polarization P
a0 sim 1,3: 12 (2× 1020W/cm2)
sim 2: 19 (5× 1020W/cm2)
Waist 4 λ
Type Gaussian
Pulse incidence 0◦
Duration FWHM 400 fs
Table 2.1: Parameter list for 2D simulations of Vulcan experiment (λ = 1µm)
obtained off-axis (a typical energy-angle distribution for gold can be seen in figure 2.15).
Moreover, in the simulations, for increasing intensity the maximum of the emission is found
at larger angles (7◦ instead of 5◦).
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Figure 2.14: Numerical ion spectra. The left panel shows gold ions while the right panel
shows carbon and hydrogen ions. Data are shown for simulation 3 and for emission angle
5◦.
Figure 2.15: dN/dE/dφ for Au52+. Data are shown for simulation 2.
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Chapter 3
Electron acceleration with grating
targets
The main result described in this chapter is the first observation of electron acceleration by
relativistic surface plasmons excited with ultra-high intensity laser pulses (I > 1018W/cm2)
interacting with grating targets. The experimental data are supported by three-dimensional
numerical simulations and a theoretical model, which confirm the generation of relativistic
surface plasmons and justify the acceleration process.
Two distinct experiments were carried out: an extensive campaign in 2014 with the
UHI100 laser system (a 100 TW system located at CEA-Saclay, Paris, France) and a few
measurements in 2015 on the PW-class laser system at GIST (Gwangju, South Korea).
Rather than constituting a complete experimental campaign on their own, the latter
measurements were performed mainly to asses the feasibility of experiments with grating
targets on a PW laser facility 1.
The study of Surface Plasmons excitation and manipulation with structured materials is a
vibrant research field, with a well understood theory (see section 1.3). However, Surface
Plasmons are normally excited at field intensities several orders of magnitude lower than
I = 1018W/cm2. In “traditional” plasmonics indeed, plasmonic structures are meant to
withstand the interaction with the laser pulse, whereas in intense laser-matter interaction
targets are completely destroyed during the interaction. The study of plasmonics effects
in these conditions is essentially an unexplored ground: no general theory is known for
this regime, in which relativistic, strongly nonlinear effects take place. Moreover, its
experimental investigation has been hindered so far by pre-pulses inherent to high-power
laser systems and causing early disruption of the target structures, which are required
for surface plasmon excitation. In our experiments these difficulties are overcome using a
system with an exceptionally ”clean” laser pulse.
The electron acceleration mechanism described in this chapter provides ultra-short, brilliant
electron bunches in the 10 MeV energy range. These characteristics are not easily attainable
with other sources. Indeed, with conventional sources (e.g. electron guns) it is very difficult
to obtain electron bunches shorter than ∼ 100 fs[147], while the temporal length of a
laser-based source should be comparable to the duration of the pulse (few tens of fs). Of
course with Laser Wake-Field Acceleration ultra-short electron bunches can be produced
(see section 1.2.7), but in this case obtaining final energies of only few MeVs with a good
quality (peaked energy spectrum, high total charge) is challenging [148]. Besides being per
se an attractive electron source at moderate energies (as will be detailed hereunder), the
scheme we present is interesting because it could represent a first step to extend “traditional”
1These results obtained at GIST are still preliminary as of October 2015.
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plasmonics into the unexplored high field regime.
The experimental study of electron acceleration with laser-induced surface plasmons
described in this chapter is, to our knowledge, the first one performed at fully relativistic
laser intensities (a0 ' 5).
In section 3.1.1 an introduction setting the framework of the present work and describing
some previous experimental and numerical activities with structured grating targets is
given. Section 3.2 is devoted to a detailed exposition of the experimental activity performed
at CEA-Saclay. In section 3.3 the main results of the numerical simulation campaign are
presented. The analytical model for electron acceleration with relativistic surface plasmons
is then covered in section 3.4. Section 3.5 is dedicated to the experimental data collected
at GIST research center. Finally, section 3.6 provides some conclusive remarks.
Some preliminary results of this experimental campaign can be found in [8], whereas the
main results together with a thorough discussion can be found in [9].
3.1 Introduction and previous results
This section is provided in order to frame our work within the the context of the ongoing
research effort to study plasmonic effects with very high laser fields. Subsection 3.1.1
presents the main outcomes of a previous experimental investigation which paved the
way for the research activity described in this chapter. Also some previous experiments
performed with much lower laser intensities are briefly mentioned. Subsection 3.1.2 instead
reviews some earlier numerical and theoretical investigations.
3.1.1 Previous experimental investigations
Figure 3.1: Setup of the 2012 experimental campaign. Grating targets were irradiated at
various incidence angles. A Thompson Parabola, aligned with the target normal, was used
to collect the spectrum on TNSA ions. A frosted screen, imaged by a CCD, was used to
acquire information on the amount of laser energy reflected by the grating. This figure was
taken from [110]
The research activity covered in this chapter was undertaken as a prosecution of a
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previous experimental investigation (carried out at the same laser facility), focused on
enhanced TNSA with grating targets (see [110]). During this 2012 experimental campaign
(carried out at CEA-Saclay), the interaction of intense fs laser pulses (I ∼ 1019W/cm2)
with thin grating targets was experimentally investigated. These targets were Mylar foils
whose front surface was grooved with a grating spacing designed for an expected resonance
at 30◦ pulse incidence. Also simple flat Mylar foils with approximately the same thickness
were used for comparison.
Since the experiment was focused on ion acceleration, the main detector was a Thomson
Parabola (the setup of the experiment is shown in figure 3.1). Together with the Thomson
parabola, a frosted screen was used to collect the light reflected from the target, in order
to estimate the laser energy absorption.
Figure 3.2 reports the main experimental results of the 2012 campaign: an enhancement
of laser-target coupling for grating targets compared to simple flat targets was actually
observed. Moreover, for grating targets the curve of the cut-off energy as a function of the
incidence angle shows a peak at 30◦, which was the expected angle of the resonance. The
left panel shows data for the simple flat targets, whereas the right panel shows the results
for the grating targets.
The reflected laser light (black dashed curve and hollow circles) shows a sharp dip in
correspondence of the expected resonance angle for the grating targets. Indeed the
integrated reflected signal plunges from ∼ 1 (arbitrary units), which is comparable with
the value for simple target, down to ∼ 0.1. This suggests a strong enhancement of laser
absorption.
As far as the Thompson parabola is of concern, if compared with simple flat targets,
energy spectra for ions accelerated with gratings were characterized by a significantly
higher cut-off energy. In figure 3.2 the red points are the collected experimental cut-off
energies for the flat targets (the red dashed curve is a fit), while the blue points are the
analogous experimental results for grating targets (the blue dash-dotted curve is a fit). The
observation of a maximum of the cut-off energies around the expected angle for resonant
excitation enhancement suggests that the excitation of surface plasmons may be involved in
the process. From the left frame the resonant enhancement of ion cut-off energies is evident
(for pulse incidence close to 30◦, cut-off energies for grating targets are approximately twice
as larger as for simple flat targets. Only at large angles of incidence, gratings and flat foils
behave similarly, as far as cut-off energies are of concern.
2D numerical simulations included in [110] were qualitatively in agreement with the
experimental results (ALaDyn [130] PIC code was used).
As far as the study of electron emission from irradiated grating targets is of concern, so far
this topic has been experimentally studied only at moderate intensities [149, 150, 151], no
greater than 1016 W/cm2, which is far below the intensity required to drive a relativistic
surface plasmon.
3.1.2 Previous theoretical and numerical investigations
Very few numerical and theoretical works deal with surface plasmons excitation at relativistic
intensities.
As already mentioned in the previous subsections, some Particle-In-Cell simulations were
performed to get some insights on the enhanced ion acceleration with grating targets
irradiated at their resonance angle. A 2D PIC simulation of electron acceleration with
SP was carried out in [152], but only at sub-relativistic intensities (a0 = 0.85) and with
a plane-wave laser. In a very recent work which explores electron accerelation regimes
in surface plasma wave [153], possible self-injection and phase-locking of electrons at
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Figure 3.2: The two graphs show the cut-off energy of accelerated protons(filled data points)
and the reflected light signal (empty data points), as a function of the pulse incidence angle.
Data for 20 µm thick flat targets are reported in the left frame, while the other frame
show the data for 23 µm thick grating targets. Also gratings with different peak-to-valley
depth were tested (filled circles and triangles correspond to 0.5 and 0.3 µm deep gratings,
respectively). Figure taken from [110]
relativistic intensity in the surface plasma wave is shown with a test particle approach.
As far as the theoretical investigation of the process is of concern, in [154] a theoretical
model of TNSA ion acceleration enhanced by SP excitation was proposed, with specific
reference to the experiment described in subsection 3.1.1. In [99] a tutorial treatment of
surface plasmon excitation in the high field regime is provided.
3.2 Experimental campaign at CEA-Saclay
As previously mentioned, the experimental campaign described in this chapter stemmed
from the 2012 campaign on enhanced TNSA ion acceleration performed at CEA-Saclay.
In this second experimental campaign, grating targets similar to those tested in 2012 were
irradiated at various incidence angles. A new experimental set-up was prepared in order
to study the main properties of the electrons emitted from the target (see subsection
3.2.1): their energy spectrum and their spatial distribution. The experimental activity
took place at the Saclay Laser-matter Interaction Center (SLIC), which is part of the
large research facility CEA-Saclay (Gif-sur-Yvette, France). SLIC hosts several laser
systems, tailored to different scientific purposes. The experiment discussed in this thesis
was performed exploiting the UHI100 laser system, which is able to deliver a 25 fs pulse
with a peak power of 100 TW. UHI100, as essentially all the ultra-high intensity systems,
is a Titanium-Sapphire laser, which is based on the CPA scheme to amplify the pulse up
to an intensity of 5× 1019W/cm2. Thanks to a double plasma mirror [34, 35], the laser
pulse is characterized by a very good temporal contrast (better than 10−10) and adaptive
optics are used to correct the pulse phase-front and to optimize the focal spot. The main
properties of the laser pulse are summarized in table 3.1. Since the targets used for the
experiment were characterized by sub-wavelength structures (the peak-to-valley depth of
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UHI100 laser system .
Duration 25 fs
Maximum Energy ∼ 2.5 J
Repetition Rate 10 Hz
Wavelength ∼ 800 nm
Maximum Contrast 10−12
Peak Intensity on target 5× 1019W/cm2
Peak Power 100 TW
Technology Ti:Sapphire - CPA system
Table 3.1: Main parameters of UHI100 laser system (SLIC, CEA-Saclay,Gif-sur-Yvette,
France)
the gratings was ∼ λ/4), a very good pulse-to-prepulse contrast is critical to avoid early
damages of their surface. Due to its excellent contrast, the UHI100 facility is ideal for this
research activity.
3.2.1 Experimental setup
y
x
z
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 puls
e
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Thomson parabola
Electron spectrometer
φspec Lanex screen
Figure 3.3: Experimental setup of the campaign performed at CEA-Saclay facility. The
left panel shows a schematic of the experiment, showing all the diagnostics used during
the experiment (Thomson parabola, electron spectrometer and Lanex scintillating screen).
Naming conventions for the pulse incidence angle and the angle of view of the spectrometer
are shown. The panel on the left is a reference for the naming convention for the pulse
incidence angle and the emission angles.
Figure 3.3 shows schematically the experimental setup adopted for the whole exper-
imental campaign. The pulse was focused on target with an off-axis f/3.75 parabola in
a focal spot of ' 4 µm FWHM containing ∼ 60% of the total energy in the 1/e2 spot
diameter, which lead to an average intensity of ∼ 5× 1019 W/cm2. Focal spot optimisation
was performed with an adaptive optical system. P -polarization was used throughout the
experiment.
A Lanex scintillating screen and an electron spectrometer were used (alternatively) to
collect information on electrons emitted from the irradiated targets. A Thompson parabola
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aligned with the target normal and aimed at the back face of the target was used to collect
ion spectra and to find the best focus condition. The diagnostics shown in the scheme
are described in detail hereunder. Some information on the grating targets and their
fabrication process is provided as well.
Lanex scintillating screen
The Lanex scintillating screen is a commercial device (Fast screen from Carestream) which
is used in the experimental setup to collect information on the spatial distribution of
emitted electrons. These screens incorporate phosphors, which convert deposed energy into
green light emission (through the luminescence process). An imaging system based on a
CCD camera is used to record light emission from the Lanex.
Lanex screens are sensitive to x-rays and charged particles (both electrons and ions) and
their response can be calibrated using conventional accelerators or known radiation sources
(see for example [155]).
During the experimental activity the Lanex screen was shielded with a 3mm Al foil, in
order to filter out electrons with energy lower than ∼ 1.5 MeV ([156]).
The Lanex screen and its imaging system were calibrated with a stable known electron
source (the LINAC at Laboratoire de l’Acce´le´rateur Line´aire, Orsay, France).
Electron spectrometer
Figure 3.4: The electron spectrometer is shown with its lateral panel removed. The magnet
had been removed when the picture was taken, thus its position is highlighted in green.
An electron spectrometer is a device designed to collect information on the electron
spectrum, aiming at its reconstruction. The spectrometer we used was specifically built for
the experimental campaign on grating targets.
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Essentially, the electrons enter the device through a circular aperture and are then deflected
by a magnetic field onto a scintillator foil (Lanex). The scintillator is glued on a large
(49, 2× 76, 8 mm) triggered 12bit CMOS with 48 µm pixel size.
The detector window is shielded with a thin aluminium foil (a few µms), while a 2.5
mm-thick lead pin-hole is placed in front of the magnet (the hole diameter is 500 µm).
The properties of the magnet and of the CMOS detector allowed a detection range from ∼
2 MeV up to ∼ 30 MeV.
It was possible to control remotely the position of the magnet and of the pin-hole. If the
magnet and the pin-hole are removed, the device can be used in “imaging mode” to study
the spatial features of the electrons coming from the target. However, with the magnet
removed, the electron signal is superimposed with an intense hard x-ray background.
The electron spectrometer assembly was mounted on motorised tray which was able to
change the angle φspec remaining aligned to the interaction center without opening the
vacuum chamber.
The detector is completely shielded from the external light, being enclosed in a thick metal
box. The cables (needed to power the motors and the detector itself) enters the box
through a chicane. This shielding is beneficial to increase the sensitivity of the device.
Significant effort was required to allow the device to work in trigger-mode (i.e. to be
switched on a few ms before the laser pulse and to be switched of a few ms later). Indeed
the CMOS detector was not designed to operate in this mode by the manufacturer and
custom acquisition program had to be written.
A possible issue of the spectrometer setup is that the incoming electrons produce signal
passing through the lanex screen, but they also interact directly with the CMOS detector.
This means that an absolute calibration of the Lanex screen is not enough to calibrate the
detector. Thus a proper calibration of the whole assembly (Lanex+CMOS) is needed.
Figure 3.4 shows a side-view of the electron spectrometer, already placed in the vacuum
chamber. The device is placed at ∼ 10 cm from the target assembly.
Thomson Parabola
A Thomson parabola is a diagnostic designed to collect the spectrum of accelerated ions.
Its operation is based on a very simple principle: accelerated particles are deflected by
known static electric and magnetic fields.
We suppose that the charged particles propagate along the zˆ axis and that the fields are
constant within a given region and lying along the yˆ axis. Considering the deflections to be
only a small correction to the trajectory, from the acceleration of charged particles in EM
field a =
q
m
(
E +
v
c
×B
)
we get the following final displacements (since in laser-plasma
interaction ion velocities are usually far from being relativistic, relativistic effects are
disregarded): 
δx = c1
q
m
1
v2
δy = c2
q
m
1
v
(3.1)
where the constants depend on the propagation lengths and field values.
This means that δy ∝ m
q
δ2x. Thus, if imaged on a screen, the particles describe a parabola,
whose shape depends on the charge to mass ratio. The intensity of the signal in a given point
of the parabola can be used in principle to reconstruct the spectrum. If an imaging plate
or a radio-chromic film is used to collect the signal the reconstruction is straightforward,
since the sensitivity of these detectors is well known. A severe disadvantage of using these
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Figure 3.5: A panoramic view of the interaction chamber. Laser path, Thomson parabola
and target position are highlighted.
The electron spectrometer is not visible in the picture.
detectors is that they require to be processed after exposure to radiation, which could require
a long time. Other detectors, such as photo-cathodes coupled with a micro-channel plate for
image intensification and a CCD allow for continuous operation. However these detectors,
due to inherent non-linearities, degradation over time and sensitivity to the operational
conditions, cannot be calibrated straightforwardly. Deflected particles are imaged by means
of a photo-cathode coupled to a micro-channel plate (MCP), which is able to intensify
significantly the signal without losing its spatial structure. The electrons produced in the
MCP are finally visualized on a phosphor screen (a CCD camera synchronized with the
laser shot collects a the picture of the phosphor screen).
The Thomson parabola used in the setup of the experiment was characterized by a magnetic
field of 0.25 T and an adjustable electric field of several 100s kV/m. It was designed to
detect the particle spectrum from a few hundreds of keV up to about 10 MeV (at higher
energies the particles are only slightly deflected).
Figure 3.5 shows the Thomson Parabola (TP) assembly, already placed in the vacuum
chamber. The TP was placed in order to detect protons emitted normally to the rear side
of the target and it was mounted on a crescent-like rail, in order to be kept aligned with
the target normal. The large tube which is visible in the picture is used to keep the CCD2
in air, while the other parts of the device are in vacuum during normal operations.
2CCD cameras require special cooling to operate in vacuum. The device we used was not suitable to be
operated in these conditions
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Grating targets
The grating targets were produced at Czech Technical University, Prague by heat embossing
of MylarTM foils using a metallic master. The target material was chosen also considering
its high damage threshold for pre-pulses. Gratings with expected resonance angle at ' 15◦,
' 30◦ and ' 45◦ were produced, whose periodicities λg were, respectively, λg = 1.35λ,
λg = 2λ and λg = 3.41λ. The average thickness of the targets was 10 µm and the peak-to-
valley depth of the grooves 0.25 µm. The peak-to-valley depth needs to be kept small with
respect to the laser wavelength .
Flat foils (F) with the same average thickness were used for comparison.
The list of the targets used throughout the experiment is summarized in table 3.2.
Target Name Resonance angle Groove spacing
F – –
G15 15◦ 1.35 λ
G30 30◦ 2 λ
G45 45◦ 3.41 λ
Table 3.2: List of the target types used throughout the experimental campaign. The
thickness of all the targets was 10 µm, while the peak-to-valley depth of the gratings was
0.25 µm (≈ λ/3)
3.2.2 Experimental results
The experimental activity consisted in testing all the targets listed in table 3.2 with various
angles of incidence of the laser pulse, alternating between the two diagnostics available
for electron detection. The outcome of the experimental activity is presented hereunder,
starting with the results for the spatial distribution of the electron emission.
Spatial distribution of electron emission
The electron emission from the front face of the target changes dramatically when gratings
are used instead of flat foils. Figure 3.6 shows the spatial distribution of the electrons, as
collected by the Lanex screen for two selected shots, respectively on a simple flat target
and on a grating target at resonance. The emission from the flat foil is rather diffused,
with a hole in correspondence of the specular reflection of the pulse. The signal reaches its
maximum in a region around this hole. The ponderomotive force exerted by the reflected
pulse on the electrons may be responsible for this feature. Instead, for a grating target
irradiated at resonance, the emission is strongly localised at φ ' 0◦ (close to the target
tangent), with an intensity ∼ 10 times larger than what observed for flat foil at the same
angle. The angular aperture of this collimated electron bunch is ≈ 8◦.
Local bending of the target or non-exact perpendicularity of the grating grooves to the
plane of incidence may result in shot-to-shot fluctuations of the direction of maximum
emission. Depending on the individual foil, the average angular shift in θ was in the
1◦ − 5◦ range. An optimization of target design and alignment is foreseen to eliminate the
fluctuations.
With the grating target, two minima (“holes” in the image) are observed in the directions
of specular reflection and first-order diffraction of the laser pulse as if electrons were
swept away by the ponderomotive force of the pulse (see figure 3.7, where these holes are
highlighted). Since the Lanex screen and its imaging system were absolutely calibrated
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Figure 3.6: The figure reproduces an acquisition with the Lanex screen for a simple flat
target (top) and for grating target (bottom). Both targets were irradiated at φi = 30
◦
pulse incidence. The Lanex screen was wrapped with an an Al foil, in order to filter out
electrons with energy E . 1MeV. The parabolic dashed lines in the pictures give the local
θ angle corresponding to the position on the screen.
with a conventional acceleration, it is possible to recover an estimation of the total charge
of the emitted electrons.
In the best experimental conditions (i.e. in the best series of measurements performed the
same day with the grating irradiated at its resonance angle), G30 gave a total accelerated
charge in the collimated bunch of 100± 14 pC, whereas G45 gave 130± 20 pC. Significantly
lower charges were obtained for G15.
For comparison, with F targets irradiated at 30◦ around 60 pC were contained in the
electron cloud around the specular reflection hole (typically also a rather collimated bunch
was visible near the hole, containing ∼ 20 pC). When irradiated at 45◦, a charge of ∼
250 pC was observed around the specular reflection (70 pC concentrated in the collimated
bunch near the hole). It should be stressed that the angular extension of the cloud around
the maximum for flat targets is much larger than the collimated bunch at the target tangent
for gratings. Indeed, up to 690 pC are obtained integrating the signal on the Lanex within
a region of the same size for G45 irradiated at resonance.
The graph reported in figure 3.8 was obtained for G30 irradiated at various angles of
incidence, integrating the signal on the Lanex screen corresponding to an emission close to
the target tangent. A very low signal is observed for angles of incidence < 30◦. The signal
peaks between 30◦ and 40◦ and then decreases slowly for larger angles of incidence. For
most of the angles of incidence, only 1-2 points were taken, except for φi = 30
◦ (in this
case the average value and the standard deviation are plotted).
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Figure 3.7: The signal obtained when the grating target was irradiated at φi = 30
◦,
highlighting the position of the holes in the electron distribution. The signal of right-hand
side of the figure (dashed rectangle) has been amplified 5 times to highlight the local
minimum around m = 1
Electron spectra
Figure 3.9 shows an example of the raw results of an acquisition performed with the electron
spectrometer. Knowing the properties of the device (strength of the magnet, geometry of
the detector) it is possible to reconstruct the energy spectrum.
The energy spectra of the electrons emitted close to the target tangent were obtained
placing the spectrometer at φspec = 2
◦. The angle of incidence of the laser was varied
from 20◦ to 45◦. Figure 3.10 shows spectra obtained for φi ≥ 30◦ as for smaller angles
no clear signal above the noise level was collected. The above mentioned fluctuations of
the direction of the electron beam led to a shot-to-shot variability because of the small
acceptance angle of the spectrometer. Nevertheless, the most intense signals are detected
only close to the resonance angle (∼ 30◦). Moreover, spectra collected at 30◦ and 35◦ are
characterized by higher maximum energies and a peculiar distribution with a dip at lower
energies (3-4 MeV) and a broad peak at 5-8 MeV. On the higher energy side electrons
with energy up to ∼ 20 MeV are detected. Whichever the pulse angle of incidence, we
never observed an electron spectrum above the noise level from flat targets with φspec ∼ 2◦.
We also analysed the electron spectra obtained irradiating the target at 30◦ incidence
and changing the position of the spectrometer in the φspec = 1
◦ − 35◦ range. Despite the
shot-to-shot fluctuation, the shape of the spectra remained similar in all positions of the
spectrometer αspec . 20◦,with a peak at 5-8 MeV. On the other hand, the intensity of
the signal monotonically decreased with respect to φspec and the signal was visible up to
φspec ' 30◦, in agreement with the integrated signal collected on the Lanex screen. We
analysed the angular electron distribution for a selected case: G30 irradiated at 30◦ pulse
incidence. Figure 3.11 shows a comparison between electron spectra obtained at different
spectrometer angles. In the graphs, spectra collected with αspec in the 1
◦–35◦ range are
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Figure 3.8: Intensity of the electron signal on the Lanex screen as a function of the incidence
angle φi. The integration of the Lanex screen signal is performed in such a way to exclude
electrons emitted with φ > 6◦. Since for φi = 30◦ several experimental points were collected,
their average and standard deviation are reported in the graph.
Figure 3.9: Example of an acquired electron spectrum
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Figure 3.10: Electron spectra collected with the detector at 2◦ from tangent direction, for
several pulse incidence angles (from 30◦ to 52◦). In the upper panels, all the collected shots
are shown and a few of them are highlighted in color, while the others are plotted in light
grey to show the shot to shot variations.
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Figure 3.11: The graph shows the electron spectra collected with the detector at several
angles from tangent, for 30◦ pulse incidence. Only spectra collected with G30 are shown.
Spectra are grouped as obtained with αspec < 10
◦ and αspec > 10◦.
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shown. Signal intensities for αspec < 10
◦ are, on average, significantly higher (roughly more
than 2×) than for αspec > 10◦. We note that, while the signal intensity shows a substantial
angular dependence, the spectral shape is remarkably robust, with a peak at 4-8 MeV
visible in most of the spectra, except for αspec & 20◦.
Holes left in the target
Additional signature of resonance effects in grating targets irradiated at the resonant
angle is provided by the shape of the hole left in the target after the shot. These holes
are significantly larger (300 − 500µm) than the pulse focal spot (a few µm), their size
being related to the deposed energy on target. The holes shown in figure 3.12 pertain,
respectively, to a grating target irradiated out of resonance (e.g. G30 at 45◦ incidence) and
a grating target irradiated at its resonant angle (e.g. G30 at 30◦ incidence). In the former
case the holes left in the mylar foil are essentially circular, while in the latter they show a
clear “tip” pointing in the direction expected for the propagation of the surface wave. This
distinctive feature of the resonant condition is a clear evidence of energy propagation along
the target surface for significant distances. Besides, this confirms also that the sub-µm
scale structures of the grating targets survive the interaction with the pulse for enough
time to produce a significant effect. The holes left in simple flat target were circular and
smaller than those of the gratings, suggesting a lower efficiency in laser-plasma coupling.
Figure 3.12: In this picture, the holes left in the target after the shots are shown. There
is a clear difference between the holes of, respectively, grating targets irradiated out of
resonance and at resonance. The shape of the holes is highlighted with a green curve.
Thomson Parabola
Figure 3.13 is provided as an example of Thompson parabola acquisition. These data are
of secondary importance for the experimental activity discussed in this chapter. Indeed,
throughout the experiment, Thompson parabola was used only to find the best-focus
condition. The position of the target was varied to find the highest possible cut-off energy
of the accelerated protons, assuming that the best condition for ion acceleration coincides
with the best-focus (i.e. with the highest possible intensity on target). The observed ion
energies were similar to those obtained in [110] (a few MeVs). The results of this diagnostic
won’t be discussed further.
3.3 Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations were performed with the open-source, fully relativistic, massively
parallelized Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code piccante. Both 3D and 2D simulations were
performed. A few computationally expensive (∼100khours) 3D simulations were performed
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Figure 3.13: Example of a Thomson parabola acquisition. Each stripe represents a different
ion species. The lower stripe can be attributed to Protons, while the other stripes can be
attributed to various ionization states of Carbon (C1+, C2+ . . . )
.
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with the aim of reproducing the experimental results, while an extensive parametric scan
was performed in 2D, in order to study the details of the physical processes at play. Table
3.3 reports the main parameters of the 2D and 3D simulations. As can be seen comparing
Simulation parameters 2D sim. 3D sim.
Simulation box ∼ 80λ× 80λ 80λ× 80λ× 60λ
Resolution (points per λ) 102.4 (110) [70, 51.2, 34.1]
Target density 64 nc (120 nc) 50 nc
Target thickness 1 λ 1 λ
Grating depth 0.25λ 0.25λ
Grating λg several [0.5λ,∞) 2λ and ∞ (flat target)
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 64 (144) 50
Laser polarization P P
Laser a0 5.0 (typical) 5.0
Laser waist 5 λ 5 λ
Laser duration FWHM 12 λ/c 12 λ/c
Laser incidence several 0◦ − 70◦ 30◦, 35◦, 40◦
Table 3.3: Parameter list for 2D and 3D simulations.
the values quoted in 3.3 with the real experimental parameters, the main difference is
the target thickness, which is limited to 1λ (instead of ∼ 12.5λ). This thickness already
requires ∼ 3 · 1010 computational particles for 3D simulations, thus trying to simulate the
real thickness of the targets would have required an excessive amount of computational
resources. However, since we are mainly interested in physical processes taking place at
the front surface of the target (SP are evanescent waves, which penetrate in the plasma
only for a few skin depths), this discrepancy should be irrelevant for what happens at
the front side. Another difference between the simulations and the actual experiment
is the electron density of the target. A real, strongly ionized, solid target should have
an electron density of 300 − 400nc, while in the simulations ne = 64nc (which is still
overdense, since ne/nc >> 1). Reproducing the real density in the simulations would
have required to increase the number of macro-particles per cell up to 300− 400. A 2.5×
increase of the spatial resolution along xˆ would have been required to resolve the plasma
skin-depth. Overall, a 40× increase of the computational cost would have been required,
with presumably irrelevant improvements of the simulation.
3.3.1 2D simulation campaign
Almost 40 different simulations were performed to complete the 2D parametric scan. This
simulation campaign was performed before the experiment at CEA-Saclay and the aim
was to explore the parameter space in order to prepare the experimental activity.
Figure 3.14 is provided to show an example of a 2D simulation of an irradiated grating
target (a G30 irradiated at resonance in this case).The zˆ component of the magnetic field
is shown. The white region is the overdense grating target, in which the EM field cannot
penetrate. Since the target was irradiate at its resonant angle, a surface wave propagating
along the target surface can be observed.
Figure 3.15 shows a comparison of the absorption efficiency for G30, G45 and F targets,
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Figure 3.14: zˆ component of the magnetic field for a 2D simulation of an irradiated grating
target.
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irradiated at 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 55◦ and 70◦. Depending on the parameters, the absorption effi-
ciency ranges from 5% for flat targets irradiated at 0◦ up to 35− 40% for grating targets
irradiated at 70◦ or for G30 irradiated at its resonance angle. The coupling of a laser
with a corrugated target is generally enhanced with respect to the case of a simple flat
target. This explains why the absorption for G30 and G45 is always greater than for F. It
is important to point out that, while the absorption increases monotonically for F with the
angle of incidence, G30 and G45 show an enhancement of their absorption efficiency when
irradiated at their respective angles of incidence. The enhancement is significant for G30,
while it is weak for G45. For large angles of incidence, both G30 and G45 behave similarly.
An enhanced absorption efficiency may reasonably lead to an enhancement of ion accel-
eration, since the electrons of the target are heated up to higher temperatures and are
consequently able to drive a higher sheath field. As far as electron emission is of concern,
Figure 3.15: Absorption efficiency for different targets irradiated at several angles of
incidence. Data for F,G30 and G40 is reported.
2D simulations allow to follow the acceleration process in detail. Figure 3.16 provides a
sequence of snapshots from a 2D simulation of G30 irradiated at its resonance. The zˆ
component of the magnetic field is represented in grayscale, while the macro-particles with
energy exceeding 5 MeV are represented as coloured points. Maximum energies in the
20-30 MeV are reached and a large fraction of the high energy electrons is accelerated
along the target surface, or within a small angle from the target tangent.
Looking at the trajectories of the high energy macro-particles the following acceleration
mechanism can be sketched (see figure 3.17). An electron is extracted into the vacuum by
the intense electric field component perpendicular to the surface. The extracted particle
moves randomly in the EM field, until it is injected into the surface wave. The electron
stays in phase with the accelerating longitudinal field for a few λ/c, reaching energies in
the 20-30 MeV. Finally, at some point, the electron is expelled with a small angle from the
target surface.
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Figure 3.16: This sequence of snapshots shows the electron acceleration process for a 2D
simulation of G30 irradiated at its resonance angle. The zˆ component of the magnetic
field is represented in grayscale, while all the macro-particles with energy exceeding 5 MeV
are represented in color, according to the colorbar provided with the graphs. The initial
borders of the grating target are represented with solid black lines.
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Figure 3.17: Trajectories of a few selected high energy electrons for G30 irradiated at 30◦.
The grating surfaces are drawn in gray, while the trajectories are coloured according to the
energy of the macro-particles.
3.3.2 3D simulation campaign
Four different scenarios were tested for the 3D numerical simulation campaign: F irradiated
at 30◦ and G30 irradiated at 30◦, 35◦ and 40◦ (the parameters are reported in table 3.3).
Fig. 3.23 provides a snapshot of a 3D simulation of G30 irradiated at its resonance angle.
The magnetic field component Bz is represented together with the isosurface corresponding
to the electron density of the grating target. Since G30 was irradiated at its resonance
angle, a surface wave propagating along the −yˆ can be seen.
The primary goal of the 3D numerical simulations was to try to reproduce the experimental
results, in order to shed light on the details of the acceleration process. Consequently,
synthetic diagnostics (i.e. synthetic energy spectra, synthetic Lanex . . . ) should be
produced from the 3D numerical simulation results in order to directly compare these
results with the experimental ones.
Fig. 3.18 shows the simulated electron energy spectra dN/dE at φspec = 2
◦ for the flat
target irradiated at φi = 30
◦ and grating targets irradiated at φi = 30◦, 35◦, 40◦. The signal
for the flat target case is very weak compared to grating spectra and it exhibits an energy
cut-off which is ∼ 10× lower. The energy spectrum for the grating irradiated at φi = 30◦
shows the peculiar spectral shape observed for φi = 30
◦, 35◦ in the experimental results
(see Fig. 3.10), while for higher angles of incidence the low energy dip is not observed as
for φi ≥ 40◦ in the experiment. Fig. 3.19 compares the spectra obtained in 2D and 3D
simulations. Only the 3D simulation fully reproduces details of the spectrum such as the
broad peak with low energy dip.
Fig. 3.20 shows the simulated angular distribution on the Lanex screen for all the 3D
simulations. In order to realize these graphs, only electron with kinetic energy greater than
2.0 MeV and within the half-space x < xavg were considered (xavg is the average x position
of the grating surface3). Overall, the “synthetic” Lanex diagnostic reproduces fairly well
the experimental data. The emission from the F target is diffused and significantly less
intense than for G30 (it is enhanced by 10× in the graph). Also the hole at the specular
reflection angle is evident. As far as G30 targets are of concern, the electron emission is
3e.g. if the grooves have their peak at x1 = 0 and their valley at x2 = 0.25, xavg = 0.125
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of synthetic electron energy spectra for the 3D simulations. The
spectra are calculated with φspec = 2
◦
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Figure 3.19: A typical electron energy spectrum (green) obtained during the experiment
for a grating target irradiated at φi = φres = 30
◦ (the data were collected with φspec = 2◦)
is compared with the results of a 2D (light blue) and 3D (gold) simulation.
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collimated close to the target tangent for 30◦ incidence and 35◦ incidence, while it is rather
diffused for 40◦ incidence. Though less evident than for F, also the angular distributions
for G30 exhibit the hole at the specular reflection angle. Rather intense and collimated
electron emission can be observed for G30 irradiated at 40◦ close to the specular reflection
angle.
Figure 3.21 shows the distribution in energy and angle of the electrons d2N/dφdφ for all
the simulations (only electrons with x < xavg and −1◦ < θ < 1◦ were considered). Also in
this case the results are enhanced 10× for F, due to its much weaker electron emission.
It is worth to notice that for F target high energies are reached by the particles emitted
close to the specular reflection (exactly at 30◦ the phase-space is empty, the maxima are at
∼ 40◦ and ∼ 20◦ from target tangent). However the population of particles accelerated
in this way is much smaller than particles accelerated along G30 tangent. Emission for
G30 irradiated at 30◦ is peculiar, with a significant population accelerated along target
tangent and with an energy peaked around 5 MeV. The hole at lower energies is also visible.
Electron emission at 35◦ is characterized by higher energies at the target tangent but a
spectrum with a population at lower energies much higher than at higher energies. In all
the cases for G30, the hole in the phase-space at the specular reflection angle is visible.
The 3D simulation also shows a correlation between electron energy and emission angle.
Electrons at energies lower than the peak value are emitted at some angle with respect to SP
propagation direction, so that integrating over the whole range of θ the spectrum resembles
the one observed in the 2D case. This is consistent with interpreting the fluctuations in
the energy spectra (Fig.3.10) as related to those in the electron beam direction.
3.4 Theory of surface plasmon acceleration
Here a simple model of electron acceleration with surface plasmons is described ([157, 8, 9]).
We consider a dense plasma with a step-boundary, described by the following electron
density function (n.b. vector x has components (x, y, z)).
ne(x) = ne0Θ(x) (3.2)
We will write now an expression for the electromagnetic field of a Surface Wave travelling
along yˆ at the vacuum-plasma boundary. In non-relativistic theory, the dispersion relation
for a surface wave in these conditions is:
k2 =
ω2
c2
ω2p − ω2
ω2p − 2ω2
(3.3)
A complete theory in the relativistic case is not available, thus we will rely on the non-
relativistic theory and we will compare the theoretical model with the experimental results.
Using equation 3.4, we can write the each component of the SW’s electromagnetic field as
a f(x) = f˜(x) exp i(k(ω)y − ωt):
Ex(x) = −ikE0
[
Θ(−x)e
+q<x
q<
−Θ(x)e
−q>x
q>
]
exp i(k(ω)y − ωt)
Ey(x) = E0
[
Θ(−x)e+q<x + Θ(x)e−q>x] exp i(k(ω)y − ωt)
Bz(x) =
iω/c
q<
[
Θ(−x)e+q<x + Θ(x)e−q>x] exp i(k(ω)y − ωt)
(3.4)
where α = ω2p/ω
2, q> =
√
α− 1k and q< = k/
√
α− 1. Field components not listed in 3.4
are equal to 0.
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Figure 3.20: Simulated Lanex screen (3D simulations) for F irradiated at 30◦ and G30
irradiated at 30◦,35◦,40◦.
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Figure 3.21: d2N/dEdφ from 3D simulations for F irradiated at 30◦ and G30 irradiated at
30◦,35◦,40◦.
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Figure 3.22: d2N/dEdθ from 3D simulations for F irradiated at 30◦ and G30 irradiated at
30◦,35◦,40◦.
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Figure 3.23: Snapshot of a 3D simulation of G30 irradiated at resonance. The zˆ component
of the magnetic field is shown in red and blue, while the surfaces of the grating target are
depicted in green. The simulation box was cut in half along yˆ to ease the visualization.
Figure 3.24: An artistic representation of an electron accelerated by a SP. The surface
shows the electrostatic potential Φ in the reference frame co-moving with the SP
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We can now transform to a reference frame co-moving with the surface wave (i.e. a reference
frame moving with a velocity v = vp with respect to the laboratory frame along yˆ, where
vp = k/ω is the phase velocity of the SW).
Defining β is such a way that vp = βc and γ = 1/
√
1− β2, electromagnetic fields should
be transformed as follows: 
E′x = γ [Ex + βBz]
E′y = Ey
B′z = γ [Bz + βEx]
(3.5)
Obviously, transforming to a co-moving reference frame determines that primed fields
do not depend on time. Indeed, the phase φ = ky − ωt becomes k′y′ in the transformed
reference frame, where k′ = k/γ.
Performing the transformations listed in 3.5 we get:
E′x = −
−iγk
q<
E0
[
Θ(−x)e
+q<x
q<
1
α− 1 −Θ(x)
e−q>x
q>
]
exp k′y′
E′y = E0 [Θ(−x)e+q<x + Θ(x)e−q>x] exp k′y′
B′z =
iωα
kc
E0Θ(x)e
−q>x exp k′y′
(3.6)
Equations 3.4 show that the electromagnetic field in the region x < 0 (outside of the
plasma) is purely electrostatic. It is easy to construct a potential for E′ in this region:
Φ′(x′) =
iγ
k
E0e
+q<x exp k′y′ (3.7)
Since the acceleration process takes place outside of the plasma, we will concentrate only
on this region.
If an electron is initially at rest in the co-moving reference frame, provided that its motion
remains outside of the plasma boundary, we can describe the acceleration process as a
downhill motion in the potential U = −eΦ(x) (see figure 3.24). An electron almost at rest
in this reference frame corresponds to an electron moving with a velocity almost equal to
vp along yˆ. In this case, the kinetic energy acquired by the electron in the reference frame
co-moving with the surface wave is:
W ′ = −e [Φ(∞)− Φ(0)] = eEspγ
k
(3.8)
If the electric field of the surface plasmon is strong enough, the electron becomes relativistic
and the acquired kinetic energy exceeds mec
2. If this is the case,the four-momentum of the
particle can be approximated as p′µ ' (W ′,W ′/c, 0, 0). Transforming back to the reference
frame of the laboratory leads to pµ ' (γW ′,W ′/c, γW ′/c, 0). The final energy and emission
angle αe are thus given by
Ef ' eESPγ
2
k
; , tanφe =
px
py
' γ−1 . (3.9)
Of course this calculation was done for a single particle with favourable initial conditions for
acceleration up to high energies. However, this simple model already shows that strongly
relativistic electrons (Ef  mec2) are emitted at small angles φe, i.e. close to the target
surface. The acceleration length `a ≡ Ef/eESP ' λα/2pi, showing that electrons may reach
the highest energy over a few microns.
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PULSER laser system (GIST,Gwangju, Republic of Korea) [Design parameters]
Duration 30 fs
Maximum Energy 44.5 J
Repetition Rate 0.1 Hz
Wavelength ∼ 800 nm
Maximum Contrast 10−12(@ 500 ps) - 10−10 (@ 50 ps)
Maximum Peak Intensity 1022W/cm2
Maximum Peak Power 1.5 PW
Technology Ti:Sapphire - CPA system
Table 3.4: Main parameters of PULSER laser system
3.5 Experimental campaign at GIST
As mentioned in the introduction, a few measurements with grating targets were realized
in 2015 at a PW-class laser facility. This section is meant to give a brief overview of the
preliminary results of this experimental campaign, without any in-depth analysis.
The experimental activity was carried out in 2015 at Gwangju Institute of Science and
Technology (GIST, Gwangju, Republic of Korea), where the PULSER (Petawatt Ultra-
Short Laser System for Extreme science Research) laser system is available. The experiment
on grating targets was performed together with the experiment of foam attached targets
described in the next chapter. Only a few days were dedicated to the irradiation of the
grating targets. Moreover, the characteristics of the experimental set-up at GIST allowed
to test only a limited number of configurations. A first constraint is due to the large size of
the vacuum chamber, which requires a few hours to be pumped down (compared to a few
tens of minutes at CEA-Saclay). This means that manual changes of the set-up could be
performed only once per day. Moreover, at GIST the detectors were not motorized, which
further limited the number of testable configurations during a given experimental session.
3.5.1 Laser system
The PULSER laser system is a PetaWatt-class laser. A detailed description of the system
can be found in [158, 159]. In table 3.4 the maximum theoretical performances of the
laser facility are reported. During the experimental campaign described here the laser was
operated at lower pulse energies due to technical issues of the amplifier chain.
3.5.2 Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up is conceptually similar to that adopted for the experiment per-
formed in France. Grating targets and flat targets were irradiated at 30◦ pulse incidence
(their resonance incidence) and detectors to collect information of the electron spatial
distribution and on the energy spectrum were used. Due to technical issues, the intensity
on target was limited to a fraction of the maximum theoretical intensity: ∼ 5 ·1020W/cmˆ2
(essentially an order of magnitude higher than the intensity at CEA-Saclay).
The same Lanex screen used for the experiment at CEA-Saclay and the imaging system
were brought to the GIST laboratory, in order to exploit their absolute calibration with
the accelerator. Another (more performant) imaging device was also used to image the
Lanex screen, in order to achieve a better reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the
electron emission.
As far as the electron spectrometer is of concern, an Imaging Plate based detector was
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used.
The targets were essentially identical to those used at CEA-Saclay: simple Mylar foils and
Mylar G30. In addition to these targets, a thin Al foil was also tested.
3.5.3 Preliminary results
Two main results were obtained in the short experimental campaign. First of all the
emission of collimated electron bunches at the target tangent was observed when Mylar
grating targets were irradiated at their resonance angle, while no collimated bunch was
recorded for simple flat Mylar target. Moreover, a peaked electron energy spectrum was
collected placing the spectrometer close to the target tangent for a grating target, showing
features similar to those observed in CEA-Saclay. Figure 3.25 shows the signal collected
with the Lanex screen for a grating target. The collimated electron bunch at the target
tangent can be observed clearly.
Irradiating metal surfaces lead to an enhanced emission along the target tangent, though
non collimated in θ. The exact physical process which causes this enhancement (not
observed with simple Mylar targets) is still unclear. The effect might be studied further in
the future.
Figure 3.25: The figure shows the signal collected with the Lanex screen for a grating target
during the experimental campaign at the GIST PW-class laser facility. The collimated
electron bunch close to the target tangent can be clearly seen.
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3.6 Conclusions
The main interest of the work presented in this manuscript consists in providing compelling
evidence for the excitation and propagation of surface plasmons of relativistic intensity. It
is worth to stress that so far a reliable theory of relativistic SP is not available and the
existence of plasmonics effects at relativistic intensities was far from being guaranteed. The
results presented in this chapter might be of interest both for the plasmonics community
and for the high intensity laser-plasma interaction community. Indeed, they could open
the way for the extension of surface plasmon theory and possibly other plasmonic schemes
into the ultra-high intensity regime. The encouraging preliminary results obtained with a
PW-classe laser suggest that plasmonic effects can be observed and studied at very high
laser intensities.
Besides its theoretical interest, the experimental scheme presented in this chapter might
provide an attractive pulsed electron source. Intense laser interaction with grating targets
provides, indeed, ultra-short, brilliant electron bunches in the few MeV energy range, up to
a cut-off at ∼ 20 MeV. Electrons in this energy range are of interest for several applications,
such as imaging of ultra-fast processes with electron diffraction (i.e. Ultra-fast Electron
Diffraction) [11, 12, 13] or photo-neutron generation (recently laser-based photoneutron
sources were proven to reach very high peak flux intensities [5, 3]). As far as the total
accelerated charge is of concern, the measured value of ∼ 100 pC compares favourably
to what can be obtained with LWFA in the 10s MeV energy range (see [148]). Electron
bunches with good characteristics (high total charge, relatively narrow spectrum) and an
energy below ∼ 20 MeV are very difficult to obtain using LWFA. Collimation of electrons
accelerated with irradiated gratings is still poor with respect to “low-energy” LWFA and
so is pointing stability. However LWFA is a mature acceleration technique, which has been
continuously refined for decades, whereas electron acceleration mediated by relativistic
SPs was observed for the first time in the present work. Thus it is well plausible that
further developments of the technique might significantly improve the properties of electron
emission.
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Chapter 4
Foam targets for enhanced ion
acceleration
The object of the present chapter is the study (both experimental and numerical) of ion
acceleration schemes with multi-layer foam attached targets.
As mentioned in the introduction and further discussed here, a significant improvement
over the presently exploited schemes is required for practical applications of laser-based
ion sources. In the past, schemes based on thin foils coated with a foam layer on the
irradiated side gave some promising results, allowing for an enhancement of the energy
of the accelerated ions. Foams consists in nano-strucured assemblies of clusters, with an
average density close to the critical one. The main idea is that a low density plasma should
allow a better coupling with the electrons of the target, leading to a sort of enhanced
TNSA scheme.
In this chapter we present the outcome of two different experimental campaigns with
foam-attached targets, both carried out at GIST PW-class laser facility (Gwangju, South
Korea). The experimental activity was accompanied with extensive numerical investigations
performed with piccante particle-in-cell code.
Besides their interest as a possible route for enhanced laser-based ion acceleration, the
study of laser interaction with nanostructured targets is interesting also for other reasons,
ranging from achieving extremely high pressures [6] to exploring the possibility of field
enhancement via the self-focusing mechanism [160].
In this chapter an initial introductory section (section 4.1) states the requirements for
practical applications of laser-based ion accelerators (subsection 4.1.1) and gives an overview
of the existing literature on foam attached targets (subsection 4.1.2). The laser facility
and the setup of both the experimental campaigns are presented in section 4.2. Section
4.3.1 presents the results of the first campaign performed at GIST (essentially a parametric
exploration of the mechanism was performed, varying the properties of both the laser pulse
and the target). Section 4.3.2 describes the main result of the second experimental campaign:
the effect of the laser pulse temporal length on the energy cut-off of the accelerated ions.
The analysis of the results of the second experimental campaign is still ongoing, thus the
results presented here should be considered preliminary. Final considerations and the
outlook for the technique are discussed in section 4.5.
4.1 Introduction
This section is intended to discuss the possible application of laser-driven ion sources
(subsection 4.1.1) and to frame the present work in the existing literature on foam-attached
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targets (subsection 4.1.2).
4.1.1 Requirements for a laser-based ion accelerator
As anticipated in subsection 1.2.7, the feasibility of using laser-accelerated ions for hadron-
therapy is subjected to very stringent requirements. These requirements, which are far
from being met even by state-of-the-art laser systems, concern: ion energies, narrowness of
the energy spectrum, reproducibility of the shots, average ion current and reliability of
the system. As far as the ion energies are of concern, at least ∼ 70− 100 MeV are needed
to treat superficial tumours (e.g. skin cancer) and much higher energies are required for
tumours located deep inside the body (e.g. brain cancer), even beyond ∼ 200 MeV. The
quoted thresholds are given for protons, higher energies per ion are required for heavier
nuclei. Moreover, the narrowness of the energy spectrum is another critical issue. As
mentioned in subsection 1.2.7, cancer treatment with ions is interesting because the Bragg
peak in the energy deposition curve allows to concentrate the tissue damage in the tumour,
sparing the surrounding tissues. Energy spectra provided by laser-based accelerators are
typically very broad1, eliminating thus the main advantage of using ions instead of electrons
or photons (gamma-rays) for cancer treatment. Ions can be certainly filtered, isolating a
narrow-band energy population. However, filtering reduces the total amount of accelerated
charge, which is already scarce in laser based accelerators. At the moment, no more
than 109 − 1010 ions can be accelerated with high repetition rate fs lasers, in the whole
energy spectrum. However, 1010 particles per shot in a small energy range is the minimum
threshold to allow medical applications [161]. At the moment, the closest attempt to a
laser-based, narrow-band, proton beam source is the LIGHT project at GSI, Germany ,
which is able to provide bunches of ∼ 109 protons with a limited energy spread around
∼ 10MeV (see [162]). However PHELIX, the laser system on which LIGHT is based, is a
high energy Nd:YAG system, thus unsuitable for high repetition rate operations and the
energy is definitely too low for any medical application.
Finally the extent of ion beam control and reproducibility achievable with traditional
accelerator technology is still unmatched by laser-based systems.
In conclusion, major advancements in both laser technology and ion acceleration physics
are required before laser-based hadron-therapy facilities could be conceived realistically.
A great potential exists however for several, diverse, applications in material science.
Reliability requirements are generally relaxed in most of these applications, if compared to
cancer treatment in human patients. Moreover, relatively low energies per nucleon and
broad energy spectrum, both critical issues for laser-based hadron-therapy, are acceptable
or even desirable in some cases. Some interesting applications for laser-based ion sources in
material science appear to be within reach of next-generation laser facilities (the feasibility
of some of these applications may be tested even with existing laser facilities) .
A non-exhaustive list of possible applications of ion beams at moderate energies (E < 100
MeV) could include:
• Ion irradiation of nano-structures Ion irradiation of nano-structures (e.g. carbon
nanotubes, graphene samples) induces defects in their structures, leading to very
interesting electronic properties [163, 164]. Ion bombardment is usually performed
with relatively low energy ions (hundreds of KeV) and high fluencies ∼ 1012 −
1016N/cm2, using both light and heavy ion species. Irradiation with higher energies
1TNSA scheme provides very broad energy spectra, whereas RPA and shock acceleration schemes should
allow for narrower spectra.
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(several MeV per nucleons) and lower fluencies (down to ∼ 1010N/cm2) is however
reported in the literature.
• Pulsed neutron sources Ion acceleration may be exploited for a pulsed neutron
source, using a suitable converting material. Several experiments performed in recent
years have reached very high neutron fluxes[5, 3, 4], as mentioned in the introduction.
A possible interest is active material interrogation (useful for nuclear fuel diagnostics
and detection of hidden illegal nuclear materials). Further development in laser
technology may allow to reach a “supernova-like” neutron flux, possibly enabling the
experiment study of r-process nucleosynthesis[86].
• Testing of electronic components Ion sources in the few tens of MeV per nucleon
energy range are used to test electronic components for spacecraft applications.
Irradiation is performed both with heavy and light ions. This technique allows to
observe single event effects due to radiation damage [165].
• Production of radioisotopes for medical applications Very high fluxes are
required for the production of radioisotopes for medical applications (reactors are
presently used). This application can be foreseen only with radical innovations in
laser technology (see for example [46])
In all the aforementioned cases, the required ion energies are below 100 MeV. Current
record for ion acceleration with femtosecond laser pulses is ∼ 60 MeV; further development
of the acceleration schemes and next-generation laser facilities should allow to reach
higher energies, presumably over 100 MeV. As far as the ion energies are of concern, the
requirements for several applications in material science of laser based ion accelerators are
already met. Another crucial parameter is the average ion current; indeed, most of these
applications would require a dose significantly higher than what could be delivered with
a single shot and in some cases and an average current is needed for an extended time.
Present, state-of-the-art, laser technology allows for a repetition rate of 10 Hz for 100TW
laser system and 1Hz for PW class laser systems. Considering the repetition rate and the
average charge of an accelerated ion bunch (∼ 1− 10nC), average ion currents up to tens
of nA are already within reach of current technology. Further developments (both in laser
technology and in the ion acceleration schemes) may allow for µA currents. In order to
allow for high-repetition rate operations, also suitable target concepts (such as rotating
targets, tape targets, gas-jets[166], liquid jets[167], droplets[168] . . . ) should be developed.
4.1.2 Previous investigations with foam targets
Experimental investigation of multi-layer foam targets for enhanced TNSA ion acceleration
was performed in the past (see [14, 169, 170, 171]). A dedicated experimental campaign was
indeed carried out at CEA-Saclay laser facility, using the UHI100 laser system (see chapter
3 for a detailed description of this laser facility). Laser interaction with these targets was
explored in the 1016 − 1019W/cm2 intensity range. Targets were irradiated at 10◦ pulse
incidence in both Low Contrast (LC, 108) and High Contrast (HC, 1012) conditions. Foam
attached targets consisted in two different types of Aluminium foils (1.5µm or 10µm thick)
coupled with, respectively, 12 µm and 23µm thick carbon foams with an average density of
7± 2mg/cm3 (near-critical electron density if totally ionized, sub-critical otherwise).
For intermediate intensities (1016− 1017W/cm2) proton cut-off energies in the MeV energy
range were obtained, attaining a 2− 3× enhancement with respect to simple flat targets.
For higher intensities the behaviour of foam attached targets approached that of simple
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flat targets. The enhancement at moderate energies was observed both in LC and HC
configurations (with the HC configuration giving the highest cut-off energies). 2D numerical
simulations performed with ALaDyn[130] code were able to reproduce qualitatively the
experimental results. An in-depth numerical study of the role of the foam layer in multi-
layer targets is presented in [15]
Recently very promising results were obtained at Astra-Gemini laser facility (see [172]),
with targets consisting in a nanotube carbon foam attached on an ultra-thin polymer layer.
The average density of the foam is close to the critical electron density. Moreover, due
to the deposition technique, the scalelength of the structures of the nanotube foams is
significantly smaller than the laser wavelength. This means that the foam can be considered
uniform, which greatly simplifies the physics of laser-foam interaction. In [172] the main
role attributed to the foam layer is the steepening and the focusing of the laser pulse, which
leads to enhanced RPA when the ultra-thin foil is reached by the pulse. Both numerical
and experimental evidence of this hypothesis is provided (experimental evidence is obtained
collecting the temporal profile of the pulse after its passage through a free-standing foam).
4.2 Experimental activity
The experimental activity was carried out in two separate experimental campaigns (Septem-
ber 2014 and July 2015) at Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST, Gwangju,
Republic of Korea), where the PULSER (Petawatt Ultra-Short Laser System for Extreme
science Research) laser system is available. In section 4.2 a detailed description of the
experimental activity and the experimental results is provided, whereas in section 4.4 the
outcome of the numerical simulation campaign is presented.
4.2.1 Laser system
The PULSER laser is a PW-class laser 2. A detailed description of the system can be found
in [158, 159] and in table 4.1 the main properties are listed. PULSER is a Ti:Sapphire
CPA laser. A double plasma mirror provides high contrast pulses (3× 10−11 contrast at
6 ps before the main pulse). Due to the geometry of the plasma mirror, after this stage
the laser is S-polarized, which is rarely suitable for the experimental needs. A quarter
wave-plate and a half-wave plate can be used to change the pulse polarization to C or P,
leading to 13% and 18% energy losses respectively. The maximum available energy before
compressor was ∼ 38 J in 2014 and ∼ 45J in 2015. However, approximately 25% of this
energy is lost in the compressor and more than 50% is lost in the plasma mirror. The final
energy on target is thus just a few Joules.
During the first experimental campaign, the shape of the focal spot was diagnosed with a
high-magnification focal spot monitoring system. The focal spot diameter was less than
5µm, with 22% of the pulse energy concentrated within the FWHM.
4.2.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup for both campaigns is described hereunder. Since the main focus
of the experiment is the study of ion acceleration with foam-attached targets, the main
diagnostics are Thomson Parabolae 3, which are able to provide information on the energy
2An upgrade to a 4 PW system is currently ongoing
3See chapter 3 for a detailed description of these diagnostics
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PULSER laser system (GIST,Gwangju, Republic of Korea) [Design parameters]
Duration 30 fs
Maximum Energy (before compressor) 38 J (45 J in 2015)
Repetition Rate 0.1 Hz
Wavelength ∼ 800 nm
Maximum Contrast 10−12(@ 500 ps) - 10−10 (@ 50 ps)
Maximum Peak Intensity 1022W/cm2
Maximum Peak Power 1.5 PW
Technology Ti:Sapphire - CPA system
Table 4.1: Main parameters of PULSER laser system
spectra of the ions.
First experimental campaign
During the first experimental campaign the laser pulse was focused on target by an f/3
off-axis parabolic mirror, with an incidence angle of 30◦. The final pulse energy was varied
in the 1-7.4 J energy range and the intensities on-target ranged from 5× 1019W/cm2 to
4.2× 1020Wcm2.
As previously mentioned, the main diagnostics are Thomson Parabolae. A set of two TPs
was used for this experiment. One TP was aligned with the target normal, while the
other one was aligned along the laser axis. The first TP was expected to collect the most
important signal, since in TNSA ions are emitted in a narrow angle (few degrees) around
target tangent. TPs used in the experiment are based on micro-channel plates, imaged
by a CCD camera. While enabling high repetition rate operations (no need to replace a
single-shot imaging device), this diagnostic is very challenging to calibrate. Consequently,
no information on the total accelerated charge is provided.
Figure 4.1 shows a cartoon of the experimental setup.
In addition to the TPs, a set of three electron spectrometers was placed in the cham-
ber. The spectrometers are based on imaging plates, which means that they can provide
quantitative information on the collected energy spectra. However, only one acquisition
per experimental session4 was allowed with this diagnostic (a mechanical shutter could
be opened for selected shots, allowing the electrons to enter the device). Moreover, the
magnetic field of the spectrometer was probably too weak for the experimental activity.
This means that the tail of the electron energy distribution could not be seen, making an
estimation of the electron temperature unreliable.
Second experimental campaign
The experimental setup for the 2015 campaign was very similar to that of the first campaign.
As far as the laser properties are of concern, 30◦ and 2.5◦ pulse incidences were tested (from
now on 2.5◦ pulse incidence will be referred as normal incidence). Moreover, approximately
20% more energy was available due to an upgrade of the laser system.
From the point of view of the diagnostics, two more TPs were added to the setup, in
order to collect more information on the ion emission. However, albeit a signal was often
observed on all the TPs with foam targets, the most intense signals were always collected
4The vacuum chamber was opened once per day to prepare the setup.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup, the ion traces shown in the upper panel were collected
with foam-attached targets, while those in the lower panel were collected with a simple
Al foil. Protons are responsible for the lower parabola on both pictures, while several
ionization states of carbon atoms are responsible for the group of traces in the upper part
of the pictures.
with the TP aligned with target normal. In this manuscript only the results collected with
this TP will be discussed.
4.2.3 Targets
The foam attached-targets were produced at the Micro and Nanostructured Materials
Laboratory at Politecnico di Milano (NanoLab), growing porous nano-structured carbon
foams with Pulsed Laser Deposition[173] (PLD) technique on thin aluminium substrates,
adopting a technique similar to that described in [174].
Figure 4.2 shows a typical configuration of the Pulsed Laser Deposition apparatus. A
laser pulse is used to ablate a target and the ablated material is deposed on a substrate.
Several parameters can be varied to control the deposition process: laser pulse properties,
temperature of the substrate, pressure and type of the gas in the chamber.
For the experiment described in this chapter, a commercial Continuum Powerline II 8010
Nd:YAG laser was used to ablate a 2 inches pyrolytic graphite target. The laser is able
to provide a 7 ns pulse at 10 Hz repetition rate, with a fluence of 0.8 J/cm2. Second
harmonic conversion of the beam is performed, leading to a wavelength λ ∼ 532 nm. The
ablated species expand in the gas-filled deposition chamber and are finally collected on the
substrate, forming a carbon foam layer. The gas in the chamber is Argon at 102 Pa, which
enhances the collision frequency between the ablated targets, allowing the formation of
clusters and nano-particles.
The substrate was positioned at a 45 mm distance from the target, in order to reduce
inhomogeneities of the deposition process due to fluid dynamics effects. Moreover, the
target was mounted on a rotating and translating stage, in order to ensure a good foam
uniformity over a large area (up to a diameter of 50mm).
The deposition parameters (e.g. laser fluence, gas type and pressure) greatly influence
the physical properties of the foam (see figure 4.3 for an example of how extensively foam
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Figure 4.2: PLD configuration
structures are affected by the ambient gas properties). A proper tuning of the deposition
parameters allowed to reach mean mass densities as low as a few mg/cm (hundreds of
times less than the critical density) and thickness values in the 8-64 µm range. The foam
thickness was controlled by tuning the duration of the deposition process.
Foam density was evaluated with a method based on Energy Dispersive X–Ray Spectroscopy
in combination with cross–section Scanning Electron Microscopy [175].
4.2.4 Experimental plan (first campaign)
Different target configurations were tested in the experiment: foil thickness, foam thickness
and foam density were varied. Also simple aluminium targets were used for comparison.
All the targets were irradiated at 30◦ pulse incidence. The following list summarizes all
the target types used throughout the experimental activity:
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (8.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (12.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (18.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (36.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (12.0 µm, 4.0 nc)
• Al (1.50 µm) + foam (12.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (1.50 µm) + foam (18.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm)
• Al (1.5 µm)
Each target type was prepared in several samples. The targets were assembled with a
metallic holder frame, as shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: These pictures are provided to show how deposition parameters affect the
morphology of the foam targets
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Figure 4.4: Structure of the target assembly
4.2.5 Experimental plan (second campaign)
The aim of the second experimental campaign was to further expand the parametric scan
performed in the first campaign. Consequently, targets with different substrates (copper
or polymer instead of aluminium) and different foam thickness were tested. A list of the
targets used throughout the experiment is reported hereunder:
• Al (0.75 µm)
• Al (1.50 µm)
• Polymer (20 nm)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (3.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (5.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (8.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (10.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (0.75 µm) + foam (12.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (1.50 µm) + foam (8.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Al (6.50 µm) + foam (8.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Cu (7.00 µm) + foam (8.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Polymer (20 nm) + foam (8.00 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Polymer (20 nm) + foam (12.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
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• Polymer (20 nm) + foam (32.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
• Polymer (20 nm) + foam (64.0 µm, 1.2 nc)
Concerning the laser pulse, shots with 20% more higher energy on target (at 30◦ pulse
incidence and C-,P- polarizations) and shots at normal incidence were performed (C-
polarization). In addition, the importance of pulse length was investigated. Indeed, varying
the distance between the gratings in the compressor it is possible to obtain a longer and
chirped laser pulse (due to non-optimal compression). Varying the distance between the
gratings by hundreds of µm leads to a lengthening of the pulse up to several hundreds of
femtoseconds (a proper characterization of the temporal profile of the pulse as a function
of the grating spacing should still be performed). Depending on if the gratings are moved
apart or moved closer, the pulse can be positively chirped (lower frequencies first) or
negatively chirped (higher frequencies first) .
4.3 Experimental results
In this section the results of both the experimental campaigns are discussed. While the
results of the first campaign have been fully analysed and a detailed discussion is provided
here, the results of the second campaign are still preliminary.
4.3.1 First experimental campaign: enhanced ion acceleration
Five main results were obtained from the first experimental campaign:
• As far as ion cut-off energies are of concern, the values measured for foam-attached
targets were polarization-independent (whereas a strong dependence on pulse polar-
ization is observed for simple Al targets, as expected from the literature).
• Observed cut-off energies for the smallest available foam thickness were significantly
enhanced with respect to simple flat targets. The thicker available foams gave instead
ion energies comparable to those obtained with simple flat targets.
• Total number of particles seems to be significantly higher for foam attached targets
than for simple flat targets, at least for higher energies.
• The cut-off energies obtained with foam-attached targets were essentially independent
from the substrate thickness (target thickness is instead very important for simple
flat targets
• A linear scaling of the cut-off energies was observed in the explored energy range
Figure 4.5 shows the cut-off energies obtained for protons and C6+ ions for different
polarizations and several foam thickness values (ranging from 0 -simple solid targets- up to
36 µm). The most important information contained in the graph is that the maximum
energies are obtained for the thinnest tested foam 8µm, while for thicker foams the
maximum energies approach those obtained with the flat targets. This suggests that there
should be an optimal thickness d in the range 0 µm < d . 8 µm. Moreover, it is evident
that, while the energy cut-off is very sensitive to the laser polarization with flat targets, the
experimental points for foam targets for the three polarizations are essentially superimposed.
It is important to stress that the intensities on target for the three polarizations were
slightly different: 4.2× 1020W/cm2 for S-polarization, 3.4× 1020W/cm2 for P-polarization
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Figure 4.5: In the figure the cut-off energies for protons (top panel) and C6+ ions (bottom
panel) are reported for the three polarizations as a function of the foam thickness.
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and 3.7× 1020W/cm2 for C-polarization.
Figure 4.6 shows several energy spectra collected at the maximum available laser intensity
for the three polarizations. Simple flat targets and foam-attached targets are compared.
Even if a proper calibration of the detector is not available, in a given energy range, the
signal for foam-attached targets is significantly higher than the signal for simple flat targets.
Also the role of Al foil thickness and foam density were investigated in this experimental
Figure 4.6: Energy spectra of the protons for S-,P-,C- polarizations and two different
targets (simple Al foils and Al foils coupled with 8µm foams)
campaign, at least for a selected experimental condition. The right panel of figure 4.7 shows
results obtained with S-polarized laser pulse and a foam thickness of 12µm (if present). The
graph indicates that the cut-off energy of protons is strongly dependent on target thickness
for simple targets (0.75 µm vs 1.5µm), while the difference between the two foam-attached
targets with those substrates is negligible (well within the error bars). Moreover, increasing
the foam density up to 4.3 nc did not influence the cut-off energies, since also this curve is
within the error bars of the other foam attached targets.
The left panel of figure 4.7 shows the proton cut-off energies for various values of the
foam thickness, ranging from 0 up to 36 µm as a function of the intensity on target. The
acquisitions were performed with S-polarization. The data show that the cut-off energy
grows linearly with the intensity. Moreover, no crossing of the curves is observed (i.e. the
“optimal foam thickness” does not depend on the intensity, at least in the explored range).
Despite the limits of the electron spectrometer diagnostics, the data collected with this
diagnostics show that higher electron temperatures are obtained with foam-attached targets,
suggesting a higher laser absorption efficiency. This supports the hypothesis that the
physical process at play is essentially enhanced TNSA.
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Figure 4.7: Maximum proton energy detected as a function of the laser pulse intensity for
various experimental configurations. The panel on the left shows experimental results for
S-polarized laser pulses. Different curves are obtained with different values of the foam
thickness. The right panel shows instead a comparison between different values of the
substrate thickness and the foam density, showing that this parameter is unimportant
for foam-attached targets. Instead, target thickness influences strongly the proton cut-off
energy for simple targets.
4.3.2 Second experimental campaign: effect of pulse length on ion ac-
celeration with foam targets
During the second campaign, several experimental issues with the laser system and the
targets limited the number of collected data points. Moreover, diagnostics were less sensible
in this experimental campaign, if a comparison is made with the set-up of the previous
year: the entrance pinholes of the Thompson Parabolae were significantly smaller. For
this reason, the observed cut-off energies throughout the experimental campaign were on
average lower than those observed in the 2014 campaign, even with very similar targets.
In any case, a very promising effect was observed for a subset of the experimental data.
Indeed, varying the pulse length lead in some conditions to a significant increase of the
proton cut-off energy, up to 45 MeV from the 20 MeV observed with the shortest possible
pulse. Figure 4.8 shows the cut-off energy of the accelerated protons as a function of
the position of the gratings in the compressor (0 is the position for the optimal pulse
compression). The data shown in the figure was collected with a target consisting in a thin
polymer substrate (20 nm) coated with 32 µm neat-critical foam, irradiated at normal
incidence with a C-polarized laser pulse. As the graph shows, the cut-off energy is always
around 20 MeV for the shortest pulse length. When the distance between the gratings is
increased, the cut-off energy is significantly enhanced, reaching a peak at around ∼ 300µm
away from optimal configuration. Only one experimental point was acquired after the
peak and, though not conclusive 5 , it suggests an abrupt lowering of the cut-off energy. A
similar scan in the distance between the gratings was performed also in other experimental
conditions, as shown in figure 4.9:
• maximum energy, 30◦ incidence, P-polarized pulse on a polymer + 8 µm foam target
• lower energy, 30◦ incidence, P-polarized pulse on an Al 0.75 µm + 8 µm foam target
5Since only one experimental point was collected, it may well be a fluctuation
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Figure 4.8: Proton cut-off energy as a function of grating position. These results were
obtained at normal incidence with circular polarized laser pulses. The target was a polymer
foil, 20 nm thick, coated with 32 µm thick carbon foam.
Figure 4.9: Proton cut-off energy as a function of grating position for various targets and
laser configurations. 8 stages means an energy before compressor of ∼ 45 J, while 7 stages
means an energy before compressor of ∼ 38 J
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• maximum energy, 30◦ incidence, P-polarized pulse on an Al 0.75 µm + 8 µm foam
target
• maximum energy, 30◦ incidence, P-polarized pulse on an Al 1.5 µm + 8 µm foam
target
Among those cases, only the polymer target showed a significant enhancement of the cut-off
energy (again up to ∼ 45 MeV) when the distance between the gratings was increased
by 400µm with respect to the optimal position. The Al +foam targets did not show any
significant enhancement, at least in the explored range of the grating distance parameter.
Unfortunately, the experimental exploration of the energy cut-off enhancement was limited:
more statistics is needed to confirm the observed phenomenon and, eventually, to explore
its features in detail. For instance, it would be interesting to understand if the phenomenon
is related to the sign of the chirp or only to the pulse length. It would also be interesting to
understand precisely the role of the target properties (substrate thickness, foam thickness
. . . ).
4.4 Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations were performed with piccante to prepare the experimental activity
and in order to gain some insights on the physical processes at play during intense laser-
pulse interaction with foam-attached targets.
Both 2D simulations (see subsection 4.4.1) and 3D (see subsection 4.4.2) simulations
were performed. All the simulations reported here were performed on FERMI BG/Q
supercomputer or on the Intel cluster Galileo, both hosted at CINECA (Italy).
4.4.1 2D simulations
Numerical exploration of laser interaction with foam-attached targets is particularly difficult
with 2D simulations in Cartesian geometry. For instance, one of the main expected features
of foam targets is a relative insensitivity to pulse polarization. However, 2D simulations
strongly discriminate between different polarizations (e.g. in 2D simulations P and S
polarized pulses at normal incidence lead to significantly different results, despite being
identical in reality). Moreover, it is important to stress that, in general, when TNSA
acceleration processes are simulated in 2D, a significant un-physical enhancement of ion
energies is to be expected. This is due to the fact that electrostatic phenomena in 2D
involve infinite wire charges rather than point charges.
Though not reliable for quantitative estimations, 2D simulations are still useful to perform
large parametric scans and to purse a qualitative understanding of the physical processes
at play.
Foam models
A first parametric exploration that can be performed concerns how the foam is simulated
numerically. A foam target is a highly complex system, consisting in small (10s of
nanometers), dense clusters aggregated in larger structures on the micrometer scale. Being
near-critical on average, these foams are about 200-300 times less dense than solid carbon
(e.g. graphite, diamonds . . . ). Since the density of the individual clusters is approximately
that of solid carbon, the filling factor6 of foam targets is ∼ 0.005− 0.003.
6The filling factor is the volume fraction actually occupied by solid-density carbon
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Simulation parameters 2D foam simulations
Simulation box 125λ× 100λ
Resolution (points per λ) [80, 82.24]
Al foil
Density 1.0 nc
Thickness 10.0 λ
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 64
Uniform foam
Density 1 nc
Thickness 10.0 λ
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 36
Random balls foam
Density 1 nc (average)
Filling factor 0.01
Thickness 10.0 λ
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 576
DLA foam
Density 1 nc (average)
Filling factor 0.084
Thickness 10.0 λ
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 64
Laser polarization P,C,S
Laser a0 18
Laser type cos2 plane wave
Pulse incidence 0◦, 30◦
Laser duration FWHM 12.3 λ/c
Table 4.2: Parameter list for 2D foam simulations.
The simplest numerical approximation consists in simulating foam targets as a uniform
density plasma with a steep boundary, neglecting completely their microscopic structure.
This model will be referred as uniform foam in the following. In the literature, near
critical plasmas are typically simulated with a uniform density box (like in [176]). This
approach is certainly valid for CO2 laser interaction with gas jets [177] or for solid-density
targets structured scalelength smaller than the laser wavelength (e.g nanotube array targets
[172]). Uniform foam approximation seems reasonable also if we suppose that the target
structures are washed out by the laser pre-pulse. However, for very high contrast lasers the
aforementioned model may be questionable. Another possibility is to simulate the foam
as a collection of small, dense, spheres, arranged randomly in space so that the average
density is near-critical. This model will be called random balls foam in this chapter. The
random balls foam has the virtue of reproducing the interaction with high density small
clusters, rather than with a uniform plasma. However, larger scale structuring of the target
(the formation of µm sized “trees”) is completely neglected. Diffusion Limited Aggregation
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# Polarization a0 Incidence Foam Model Cut-off energy
1 P 18.0 0◦ Uniform 46 MeV
2 P 18.0 0◦ Random 43 MeV
3 P 18.0 0◦ Cluster 47 MeV
4 P 18.0 0◦ No Foam 19 MeV
5 P 18.0 30◦ Uniform 48 MeV
6 P 18.0 30◦ Random 41 MeV
7 P 18.0 30◦ Cluster 39 MeV
8 P 18.0 30◦ No Foam 21 MeV
9 C 12.7 0◦ Uniform 25 MeV
10 C 12.7 0◦ Cluster 26 MeV
11 C 12.7 0◦ No Foam 1.8 MeV
12 C 12.7 30◦ Uniform 26 MeV
13 C 12.7 30◦ Cluster 18 MeV
14 C 12.7 30◦ No Foam 2.1 MeV
15 P 25.5 30◦ Uniform 66 MeV
16 P 25.5 30◦ Cluster 61 MeV
Table 4.3: Synthetic results of the parametric scan performed with 2D simulations. The
cut-off energy of protons is reported for each simulated configuration
(DLA) foam model tries to reproduce the main physical features of foam targets. The
foam is still simulated as a collection of dense spheres; however, these spheres are arranged
in tree-like macro-structures. The position of the spheres is pre-calculated according to
diffusion-limited aggregation model [178, 179] (several details, both on DLA model and
its numerical implementation, are reported in subsection 4.4.3). This method reproduces
qualitatively the shape of the large scale structures of the foam (see figure 4.3). One
drawback of DLA foam, which is especially serious in 2D, is that controlling the filling
factor is non-trivial. Specifically for 2D simulations, it is difficult to push the filling factor
below ∼ 0.05 keeping the foam shape reasonable.
The aforementioned three foam models were tested in a 2D simulation campaign, for P
and C pulse polarization and for two incidence angles per model (normal incidence and
30◦ pulse incidence, as in the experimental activity). In table 4.2 the parameters used for
this 2D parametric exploration are listed; parameters for different foam models are listed
separately.
The subsequent six pages show some results of the simulation campaign. Each page is
dedicated to a single simulation case. Electron density and Bz (perpendicular to the plane)
field component are shown for three different time-steps. λ = 0.8µm is considered to
express time and lengths in physical units). Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show respectively
uniform foam, random balls foam and DLA foam for 0◦ pulse incidence, while figures 4.13,
4.14 and 4.15 show the same foam-attached targets irradiated at 30◦.
In all cases, the foam seems to allow a very efficient energy coupling with the laser pulse,
which is able to penetrate the whole foam layer up to the dense substrate, where it is
reflected back.
Table 4.3 shows the cut-off energy of protons obtained for each 2D simulation. Globally,
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Figure 4.10: 2D simulation of laser-foam attached target interaction. Foam is simulated
with a uniform low density plasma, pulse incidence is 0◦ (P polarization). Electron density
normalized over critical density is shown in the upper panels. Bz field component is shown
in the lower panels.
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Figure 4.11: 2D simulation of laser-foam attached target interaction. Foam is simulated
with a collection of high density spheres, pulse incidence is 0◦ (P polarization). Electron
density normalized over critical density is shown in the upper panels. Bz field component
is shown in the lower panels.
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Figure 4.12: 2D simulation of laser-foam attached target interaction. Foam is simulated
with a “numerical foam” pre-calculated with DLA, pulse incidence is 0◦ (P polarization).
Electron density normalized over critical density is shown in the upper panels. Bz field
component is shown in the lower panels.
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Figure 4.13: 2D simulation of laser-foam attached target interaction. Foam is simulated
with a uniform low density plasma, pulse incidence is 30◦ (P polarization). Electron density
normalized over critical density is shown in the upper panels. Bz field component is shown
in the lower panels.
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Figure 4.14: 2D simulation of laser-foam attached target interaction. Foam is simulated
with a collection of high density spheres, pulse incidence is 30◦ (P polarization). Electron
density normalized over critical density is shown in the upper panels. Bz field component
is shown in the lower panels.
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Figure 4.15: 2D simulation of laser-foam attached target interaction. Foam is simulated
with a “numerical foam” pre-calculated with DLA, pulse incidence is 0◦ (P polarization).
Electron density normalized over critical density is shown in the upper panels. Bz field
component is shown in the lower panels.
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foam-attached targets seem to allow for a better coupling with the laser pulse if compared
to simple flat targets, leading to significantly higher energies. Not surprisingly, this effect
is particularly evident for C-polarized laser pulses, since in this case the electron heating
processes are strongly suppressed for the interaction with simple flat targets. This enhance-
ment is coherent with the results obtained in the experimental activity. However, the two
polarizations lead to very different cut-off energies, which is in substantial contradiction
with the experiment (albeit not surprising, considering that the simulation is 2D).
The specific details of the foam model seem to be weakly correlated with the cut-off energy,
since uniform, random and cluster foams all lead to similar energies in most cases. Also
the dependence on the pulse incidence angle is rather weak, even for flat targets. This
last result is in contrast with a wide body of literature, but it is important to stress that
care should be taken when 2D simulations results are compared quantitatively with the
experimental results, since not all physical processes are reproduced. Finally, increasing
the a0 parameter by ∼ 40% (a doubling of the pulse intensity) resulted in a ∼ 40% increase
in the final energy, suggesting a scaling E ∝ √I, typical of TNSA.
Though not being predictive, 2D simulations suggest that the enhancement of ion acceler-
ation with foam-attached targets is due to a better coupling between the laser and the
low-density foam.
4.4.2 3D simulations
Large scale 3D–PIC simulations were performed with piccante code to support the interpre-
tation of the experimental results and to investigate the effect of the foam nanostructure on
the laser–target interaction process and on the acceleration performances. Only a limited
number of 3D simulations was performed, due to their high computational cost (up to
∼ 1.5× 105 CPUHours on FERMI supercomputer). Three different targets were tested in
the simulations:
• a simple Al foil (referred as ST in the following)
• an Al foil coupled to a uniform near-critical foam
• an Al foil coupled to a “realistic” near-critical foam (referred as DLT in the following)
Each target was irradiated at 30◦ pulse incidence, with C and P polarization. Simulation
parameters are summarized in table 4.4.
The simple foil simulations and the uniform foam simulations were performed on the Galileo
Tier-1 HPC machine, whereas the cluster simulations where performed on the FERMI
Tier-0 HPC machine, due to larger computational requirements. Both supercomputers are
housed at CINECA, Italy. Analogously to the 2D simulations, the “realistic” foam target
was simulated as a collection of dense nano-spheres (ne/nc ∼ 50, 50 nm radius) arranged
according to a Diffusion Limited Aggregation model, The resulting porous structure was
characterized by an occupation factor of about 2 %, giving an average electron density
approximately equal to nc. The cluster foam was grown up to a maximum height of 12.5
µm and was subsequently cut at 8µm, in order to avoid huge inhomogeneities.
The simulations were performed on the HPC machines of CINECA, Italy: the Intel Tier-1
Galileo and the IBM BlueGene/Q Tier-0 FERMI.
The laser field amplitude had a cos2-function longitudinal profile, with full-width -half-
maximum of the intensity set to 31 fs. The transverse radial profile of the laser fields are
gaussian, with a waist ω0 = 4µm. The maximum intensity at focus is I = 3.5 · 1020Wcm2,
corresponding to a normalized a0 = 18 for linear polarization (a0 = (I02mec
3nc)
1/2), where
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Params Foil Uniform “Realistic”
Grid stretching yes yes no
Resolution (ppλ) [40,20,20] [40,20,20] [50,20.5,20.5]
Al ne/nc 40
Al thickness (µm) 0.8
Al ppc (e−) 40
Foam ne/nc - 1 1 (average)
Foam thickness (µm) - 8 8
Foam ppc (e−) - 4 125
CH ne/nc 10
CH thickness (µm) 0.016
CH ppc (H+) 8 8 100
Laser incidence 30◦
Laser λ (µm) 0.8
Laser polarization C,P
Laser a0 18
Laser FWHM (fs) 31
Laser waist (µm) 4
Table 4.4: Parameter list for 3D simulations. ppc stands for particles per cell, ppλ stands
for points per λ. The resolution is reported only for the non-stretched region of the grid.
I0 is the peak intensity). The laser pulse was focused at the solid foil front surface with an
angle of incidence of 30◦. The Al foil was represented as a uniform plasma of electrons and
Al13+ ions with electron density nAl = 40nc and thickness lAl = 0.8µm and it was sampled
with 40 electrons per cell. Attached to the rear side of the main target a thin (0.02 µm)
low density (nCH = 10nc) CH-plasma simulated the presence of a layer of contaminants on
the surface of the foil. For the cases of a uniform foam, C6+ with density nfoam = 1nc was
considered and sampled 4 electron per cell. When the DLA model was considered a much
higher number of electrons per cell was necessary to obtain a good sampling of the dense
clusters. The clusters were spheres of radius 50 nm, the average density of the laser was 1
nc and the plasma was sampled with 125 electrons per cell.
Figure 4.17 shows the spectra of the protons of the contaminant layer emitted within
2◦ from the rear normal of the target, for the three simulated targets. The spectra are
obtained at time t = 170fs after the beginning of the laser-foam interaction for both C and
P polarization. Generally the cut-off energy of these spectra shows a small underestimate
in comparison with the experimental data, in particular for the case of C-polarisation.
The case of uniform foam irradiated with linear polarisation is an exception, since the
cut-off energy is overestimated with respect to the experimental results (when compared
to the case of ST, the presence of the uniform foam lead to a strong enhancement of Emaxp ,
considerably overestimating Emax−DLTp /Emax−STp ). On the other hand, when the foam
layer is simulated with a DLA foam, both the difference between the two polarisations
and the Emax−DLTp /Emax−STp are strongly reduced in very good agreement with the
experimental results.
Figure 4.16 shows a sequence of snapshots of the electron density of a DLA-foam target
during the interaction. Although the electron density becomes more uniform as the
interaction takes place, the presence of the DLA foam strongly reduces the difference
between linear and circular polarisation. Presumably, due to the coral-like structure of the
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DLA foam, the propagation of the pulse is strongly determined by the non uniformities
of the density at the µm scalelength, rather than by the pulse-self focusing in a uniform
plasma which, on the other hand, is affected by the pulse polarisation. Due to the large
computational cost, the simulated DLA-foams had to be limited not to consider very small
clusters below the grid mesh. The real carbon foams obtained with PLD are made of solid
density clusters (100s nc) with a smaller radius (∼ 10nm) with an occupation factor about
five times smaller than the simulated value of 2%. Realistic foams with even smaller filling
factors and a mesoscale structure closer to the real one might further reduce the differences
between P and C polarisation in the simulations.
4.4.3 Modelling of foam target with Diffusion Limited Aggregation
Foam targets were modelled in piccante as a collection of spheres arranged in space
according to the Diffusion Limited Aggregation model (see [178, 179]).
Diffusion Limited Aggregation is a very idealized model of aggregation processes. Despite
its simplicity, DLA can be applied successfully to a wide variety of physical phenomena
involving aggregation of small particles in larger clusters (nucleation, formation of crystals
. . . ).
In its essence, the method is disarmingly simple. In a multidimensional lattice, individual
cells can be free or occupied by one “particle”. One at a time, a new particle enters the
lattice and starts moving randomly (only movements to adjacent cells are allowed), until it
finds a position in which at least one of the adjacent cells is occupied. Then the particle
freezes in that position and a new particle enters in the lattice. The lattice can be 2D or
3D (in the literature the properties of DLA in higher dimensions have been studied, since it
is a very interesting model system in statistical mechanics). Moreover, as figures 4.18 and
figure 4.19 show, an interesting feature of this model is that the properties of the deposition
algorithm can be tuned. Indeed, varying the probability to move in different directions
(e.g. towards the target, away from the target, laterally . . . ), very different structures with
very different filling factors can be obtained. For instance, a very high probability to move
towards the target leads to very “compact” foams, with high filling factors approaching
the packing limit. On the contrary, a lower probability to move towards the target results
in more open structures, with significantly lower filling factors. Consequently, with trials
and errors, these artificial foams can be tuned in order to obtain the desired properties.
In order to avoid excessive inhomogeneities, said xtgt the desired target thickness, the
artificial foam was grown up to a thickness ∼ 50% higher than xtgt and then cut exactly at
xtgt.
Figure 4.20 provides a graphical representation of a 3D numerical foam target. The
artificial DLA foam is “grown” with a dedicated program, specifically written for this
research activity. piccante code can accept a file containing the coordinates of the foam
particles.
4.5 Conclusions
Foam-attached targets have been studied both in experiments and numerical simulations.
A significant enhancement of ion acceleration was observed in some conditions. For
30◦ pulse incidence, very thin near-critical foams attached to Al foil provided a strong
enhancement of both the cut-off and the total number of accelerated particles7, if compared
to simple Al targets. Moreover, irradiating at normal incidence a thick, near critical
7Though a proper estimation of the total accelerated charge could not be performed
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Figure 4.16: Snapshot of a 3D simulation of laser-interaction with foam targets (the electron
density of the target is shown).
Figure 4.17: Energy spectra from 3D simulations for protons (C- and P- polarization). An
angular filter is applied, so that only particles emitted in a narrow angle around target
tangent are considered. The small panel on the left reports the experimental results for
foam-attached targets.
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Figure 4.18: The graphs show a parametric scan for the simulated foam targets, both in
2D and 3D. The graphs deptic the filling factors obtained varying the parameters of the
“growth” process. Three curves are reported for three different P (x)/P (lat) ratios, where
P (x) is the probability at each step to move up or down and P (lat) is the probability to
move laterally. The curves represent the filling factor as a function of the P (xdown)/P (xup)
ratio, which means the ratio between the probability to move towards the target over the
probability to move away from the target. If P (xdown)/P (xup) < 1 a single “column” is
usually formed (the probability to find something to accreate on is very low, thus the
highest peak is significantly favoured over the others). The graphs are obtained with
several runs of the deposition algorithm.
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foam-attached target with a chirped (and thus longer) laser pulse lead to very interesting
results: a significant improvement of the cut-off energy (up to 45 MeV) was observed is
some cases when the pulse length was increased up to 100-200 fs. These results suggest
that foam targets are a promising scheme for ion acceleration and open the way for further
experimental investigations. For instance, the very high cut-off energy obtained increasing
the pulse length, even with a relatively modest total energy on target, is worth of further
investigation, in order to unveil the exact mechanism at play.
One of the main limits of the tested foam targets was the great shot-to-shot variability,
which is certainly a severe obstacle for practical applications. This variability may be
attributed to the foam properties. The scalelength of the structures for a foam obtained
with PLD technique is indeed at least as large as the laser wavelength. Thus the uniformity
of the targets for ultra-fast laser interaction (no time for hydrodynamic expansion and
“homogenization” of the target) is questionable. Another possible source of variability lies
in the properties of the substrate: depending on the fabrication technique, thin aluminium
foils are characterized by several holes on the surface 8. An easier solution for this last
issue is simply the adoption of more uniform substrates, such as thin copper, gold or
polymer foils. Instead, a possible solution to the non-uniformity of the foam is the use of
an intrinsically more uniform foam (e.g. a nano-tube based foam) as in [172]. Another
possible solution is shaping the pulse in order to obtain a long pre-pulse, which should lead
to a pre-expansion of the foam structures.
In conclusion, if foam attached targets will be able to provide significantly higher ion
energies and/or higher particle fluxes reliably with respect to other acceleration schemes,
they may enable interesting applications. Besides the possible applications in material
8These holes are visible even with naked eye, for instance looking at a backlit target.
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Figure 4.20: The figure shows an example of the 3D numerical foam obtained with DLA
method. Particles’ color follows the x coordinates.
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science mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, near-critical targets can be suitable
to study astrophysical scenarios (e.g. collision-less shock generation) or to reach extreme
pressures [6].
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Chapter 5
Numerical exploration of High
Field Plasmonics in different
scenarios
In this chapter several physical scenarios involving High Field Plasmonics effects are
discussed.
In section 5.1 we discuss how laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor Instability (laser-driven RTI)[18]
may arise in Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA) scenarios. Plasmonic field enhancement
plays a central role in the development of this instability. Though essentially numerical
and theoretical, this work has close ties with some early experimental observations[16].
Laser-driven RTI may play a significant role in acceleration regimes which will be attainable
with next-generation laser facilities. Ion acceleration with RPA schemes is believed to
become very efficient with laser intensities beyond I > 1023W/cm2[70, 54], though the
development of target instabilities like laser-driven RTI should be carefully considered.
Indeed, instabilities of the target may lead to its early disruption, halting the acceleration
process.
In section 5.2 a numerical investigation of Plasmonics effects on High Harmonic Generation
(HHG) with grating targets is provided. HHG with laser-solid interaction is attractive
because it could provide very intense harmonic emission [75] (in principle higher than what
can be achieved with gaseous targets, provided that the laser pulse is sufficiently intense).
Furthermore, using a grating as a target allows to angularly disperse the harmonics[180],
which may be useful if a quasi-monochromatic source is desired. This section presents a
research activity which is not yet completed, though some results are already available.
Finally, in section 5.3 some speculative schemes for High Energy concentration exploiting
plasmonics effects are discussed. High energy concentration is a very interesting topic in
“traditional” plasmonics [181, 93]. Some possible routes to purse a similar goal in the high
field regime are briefly commented. The research activity presented in this last section is
very preliminary.
5.1 Rayleigh-Taylor instability in Radiation Pressure Accel-
eration
The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is the classical process occurring when a heavy fluid stands
over a lighter one in hydrodynamics or, equivalently, when a light fluid accelerates a heavier
one [182].
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In [18] we investigate numerically the role played by laser-driven RTI in Radiation Pressure
Acceleration (see also [112] for a recent work on the topic). The acceleration of dense
targets with the RPA scheme leads to a rippling of the interaction surface. We propose a
simple model to take into account the effect of radiation pressure modulation due target
rippling on the growth of the instability. We find that plasmonic enhancement of the local
field when the surface rippling period is close to a laser wavelength sets the dominant scale
for laser-driven RTI growth.
We provide 2D and 3D Particle-In-Cell simulation results which are in good agreement
with the theoretical model. In particular, 3D simulations show the formation of stable
structures with “wallpaper” symmetry, which closely resemble structures observed in early
experimental investigation of RPA.
In subsection 5.1.1 a concise introduction on Radiation Pressure Acceleration is given.
In subsection 5.1.2 our theoretical model for the calculation of laser-driven RTI growth
rate is discussed in detail, while in subsection 5.1.3 the results of the numerical simulation
campaign are presented. Some conclusive remarks are finally given in subsection 5.1.4.
5.1.1 Radiation Pressure Acceleration
Radiation Pressure Acceleration is a promising scheme for ion acceleration with laser
produced plasmas. Here we follow the treatment given in [49]. More detailed information
can be found in [70, 54, 183].
RPA is an ion acceleration regime which is based on radiation pressure exerted by an intense
laser pulse on a target. Indeed, an electromagnetic pulse with intensity I exerts a pressure
2I
c
on a perfectly reflecting mirror. For the most intense laser systems presently available,
this means that the exerted pressure is 1016−1017Pa1. More in general, taking into account
the reflectivity R of the target, its absorption coefficient A and its transmissivity T :
P = (1 +R− T )I
c
= (2R+A)
I
c
(5.1)
It can be shown that radiation pressure in this scenario is due to the ponderomotive force
exerted on the plasma by the laser pulse.
The ponderomotive force is exerted directly on the electrons of the target. However, their
displacement generates a static electric field, which is responsible for pulling forward the
ions. Thus, radiation pressure is effectively applied on the whole target.
Due to the effect of the ponderomotive force, the target surface is set in motion. If the
target velocity is a non-negligible fraction of the speed of light, the radiation pressure
should be calculated for a “moving mirror”. Given the reflectivity R(ω) as a function of
laser frequency ω, the radiation pressure exerted on the target moving with velocity v = βc
is:
P = P ′ =
2I
c
R(ω′)
1− β
1 + β
(5.2)
where primed quantities are calculated in the co-moving reference frame and the target is
supposed to be non-absorbing. Radiation pressure is the same in both the laboratory frame
and the co-moving frame, while ω′ = ω
√
(1− β)/(1 + β) (i.e. the laser pulse is red-shifted
in the co-moving reference frame).
In a real physical scenario, RPA is always associated with other mechanisms such as intense
laser absorption and hot electron generation [55, 185] (see also subsection 1.2.4). These
1For comparison the pressure at the core of the Sun is ∼ 1017Pa, according to BS05(AGS,OP) standard
solar model[184]
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phenomena can severely hinder the RPA mechanism. For instance, an intense laser pulse
may break through a thin target, which leads to Coulomb Explosion [186], rather than
RPA. Even if the the pulse doesn’t break through the target, hot electron generation at
the interaction surface may lead to TNSA, rather than RPA. Since electron heating is
suppressed for a circularly polarized laser pulse irradiating a flat target at normal incidence,
this is the typical configuration investigated for RPA.
Depending on the target properties, two different regimes of RPA can be individuated. If
a thick target is irradiated, the laser can “dig a hole” through the plasma (Hole Boring
-HB- regime), whereas a thin target can be accelerated as a whole (Light Sail -LS- regime).
For the content of this chapter, only the RPA-LS regime is relevant; RPA-HB won’t be
discussed further (the interested reader can find more information on this topic in [70, 54]).
Light Sail Regime
For a general discussion on RPA-LS regime, the interested reader is referred to [187], here
the theory will be briefly sketched.
In the RPA-LS regime, a thin, opaque foil is irradiated with a very intense laser pulse,
which is responsible for accelerating the whole target. In order to model this process, we
consider a rigid mirror moving along xˆ with a velocity β =
dX
dt
and a reflectivity R(ω).
Said M the mass of the mirror, A its surface and σ = M/A the areal density, we can easily
write the equation of motion for the mirror under the effect of radiation pressure P :
d(γM)
dt
= PR(ω′)A (5.3)
replacing in the previous expression the result obtained in equation 5.2 we get:
d
dt
(γβ) =
2I(t−X/c)
σc2
R(ω′)
1− β
1 + β
(5.4)
where the reflectivity R(ω′) is calculated for the frequency in the reference frame co-moving
with the mirror. 2. Since the mirror is moving, the intensity I is calculated at t −X/c,
where X(t) is the position of the mirror in the reference frame of the laboratory.
As noted in [187], equation 5.4 can be solved in a few cases, including the simple case of a
perfectly reflecting mirror R = 1 (see also [49]). Indeed, with the substitution w = t−X/c
equation 5.4 becomes:
d
dw
(
1 + β
1− β
)1/2
=
γ
1− β
dβ
dw
=
2I(w)
σc2
(5.5)
which leads to
β(w) =
(1 + F(w))2 − 1
(1 + F(w))2 + 1 (5.6)
with F(w) defined as follows:
F(w) = 2
∫ w
0 I(w
′)dw′
σc2
=
2F (w)
σc2
(5.7)
2This equation first appeared in [188], where spaceship propulsion with a terrestrial laser beam was
envisaged as an interesting strategy for interstellar travel. In [188] the author acknowledge that an
operational range of ∼ 0.1 light year would require a coherent hard x-ray source on Earth with a surface of
1km2 and an x-ray mirror on the spaceship with a total surface of several km2, making the realization of
this scheme “practically impossible in the next few decades”
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In equation 5.7 F (w) is the fluence of the EM wave (i.e. the total laser energy over the
target surface).
Equation 5.6 allows to estimate easily the final energy per nucleon of the ions of the moving
mirror, which is simply expressed as:
E(w) = mpc
2 (γ(w)− 1) (5.8)
evaluated for w →∞. For w →∞, F(w) approaches its final value F∞. This leads to:
Emax = mpc
2 F2∞
2(F∞ + 1) (5.9)
F∞ can be written as F∞ = 2Etot/(Mc2) (Etot is the total laser energy, while M is the
target mass). The result contained in equation 5.9 is particularly attractive, since it means
that, for a large total fluence, the kinetic energy of the ions of the mirror scales like F∞ and
is thus proportional to the energy per unit surface contained in the pulse. An additional
attractive feature of RPA-LS is that all the particles in the target should be accelerated up
to the same velocity. This means that, unlike TNSA, RPA-LS is expected to provide rather
mono-energetic energy spectra.For a given fixed duration of the pulse the final kinetic
energy is proportional to the pulse intensity, which implies that RPA-LS is characterized
by a much more favourable scaling than TNSA. A simple estimation for present day laser
systems, which are able to provide ∼ 5J on target within ∼ 25µm2 gives Emax ∼ 100 MeV
for a 20 nm thin foil of carbon (ρC = 2.3g/cm
3). The best results obtained so far in actual
experiments for ion acceleration are however significantly below the expected value from
equation 5.9. This is essentially due to the fact that with modern day laser systems it is
extremely difficult to achieve a regime of “pure” RPA-LS. Indeed, focused intensities of
& 1021W/cm2 with an extremely good temporal contrast are required.
Despite being able to capture the essential features of the phenomenon, the treatment
which was given for RPA-LS is oversimplified. For instance, the assumption of a perfectly
rigid and perfectly reflective mirror is questionable, since the target may loose mass and
become transparent, stopping the RPA-LS process. Moreover, at the aforementioned
laser intensities, radiation reaction effects may become relevant. Numerical simulations
are a very important tool to investigate RPA-LS regime. A numerical investigation of
RPA-LS regime at laser intensities foreseen in the future can be found in [189]. Here, 3D
simulations predict energies in GeV range for focused intensities of the order of 1023W/cm2.
In this regime, RPA is particularly efficient because ions are promptly accelerated at
relativistic velocities, which improves the energy transfer efficiency between the laser pulse
and the target (when a photon is reflected by a mirror moving at relativistic velocities,
it is significantly red-shifted). The role played by RR in RPA-LS is studied in detail in
[62, 190].
Numerical simulations generally indicate that forthcoming 10PW laser facilities should
be able to accelerate protons at least up to several hundreds of MeV. Moreover, RPA-LS
should be able to provide accelerated ions with an energy spread narrower than that of
TNSA.
Experimental realization and observation of instabilities
Although the laser intensities needed for “pure” RPA-LS regime are not yet accessible,
some experimental evidence of this physical process is already available [16, 191, 192]
in which spectral features compatible with RPA-LS are observed with C-polarized laser
pulses irradiating thin targets at normal incidence. An interesting outcome of these
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first experimental observations of RPA is the development of net-like structures in the
spatial distribution of the accelerated ions. This suggests the development of an instability.
Instabilities were observed also in the first numerical investigations of the phenomenon
(see for instance [17]). Since an instability of the target may lead to an early onset of
transparency, the process should be studied carefully.
5.1.2 Theoretical model of laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability
In order to develop a theoretical model of laser-driven RTI, we consider a perfectly reflecting
mirror with shallow grooves on its surface, irradiated with a monochromatic plane wave.
Our aim is to write an expression for the radiation pressure on the rippled surface, in order
to be able to write an equation of motion for a thin rippled target.
At first we consider a mirror which completely fills the x > xm(y) region, xm(y) setting the
boundary with the vacuum. xm(y) describes the sinusoidal rippling of the mirror surface:
xm =
δ
2
cos qy (5.10)
where q =
2pi
a
(a is the grooves spacing) and δ is the peak-to-valley depth. We intend to
pursue a perturbative approach in calculating the EM field at the mirror surface, thus we
need to impose that the grooves are shallow with respect to the impinging plane wave. If
ω0 is the wave frequency and k =
ω0
c
is the wave vector, this means:
kδ << 1 (5.11)
Considering deeper grooves would hinder the adoption of a perturbative approach. Moreover,
we are interested in the development of the instability, starting from a perfectly flat surface.
Thus the assumption of a shallow rippling is appropriate.
We then consider an impinging plane wave, with the electric field given by;
Ei = (Eipyˆ + Eiszˆ) exp i(kx− ωt) (5.12)
selecting the appropriate values for Eip, Eis allows to choose the pulse polarization:
Eip = E0 and Eis = 0 for P polarization, Eip = 0 and Eis = E0 for S polarization,
Eip = E0/
√
2 and Eis = E0/
√
2 for C polarization. We should now solve Helmoltz equation
∇2f + k2f = 0 for the electromagnetic field. The general solution can be written as:
Ez = Eise
ikx − Erse−ikx +
+∞∑
l=1
Ele
klx cos lqy
Bz = Eipe
ikx + Erpe
−ikx +
+∞∑
l=1
Ble
klx cos lqy
(5.13)
where k2l = (l
2q2 − k2). In writing equation system 5.13 symmetry and periodicity of the
system was taken into account and the temporal dependence e−iω0t was omitted. Other field
components can be obtained straightforwardly, using E = i∇×B/k and B = −i∇×E/k.
In equation system 5.13, the first two terms represent, respectively, the incident wave and
the specular reflection. The summation term would be zero for a perfectly flat mirror.
Modes with kl real (ql > k) are evanescent, thus dying off exponentially. Instead, modes
with kl imaginary (ql < k) are propagating modes scattered at an angle α (tanα = lq/|kl|).
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Assuming El ∼ O(δlkl) and using equation 5.11 we can truncate the summation at l = 1
(first-order perturbation). Thus we obtain:{
Ez = Eise
ikx − Erse−ikx + E1ek1x cos qy
Bz = Eipe
ikx + Erpe
−ikx +B1ek1x cos qy
(5.14)
Having chosen l = 1, the modes with q > k are evanescent (wavelength larger than the
grooves periodicity), while the modes with q < k (wavelength smaller than the grooves
periodicity) are propagating modes 3.
Boundary conditions should then be imposed. The tangential component of the electric
field at the target surface should be zero, since the mirror is perfect. For the same reason,
the magnetic field component perpendicular to the target surface should be zero 4. These
requirements lead to: 
Ez (x = xm(y), y) = 0
B · nˆ (x = xm(y), y) = 0
E× nˆ (x = xm(y), y) = 0
(5.15)
where nˆ is the normal to the grating surface, which can be written as:
nˆ = −xˆ + xm′(y)yˆ/
√
1 + xm′2 (5.16)
For δlkl << 1, equation 5.16 can be expanded in a Taylor series and approximated as:
nˆ ≈ −
[
xˆ + yˆ
qδ
2
sin qy
]
(5.17)
Combining equation 5.17 and boundary conditions in 5.15, we finally get:
Ers = Eis Erp = Eip
E1x =
−iqkδ
k1
Eip E1y = −1kδEip
E1z = −ikδEis
B1x = qδEis B1y = k1δEis
B1z =
k2δ
k1
Eip
(5.18)
These results imply that for P-polarized (electric field aligned with the grooves) incident
waves, the rippling of the surface results in a local field enhancement in the valleys of
the grooves, while for S-polarized (electric field perpendicular to the plane of the grooves)
incident waves, the EM field is locally enhanced at the peaks of the grooves. It is worth
to remark that for P-polarization, when k = q (grooves spacing equal to the wavelength
of the incident radiation), the field components E1y and B1z diverge. This is due to the
resonant excitation of a surface wave. Although this calculation is performed for a perfect
mirror, we expect that for a dense plasma a surface wave would be excited almost at the
3We expect a sub-wavelength grating to behave like a perfect mirror at large distances, with just some
near-field perturbations(the evanescent modes).
4These are the standard boundary conditions at an interface between a perfect metal and vacuum. In
general, the boundary conditions for EM field at an interface prescribe that the electric field should have a
continuous tangential component, while, for the magnetic field, the continuous component should be the
perpendicular one. However, in a perfect conductor EM field is zero, thus these components should be zero
at the interface.
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same condition5.
Figure 5.1 shows simulations the reflection of an S-polarized and a P-polarized plane
wave from a grating target. The averaged transverse magnetic field component is shown,
confirming the theoretical prediction.
With the EM field components we can calculate the EM momentum flow via Maxwell
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Figure 5.1: 2D simulations performed with piccante showing the reflection of a plane wave
from a grating target. Simulation were performed with a very low field intensity, so that the
dynamics is linear and no deformation of the target surface occurs. The two frames show
the temporal average over one laser periodo of B2t (the squared transverse component of
the magnetic field). Both S-polarization and P-polarization cases are shown. As predicted
by the model, when the plane wave is P-polarized the field is locally enhanced in the valleys
of the grating. On the contrary, for S-polarized plane waves, the field is mildly enhanced
at the grating peaks. Picture taken from [18]
stress tensor T as:
P = T · nˆ (5.19)
Maxwell stress tensor averaged over a field oscillation period is given by:
Tαβ =
1
8pi
[
< (EαE∗β +BαB∗β)− 12δαβ (|E|2+|B|2)
]
(5.20)
We need to evaluate this expression at the mirror surface (x = xm(y)). Using the results
of previous calculations we get:
Px ≈

E20
4pi
<[1− k1δ cos qy] (S)
E20
4pi
<
[
1 +
k2
k1
δ cos qy
]
(P)
(5.21)
Py ≈ E
2
0
8pi
qδ sin qy (5.22)
5This is due to the fact that ωp >> ω0 for overdense targets. See section 1.3 for more details
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In the case of a propagating mode (q < k), since k1 is imaginary we get no transverse
modulations for Px, whereas for evanescent modes (q > k) modulations appear. We assume
throughout the rest of this derivation q > k.
Since our goal is to calculate the growth rate of the instability of the surface, we are
required to assess if the pressure smooths or enhances surface modulations. Defining P0 as
P0 =
E20
4pi
=
2I
c
we get:
P⊥ = −P · nˆ ≈ P0 [1 +K(q)δ cos qy] (5.23)
where K(q) is defined as (k1 = q
2 − k2):
K(q) =

−
√
q2 − k2 (S)
k2
k2 − q2 (P)
2k2 − q2
k2 − q2 (C)
(5.24)
Equation 5.24 implies that the pressure P⊥ acting on the target surface is modulated
differently according to pulse polarization. Since q > k, K(q) is positive for P and C
polarization and negative for S polarization. As the surface rippling is described by
xm = (δ/2) cos qy, for P and C polarization the maxima of P⊥ are located in the valleys of
the rippling, whereas for S polarization the maxima are located in correspondence of the
peaks. Thus irradiating a rippled target with a P- or C- polarized plane wave leads to an
enhancement the of surface rippling, while irradiation with an S-polarized plane wave has
a smoothing effect on the surface perturbations. Figure 5.1 shows numerical simulations
performed with piccante which substantially confirm this picture.
We have derived an expression for radiation pressure acting on a shallow rippled surface
for various polarization (equations 5.23 together with 5.24). In the previous derivation, an
infinite perfect mirror was considered. We now proceed in our derivation considering a thin
foil with a rippled surface. Irradiation of a thin target with an intense EM radiation leads
to a forward motion of the whole target. However, since the pressure is applied unevenly
on the target surface, the thin foil could be deformed. Here we want to asses the effect of
the self-modulated radiation pressure on target dynamics.
For our derivation, we will use Ott’s model [193], already exploited in previous works on
RPA (see [17]). We restrict to the non-relativistic case for simplicity. Since we are interested
in the first stages of the acceleration process, in which target velocity is presumably still
non-relativistic, this assumption is reasonable.
We consider a thin foil of areal density σ, with a pressure P⊥ acting on the left surface (we
restrict ourselves to a 2D analysis for simplicity, in agreement with Ott model).
We consider a fluid element with Lagrangian coordinate r(r0, t) of length:
dr = r ([x0 = 0, y0 + dy0] , t)− r ([x0 = 0, y0] , t) (5.25)
We can now write Newton equation F = ma for the fluid element, considering that
m = σdy0 and that the pressure P⊥ exerts a force perpendicular to the fluid element
surface. The vector tangential to the target surface is given by ∂y0r = ∂y0xxˆ∂y0yyˆ. Thus,
the inward-pointing normal vector to the surface is given by:
nˆ =
xˆ∂y0y − yˆ∂y0x√
(∂y0y)
2 + (∂y0x)
2
(5.26)
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Since the force exerted on the fluid element xˆ is given by
F = P δs nˆ (5.27)
where δs is the length6 of the fluid element and considering that:
δs = |dr|=
√
(∂y0y)
2 + (∂y0x)
2 (5.28)
the equation of motion for the fluid element reads as follows
∂2t r =
P
σ
(xˆ∂y0y − yˆ∂y0x) (5.29)
If the pressure P were a constant rather then a function of ξx, equation 5.29 would have
lead us to “conventional” RT instability.
Following the Ott model, we can now try to find an approximate solution in the following
form. Here we are considering only one mode q at a time; for a more complete solution we
should replace second terms in equation 5.30 with a summation over q. However, as far as
we limit ourselves to the linear phase of the growth of the instability, the surface rippling
is simply a linear superposition of the various q modes contributions.{
x([0, y0] , t) ∼ ξ0(t)− ξx(t) cos qy0
y([0, y0] , t) ∼ y0 + ξy(t) sin(qy0)
(5.30)
This approximate solution should satisfy equation 5.29, with the following boundary
conditions: 
x(t = 0) = 0
y(t = 0) = y0
∂x
∂t
|t=0 = 0
∂y
∂t
|t=0 = 0
(5.31)
This means that at time t = 0 we are considering a fluid element at rest located at the target
surface. The first condition is satisfied if ξ0(0) = 0, the second condition is automatically
satisfied, while the third condition requires that ∂tξ0|t=0= 0 (surface at rest at t = 0) and
that ∂tξx|t=0= 0 (rippling not growing or shrinking at t = 0). Similarly the third condition
requires ∂tξy|t=0= 0 (rippling not growing or shrinking at t = 0).
Using the approximate form for r in equation 5.30 we get:
∂2t ξ0(t)− ∂2t ξx(t) cos(qy0) =
P
σ
(1 + ξy(t)q cos qy0)
∂2t ξy(t) = −
P
σ
ξx(t)q
(5.32)
To the lowest order, the first equation of equation system 5.32 reads simply ∂2t ξ0(t) =
P
σ
,
which has the very simple solution:
ξ0(t) =
1
2
P
σ
t2 (5.33)
6We are in 2D geometry
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Figure 5.2: The figure illustrates radiation pressure RTI growth rate of a thin foil irradiated
with a S-,P-,C- polarized laser (solid curves). The dashed curve is the “standard” RTI
growth rate for a flat thin foil: γRTI =
√
P0q/σ. For q/k < 1 k1 is imaginary and the
other curves are reduced to γRTI . In the graph γ is normalized over γ0 =
√
P0k/σ.
In this approximation, the target is not perturbed and translates as a flat slab under the
pressure P .
Feeding back equation 5.33 into the equation system 5.32 we get:
∂2t ξx(t) = −
P
σ
ξy(t)q
∂2t ξy(t) = −
P
σ
ξx(t)q
(5.34)
As noted in [193], equation 5.30 does not describe in general a sinusoidal perturbation
in Eulerian variables. However, for very small perturbations (q|ξi|<< 1) a sinusoidal
rippling is a good approximation of the shape of the target surface. Since we are allowed to
approximate the deformation of the target surface as a sinusoidal rippling, we may replace
the pressure P in equation 5.34 using equation 5.23: P → P0 [1 +K(q)ξx(t)].
At first order we get: 
∂2t ξx = −
P0 [1 +K(q)ξx(t)]
σ
ξy(t)q
∂2t ξy = −
P0 [1 +K(q)ξx(t)]
σ
ξx(t)q
(5.35)
Looking for exponentially unstable solutions like ξx ∼ eγt we are lead to the following
equation for the growth rate:
γ =
√
P0
σ
[√
q2 +K(q)2/4 +
K(q)
2
]1/2
(5.36)
The growth rate γ is represented in figure 5.2 for the three polarizations S,P,C. As a reference,
also the standard result for Rayleigh-Taylor instability γRT =
√
P0q/σ is reported. The
growth rate γRT is still valid for q < k (when the periodicity of the rippling is smaller than
laser wavelength and hence no effect of the radiation pressure modulation is present). A
careful discussion of the Laser-driven RTI growth rate is required.
We have derived the growth rate of the instability for the three polarizations S,P and
C. However, laser-plasma interaction in the high intensity regime is strongly dependent
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on pulse polarization. Indeed, for linearly polarized laser pulses at normal incidence the
surface rippling may be “washed out” by the quiver motion of the electrons, even at
moderate a0. As a consequence, we expect the above theory to be appropriate for C
polarization, whereas discrepancies with simulations and experiments are foreseen for
linear polarization. However, it is worth to remark that the preferred option for for
radiation pressure acceleration experiment is irradiation with circular polarization, because
it preserves the integrity of the thin target for a longer time.
Moreover, as already mentioned, we expect the conventional γRTI to be valid for q/k < 1
(modes with periodicity longer that one wavelength) rather that the laser driven RTI
growth rate. Finally, further considerations suggest that instability modes with q/k > 2
should be strongly suppressed (in analogy with waveguides, if the peak-to-peak size of
the rippling is smaller than λ/2, light cannot penetrate in the valleys, thus preventing a
further development of the instability).
In conclusion, we expect our theory to be a faithful description of the onset of the instability
for C-polarized laser pulses. The predicted growth rate as a function of q/k is given by the
blue curve in figure 5.2 between q/k = 1 and q/k = 2 and by the dashed curve for q/k < 1,
whereas for q/k > 1 the growth rate should be strongly suppressed. Since the blue curve is
divergent for q/k → 1+, we expect the dominant scale-length of the surface rippling to be
close to the laser wavelength.
It is important to point out that we’ve developed a 2D model of laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, ignoring the dynamics in the third direction. For this reason the growth rate
of the instability are different for P and S polarization. Obviously, for normal incidence,
there should be no difference between these polarizations (except for a 90◦ rotation of
the system). The results we’ve obtained for linear polarization simply suggest that the
development of the instability would lead to asymmetric structures.
5.1.3 Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations for this work were performed partially with piccante code (2D
simulations) and partially with ALaDYn [130] code (3D simulations). The exact source
code and settings used for 2D simulations with piccante can be retrieved at [194].
In order to test a regime of “pure” RPA the numerical simulations were performed with
intensities significantly greater then what can be achieved by modern laser systems (a0 = 66
for the 2D simulations and a0 = 280 for the 3D simulations). However these intensity
regimes are foreseen for future generation laser systems.
2D simulations
2D simulations were performed with the aim of testing the analytical model described in
subsection 5.1.2. Performing simulations in 2D allows for a high spatial resolution, which
would be extremely demanding for a 3D simulation.
The main predictions of the theoretical model for circularly polarized light is a strong
resonance if the instability scalelength δ is close to the laser wavelength λ. Plasmonic
enhancement of the local field occurs at this resonance.
In order to test these predictions, we performed a numerical simulation campaign on FERMI
supercomputing machine. The results shown in figure 5.3 are referred to a simulation
where the laser intensity a0 =
√
I
2mec3nc
was 66, the target was thin (d = 0.58λ) and
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overdense ne = 37nc
7. As usual for solid target simulations, a high spatial resolution was
required (∆x = ∆y = λ/204).Simulations parameters are detailed in table 5.1.
Results shown in figure 5.3 substantially confirm the theoretical considerations, since the
dominant modes of the instability are concentrated in the [k, 2k] range (k = 2pi/λ).
Simulation parameters 2D simulations
Simulation box 45λ× 15λ
Resolution (points per λ) 204
Target density 37 nc
Target thickness 0.58 λ
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 81
Composition C (Z/A=0.5)
Contaminants no
Laser polarization C,P
Laser a0 66
Laser type cos2 plane wave
Laser duration FWHM 12.4 λ/c
Table 5.1: Parameter list for 2D simulations.
As expected, for linear P polarization, the laser-driven RTI is quenched: intense electron
heating processes quickly wash out the surface rippling.
3D simulations
3D numerical simulations were performed with ALaDyn Particle-In-Cell code [130]8, with
parameters close to those of the RPA scenario studied in [195].
The simulation box is 93 λ wide along xˆ (the laser propagation direction) and 120 λ wide
along yˆ and zˆ (the transversal directions). In order to save computational resources, a
simulation grid stretched along yˆ and zˆ is adopted. This allows to save grid nodes along
those directions while keeping at the same time a high resolution in the interaction region,
where it is crucial to resolve laser-matter interaction. Indeed the resolution in the central
region (93λ×60λ×60λ) is 44 points per λ along xˆ and 22 points per λ along the transverse
directions, while the total grid size is only 4096× 1792× 1792 grid cells. A large grid along
yˆ and zˆ is mainly needed to prevent electrons from reaching the borders of the box 9.
The target is composed by a thin, 1 λ thick, C6+ foil (Z/A = 0.5) and by a λ/22 thick
hydrogen contaminant layer on the back side of the carbon foil. Target density is 64nc for
the foil and 8nc for the contaminant layers. All the species (electrons, carbon ions and
hydrogen ions) are sampled with 64 particles per cell, in order to resolve the charge density
down to a fraction of the critical density nc. The total number of particles is ≈ 2× 1010.
As far as the laser pulse is of concern, the transverse profile is Gaussian, with a waist
diameter w = 6λ, while the longitudinal profile is cos2-like, with a FWHM duration of
τp = 9λ/c (all the aforementioned quantities are referred to the fields, not to the pulse
7Not far from the density of completely ionized solid hydrogen
8When the simulation was performed, piccante code wasn’t already available.
9To the knowledge of the author, there isn’t a completely “clean” way to deal with charged particles
reaching the borders of the simulation box. An exception is represented by particles reaching a moving
border, like when moving window method is used, provided that the border moves at the speed of light.
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Figure 5.3: Analysis of the transverse modes in 2D plane wave simulations. (a), (c) Charge
density (t = 20λ/c) of electrons and ions. For each time step the longitudinal position
x = x(y, t) of the vacuum-plasma interface was reconstructed as a function of the transverse
coordinate y. (b) Temporal evolution of the Fourier transform x˜(q, t) for electrons. (d)
Comparison of x˜ for electrons (thick line) and carbon ions (dashed line) at t=20.
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intensity). Both linear and circular polarization were tested and will be referred in the
following, respectively, as LP and CP. For CP a laser amplitude a0 = 198 was used, while
for LP the laser amplitude was 198
√
2.
The simulations were run on 16384 cores at FERMI BG/Q supercomputer (CINECA,
Bologna, Italy). The parameters used for 3D simulations are summed up in table. 5.2.
In figure 5.4 a snapshot at intermediate times of electron and ion density is shown for the
CP case. The development of net-like structures of the ion density is evident from the
figure. For LP the ion density develops striped structures stretched along the polarization
direction. In order to highlight the differences between the CP case and the LP case,
Simulation parameters 3D simulations
Simulation box 93λ× 60λ× 60λ
Resolution (points per λ) [44, 22, 22] (central region)
Target density 64 nc
Target thickness 1 λ
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 64
Composition C (Z/A=0.5)
Contaminants yes
Laser polarization C,P
Laser a0 198(C), 280 (P)
Laser type gaussian
Laser waist 6 λ
Laser duration FWHM 9 λ/c
Table 5.2: Parameter list for 3D simulations.
excluding at the same time effects related to the laser pulse shape, we performed also 3D
plane simulations. These simulations were performed with piccante particle-in-cell code.
Apart from the plane wave pulse, the main difference with Gaussian pulse simulations
is a significantly reduced transverse size of the simulation. Since the target is irradiated
with a plane wave, the system is invariant for translations along the transverse direction
(periodic boundary conditions are applied). Thus, it is sufficient to have a simulation box
large enough to allow the development of the structures. A transverse size of 5λ along yˆ
and zˆ was chosen for plane wave simulations. Due to the limited computational resources
required by these simulations, the grid was uniform (i.e. not stretched).
Figure 5.5 shows two snapshots of the density of carbon ions for CP (left panel) and LP
(right panel), taken at the same simulation time. Apart from the pulse polarization, the
other parameter were identical.
In the CP case the ion density showed a pattern of hexagonal-like denser structures,
with “holes” in between which were significantly depleted of particles. Almost a factor
of two is observed between the density of the structures and the density of the holes.
The self-organization of the density in hexagonal structures corresponds closely to a
theoretical prediction, based on symmetry arguments, for a stable structure of the flow
in the nonlinear 3D development of the RTI [18, 196, 197]. It is worth to mention that
the structures formed in the CP case are an example of spontaneous symmetry breaking
occurring in a classical system [199]. Indeed, the system in its initial state is invariant for
continuous rotations along xˆ and for continuous translations along a transverse direction.
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Figure 5.4: The picture shows a snapshot (t = 30T) of the 3D RPA simulation, depicting
the density of both proton (dark green tones) and carbon (light blue tones) densities. In
order to make the carbon ion density visible, the proton density is shown only on the left
part (y < 0) of the image.
Figure 5.5: The figure shows the areal density of carbon ions at t = 15T in 3D simulations
with the same parameters as in figure 5.4, but for an incident plane wave, for circular (CP)
and linear (LP) polarization
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Figure 5.6: The figure is an example of a Byzantine mosaic in Rome with p6mm symmetry.
Picture taken from [198]
The development of laser-driven RTI reduces the symmetry of the system to the discrete
“wall-paper” group p6mm [200]. In mathematics, the symmetry properties of repetitive
patters are classified according to “wall-paper” groups (the name is due to the fact that
wall and floor tessellations based on repetitive patterns are often used in architecture).
Wall-paper groups are distinguished by number of discrete rotation centres and their order,
by symmetry for discrete translations and by symmetry for flipping. The order of a rotation
is defined by the number of discrete rotations to perform before recovering the full 360◦
angle (e.g. a rotation centre of order six means that the pattern is symmetry for 60◦
rotations). In particular, p6mm group is characterized by one rotation centre of order
six, two rotation centres of order three and three rotation centres of order two. The two
rotation centres of order three differ by a rotation of 60◦ (or 180◦), while the three rotation
centres of order two differ by a rotation of 60◦ Additionally, a p6mm is symmetric for
reflection in six distinct directions. It has also reflections in six distinct directions. There
are additional symmetries for glade reflections10 in six distinct directions.Figure 5.6 shows
an example of a mosaic pattern with p6mm symmetry group.
Also for LP case, laser interaction with the targets results in the formation of structures in
the ion density. These structures are strongly elongated along the polarization direction
(in this case there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking, because the linear polarization
sets a preferential transverse direction). The elongation of the structures confirms that the
intense electron heating mechanisms wash out the target surface modulations, preventing
the growth of structures along the electric field direction.
The data was shown for ions, however similar structures develop also for the electron
density. An apparent faster growth of the structures is observed for LP, if compared to CP.
10Reflections associated with a translation
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5.1.4 Conclusions
We showed that self-consistent modulation of radiation pressure and plasmonic enhancement
at a rippled surface strongly affect the laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability, setting a
dominant scale close to the laser wavelength as observed in simulations. We calculated
the growth rate of laser-driver RTI for different laser polarizations. Three-dimensional CP
simulation show the formation of netlike structures with approximate hexagonal wallpaper
symmetry, in agreement with theoretical predictions. LP simulations are affected by strong
electron heating processes and structures along polarization directions are washed out.
The laser-driven RTI rises some concerns over the light sail ion acceleration scheme. Indeed,
the development of surface rippling may lead to an early onset of foil transparency, with a
consequent breakout of the target and efficiency losses. However, in 3D PIC simulations
of the light sail regime, the early growth of RTI doest not prevent the ions from reaching
high energies (see [189, 201]). Even though not preventing ion acceleration, laser-driven
RTI determines a strong modulation of the accelerated beam (strong modulation of laser-
accelerated ion beams were observed in [16] ).
Field modulation and local enhancement were studied in the context of radiation pressure
acceleration. However, they may play a role in other scenarios involving laser interaction
with overdense plasmas, like generation of current filaments from the interaction surface
(which in several simulations is correlated with a local rippling see [202, 203]). Indeed, a
transverse modulation of the EM field translates into a modulation of the v × B force,
which in turn leads to a modulation of the energy of the accelerated electrons. These
accelerated electrons may provide a seed for the filamentation instability (see [204]) with a
spatial periodicity equal to the laser wavelength λL, explaining why λL is the preferred
scale for the filaments (see [205, 205, 206]).
5.2 Plasmonic effects in High order Harmonic Generation
from grating targets
This section deals with plasmonic effects in HHG from grating targets irradiated with
ultra-intense laser pulses. The generation of High Order Harmonics and attosecond pulses
has led in the recent past to very interesting results. Standard high-order harmonics sources
are based on gaseous targets: the ionization of the atoms and the subsequent re-collission of
the extracted electron with its parent ion is at the basis of the coherent harmonic emission
process [207, 208]. Since HHG in this scheme is suppressed beyond a certain value of the
laser intensity, there is a limit to the maximum attainable intensity of the harmonic source.
HHG with solid targets could represent an interesting solution, since no fundamental limit
to the intensity of the laser pulse exists. On the contrary, HHG should be enhanced for
higher pulse intensities. However, technical difficulties have hampered so far the use of
HHG from solid targets (see subsection 5.2.1).
Solid grating targets are attractive for HHG, since the diffraction should separate angularly
the harmonics, easing the extraction of a selected family of harmonics (this scheme has been
studied in the past). Here the idea is to study HHG with a grating target irradiated close
to the angle expected for SW excitation. The idea is that the plasmonic field enhancement
which characterizes the resonance condition should in turn enhance HHG.
5.2.1 Introduction on HHG with laser-based sources
High-order Harmonic Generation via laser interaction with gaseous targets (see [207, 72])
is a very active research field. Indeed, it allows to generate extremely-short attosecond
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pulses (see [73]), which can be exploited for a wide range of applications (e.g. imaging and
control of electron motion in atoms and molecules, see [209]).
A detailed overview of this vibrant research field is beyond the scope of this document and
the interested reader is referred to [210].
HHG from solid targets
The generation of High-order harmonics in intense fs laser interaction with solid density
plasma was first observed in [211]. Harmonic generation is usually observed in the presence
of a steep density gradient of the plasma. As pointed out in [212], two main physical
processes contribute to HHG with solid targets: Coherent Wake Emission (CWE) [76]
and Relativistically Oscillating Mirror (ROM) [213, 214, 215, 216]. The first mechanism is
active already at quite low, non relativistic, laser intensities (I ∼ 1014W/cm2 and is able
to generate harmonics up to the plasma frequency ωp. CWE involves electron bunches
extracted from the plasma and subsequently re-injected in a fraction of the optical cycle.
The ROM mechanism instead is based on the non-linear effect of the relativistic oscillation
of the vacuum-plasma boundary, which, being overdense, acts as a mirror. The theory of
ROM is complicated, but a simple model is provided hereunder (see [49] for details). We
consider a steep plasma density with oscillating boundary:
ne = n0Θ(x− ξ(t)) (5.37)
where
ξ(t) = ξs sin(ω0t) (5.38)
is the position of the vacuum-plasma interface.
Suppose that there is an incoming laser pulse EL sin(ωt) and that we observe the reflected
radiation at a fixed position −d in front of the mirror. The time needed for a photon
to travel from the observation point to the mirror, get reflected and reach again the
observation point is given by tret = t+ 2(d+ ξs sin(ω0t)). Thus we obtain the following
expression for a reflected laser pulse:
Er = EL sin(ωtret) = EL sin(ωt− ω
c
ξs sin(ω0t) + φ0) (5.39)
where φ0 is a phase factor. Equation 5.39 clearly contains a non-linear term. Figure 5.7
shows how a reflected pulse is affected by the moving mirror. The Fourier transform of
the reflected pulse shows clearly a high harmonic content. The model provided here is
over-simplified, but it helps to understand the main features of the physical process at play.
A proper derivation of the ROM mechanism is provided by [216, 215]. Unlike CWE, ROM
process requires relativistic laser intensities. In the strong relativistic case (a0 >> 1), the
intensity of the harmonic orders is expected to scale as n−8/3 (n is the harmonic order),
up to a maximum harmonic order nmax which is proportional to γ
3(where γ is calculated
with the peak velocity of the moving mirror).
The laser wavelength of a Ti:Sapphire system is λ ∼ 800 nm. Harmonics from n = 7
up to n = 80 are within the XUV eXtreme Ultra-Violet region of the EM spectrum
(λXUV = 10 − 124nm), which may have applications for XUV diffraction experiments
[217] or for the study of XUV ionization of molecules [218] (as noted in [212]). Since the
aforementioned processes can be extended up to relativistic intensities, HHG with solids is
attractive for the development of intense, pulsed XUV sources. Unlike HHG from gaseous
targets, harmonic emission would last for the whole laser-target interaction time (tens
of femtoseconds). This means that, unless gating techniques are used, HHG from solid
targets cannot be used for the generation of attosecond pulses[219, 220].
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Figure 5.7: The panel on the left shows how a relativistically oscillating mirror reflects a
simple sin electromagnetic wave. The green curve is the incoming wave, while the violet
curve is the reflected pulse. The steepening of the reflected pulse suggests an abundant
harmonic content in the reflected pulse, as confirmed by the Fourier transform reported in
the panel on the right.
5.2.2 Grating targets as a HHG source
The study of grating targets as a HHG source has been pursued in the recent past, bot
numerically and experimentally (see [180, 221, 222, 212, 223]). The main advantage of a
grating over a flat mirror is the possibility to disperse angularly the harmonics, allowing to
select a quasi-monochromatic XUV beam. Indeed, a beam selected in a given direction
would contain an harmonic order and its multiples.
The expected angular distribution for the harmonics generated with a solid density target
is given by [180]:
nλ
m
= d|sin(θinc)− cos(α)| (5.40)
where θinc is the angle of incidence, n is the interference order, m is the harmonic order
and d is the grating spacing.
Plasmonic effects on HHG with gratings
If a grating is used as a target for HHG, not only dispersion, but also plasmonic effects may
play a role. Indeed, as discussed in section 5.1, when a grating is irradiated, significant field
enhancement effects may take place. The field intensity affects the efficiency of HHG and
thus plasmonic effects should be able to influence the intensity of the emitted harmonics.
In order to study the aforementioned process, an extensive parametric scan was completed
with 2D simulations (performed with piccante). Table 5.3 lists the parameters used for
this numerical investigation campaign. The resolution should be relatively high, in order
to correctly resolve the higher order harmonics. As a rule of thumb, an EM wave with
wavelength λ is correctly reproduced in a PIC code only if the resolution is at least λ/10.
This means that, with a resolution of ∼ 100 points per λl (the wavelength of the laser), up
to the tenth harmonic order can be resolved reliably. Depending on the simulation, the
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target was a grating with periodicity 1.52λ (G20, resonance expected at 20◦), a grating with
periodicity 1.35λ (G15,resonance expected at 15◦) and a flat target (F, no modulation of
the irradiated surface). The thickness of the target was 1λ and the peak-to-valley depth of
the modulations was λ/4. The density of the target was chosen to be ne/nc = 64 (strongly
over-dense target, though not as dense as real solid targets). 64 particles per cell were
used for electrons, in order to resolve the density down to ∼ 1nc. Instead, since ions are
expected to play a negligible role in the process, their density was sampled with only 16
particles per cell. The simulated laser was a gaussian pulse. P-polarized, with a0 = 5 (fully
relativistic), a waist equal to 5λ and a FWHM duration of 12λ/c. The angle of incidence
of the pulse was varied between 0◦ and 30◦.
The procedure outlined in figure 5.8 is used to analyse the simulation results. This
Simulation parameters 2D simulations
Simulation box 80λ× 80λ
Resolution (points per λ) [102.4, 102.4]
Target
Density 64.0 nc
Thickness 1.0 λ
Peak-to-Valley depth 0.25 λ
Periodicity 1.52 λ (G20), 1.35 λ (G15), ∞ (F)
Particles Per Cell (electrons) 64
Particles Per Cell (ions) 16
Laser
Polarization P
a0 5
Waist 5 λ
Type gaussian
Pulse incidence 0◦ − 30◦ (various)
Duration FWHM 12 λ/c
Table 5.3: Parameter list for 2D HHG with gratings simulations.
procedure is applied to the zˆ component of the magnetic field (the only component of the
magnetic field for P-polarized pulses in a 2D simulation). The simulation is run long enough
to observe the end of the laser-target interaction. Then, the right half of the simulation
box is cut out (the exact left limit of the cut is fixed at the average position of the target
surface11). Finally, a 2D Fourier transform is performed to obtain B˜z(kx, ky) (where kx
and ky are the wave-vector components, respectively along xˆ and yˆ). Figure 5.9 shows
a sequence of graphs of B˜z(kx, ky) for G20 and various angles of incidence. The figure
suggests that an enhanced harmonic generation takes place for angles of incidence between
20◦ and 25◦, so for angles of incidence slightly larger than the expected resonance at 20◦.
The angular distribution of a given harmonic order can be shown plotting B˜z(kx, ky) over
a circular path of radius k = n (where n is the desired harmonic order). Figure 5.10 shows
the angular distribution of the harmonics emitted by a G20 and an F target. The 8th and
the 9th harmonic are shown. For F the harmonics are emitted essentially along the specular
11i.e. for a grating target if xp is the x coordinate of the peaks and xv is the x coordinate of the valleys,
xcut is fixed at (xp + xv)/2
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Figure 5.8: Simulation data are processed as shown in the figure. A snapshot of the Bz
component of the magnetic field is taken at the end of the interaction of the laser pulse with
the target. Only the output region with x < 0 (x = 0 is the target surface) is considered.
A fourier transform is then performed with GNU Octave.
reflection angle and the efficiency grows together with the angle of incidence. For G20
the graphs are significantly more complicated, since for each angle of incidence harmonics
are emitted in several directions. However, particularly strong signals are emitted close
to the target tangent (between 75◦ and 90◦) for angles of incidence slightly larger than
the expected resonance (20 − 25◦). Since the scale on the yˆ axis is the same for all the
graphs the curves can be compared directly: the efficiency for harmonic generation seems
to be significantly higher for G20 than for F, especially for the 9th harmonic. In order to
compare the efficiency of harmonic conversion, an integration of B˜z(kx, ky) in an annular
region around the circle k = n can be performed. Figure 5.11 shows the result for G15
and G20 irradiated at various angles of incidence. The value of the integral reaches a
peak around 17.5− 20◦ for G15 and around 22.5− 25◦ for G20. After having reached the
peak, the integral decreases for larger angles of incidence. The value reached at the peak is
essentially the double of that of the smaller angles of incidence.
5.2.3 Conclusions
Although preliminary, the results shown in this section suggest that plasmonic effects
could be relevant for HHG with solid grating targets. In particular, irradiating a grating
target with an angle slightly larger than the angle expected for SW excitation results in
a significant enhancement of HHG in certain directions. The increased efficiency in high
order harmonic conversion is presumably due to plasmonic field enhancement. The study
of this effect, which could help in the realization of very intense quasi-monochromatic XUV
sources, will be pursued in the future.
5.3 Energy concentration schemes?
This section is intended to present some preliminary work on energy concentration schemes
in the high field regime. The aim is to discuss at what extent schemes from traditional
plasmonics can be ported in the high field regime and to individuate possible routes to
purse energy concentration in these conditions. Achieving field enhancement in ultra
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Figure 5.10: Angular distribution of the 8th and 9th harmonic emitted by a G20 and an
F target at various angles of incidence. The same scale is adopted for the axes, so the
signals can be compared directly. The angles span all the front side of the target. The
laser comes with a negative angle of incidence, 0◦ is the target normal while ±90◦ are the
target tangent.
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Figure 5.11: These graphs have been obtained integrating the absolute value of B˜z(kx, ky)
in the annular region 8.5 < k < 9.5 for the 9th harmonic and in the annular region
9.5 < k < 10.5 for the 10th harmonic. The left panel shows data for G15, while the panel
on the right shows data for G20. The value of the integral in the annular region is reported
as a function of the angle of incidence.
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intense laser-matter interaction could lead to field intensities beyond what can be obtained
with present and foreseen laser facilities.
Several schemes for extreme field enhancement exist in traditional plasmonics(see [93]
and subsection 1.3.2): tapered waveguides, tapered tips, kissing cylinders12. . . Of course
schemes based on the use of dielectrics cannot be ported in high field regime (unless the
dielectric can be replaced with the vacuum). Indeed, at high laser intensities any material
becomes a plasma (and thus a very good conductor) within a single laser cycle. Two
schemes could be an interesting starting point for the study of this phenomenon: tapered
metallic tips in the vacuum and tapered waveguides. In both cases the coupling of the EM
wave with the laser pulse should be obtained with a grating.
The scheme presented here mimics the nanotip concentrator of traditional plasmonics
[225, 93]: a SP is induced with laser-grating interaction and is made to propagate along
a tapered wedge. The idea is that energy concentration should be observed at the tip.
The parameters of the simulation are reported in table 5.4. As figure 5.12 shows, energy
Figure 5.12: Example of a tapered tip.
concentration is actually observed at the final portion of the tapered tip.
Besides the study of tapered tips, also the study of tapered plasmonic waveguides may
be an interesting route to pursue plasmonic energy concentration in the high field regime.
Figure 5.13 is provided to give a sketch of a possible concentrating schemes: grated walls
are used to couple the laser to surface plasmons, which should then propagate inside a
tapered structure.
5.3.1 Conclusions
The results shown in this section should be considered as preliminary. Several issues
should be addressed to pursue the development of plasmonic energy concentration schemes
in the high field regime. In particular, a delicate issue is related to the survival of the
sub-wavelength structures for long enough to allow for the plasmonic effects to take place.
For example, a sub-wavelength tapered waveguide may be filled with plasma extracted
from its wall, preventing the pulse to reach the tip. Similarly, the tip of a tapered tip
concentrator may expand due to the intense EM fields.
In conclusion, the topic of plasmonic energy concentration schemes in the high field regime
is very attractive. However, further investigation is needed to assess its feasibility.
12A plasmonic scheme consisting in two juxtaposed cylinders [224]
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Simulation parameters 2D simulation
Simulation box 35λ× 32.5λ
Resolution (points per λ) [200, 220.6]
Target density 64 nc
Target thickness 1.0 λ
Grating periodicity 2 λ (resonance at 30◦)
Grating peak-to-valley depth 0.3 λ
Tapering angle 11.3◦
ParticlesPerCell (electrons) 64
Composition C (Z/A=0.5)
Laser polarization P
Laser a0 1
Laser waist 5λ
Laser duration FWHM 9λ/c
Laser angle of incidence 30◦
Table 5.4: Parameter list for 2D simulation of plasmonic tapered tip
Figure 5.13: Example of a tapered waveguide.
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Conclusions and perspectives
In this manuscript the role of plasmonic effects in several scenarios involving ultra-high
intensity laser-matter interaction was investigated. Electron acceleration with relativistic
surface plasmons was studied with an experimental campaign and a numerical simulation
campaign. In addition, a theoretical model for the acceleration process was provided.
Enhanced ion acceleration with foam-attached targets (which should enhanced the conver-
sion of laser energy into bulk plasmons) was investigated numerically and experimentally.
A model for laser-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability in radiation pressure acceleration
was proposed and numerical simulations were performed to support it. Plasmonic field
enhancement plays a key role in this instability. Some preliminary results on enhanced
high order harmonic generation with grating targets irradiated at their resonant angle for
surface plasmon excitation were presented. Finally, the idea of porting some schemes from
traditional plasmonics (essentially schemes for energy concentration) into the high field
regime is discussed.
All the aforementioned topics hold promises for interesting further developments.
Since electron acceleration with relativistic surface plasmons seems to provide electron
bunches suitable for a few applications and with properties not easily attainable with other
sources, pursuing the development and optimization of this scheme could be a promising
route. Optimization of this acceleration strategy may increase the total accelerated charge,
hopefully up to ∼ 1 nC. A proposal for a dedicated experimental campaign at Astra-Gemini
facility (RAl, UK) and involving our group was recently submitted.
As far as ion acceleration with foam-attached targets is of concern, a few interesting routes
can be pursued. Certainly the high energies obtained with a lengthening of the laser pulse
deserves a more in-depth, dedicated, investigation. Moreover, since foam-attached targets
are expected to be not dramatically sensitive to the pulse contrast, operating without the
plasma mirror is certainly attractive (more energy on target could further enhance ion
acceleration process).
Enhanced high order harmonic generation with grating targets irradiated at their resonance
angle could be tested in a laboratory, since similar experiments have been performed in
the past [212]. Moreover, in the numerical investigations, no attempts were performed to
optimize harmonic generation process, for example with a parametric exploration of groove
shape (e.g. testing blazed gratings like in [212] could be interesting).
Finally, the study of plasmonic waveguides or other schemes for energy concentration in the
high field regime is certainly attractive. Up to now, only a very preliminary investigation
was performed, while these schemes certainly deserves further investigations.
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Appendix A
List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Extended name
BG/Q BlueGene/Q microprocessor
CCD Charged Coupled Device
CWE Coherent Wake Emission
DLA Diffusion Limited Aggregation
EM ElectroMagnetic
EOS Equation of State
HFP High Field Plasmonics
HHG High Harmonic Generation
HPC High Performance Computing
MCP Micro-Channel Plate
PF Ponderomotive Force
PIC Particle-In-Cell
PLD Pulsed Laser Deposition
ROM Relativistic Oscillating Mirror
RPA-HB Radiation Pressure Acceleration - Hole Boring regime
RPA-LS Radiation Pressure Acceleration - Light Sail regime
RTI Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
SP Surface Plasmon
SW Surface Wave
TE Transverse electric (mode)
TM Transverse magnetic (mode)
TNSA Target Normal Sheath Acceleration
TPS Thompson Parabola Spectrometer
XUV eXtreme Ultra-Violet
Table A.1: List of abbreviations used throughout this document
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Appendix B
Code normalization
Everything in the code scales with `0 scale-length.
me and qe are, respectively, the mass and the charge of an electron, while c is the speed of
light.
Normalization of code quantities
q = q˜ qe
m = m˜ me
E = E˜
mec
2
qe`0
B = B˜
mec
2
qe`0
t = t˜
`0
c
l = l˜ `0
p = p˜m˜ mec
v = v˜ c
J = J˜
mec
3pi
qe`0
Normalized Particle equations
∂t˜p˜ =
q˜
m˜
(
E˜ + v˜ × E˜
)
J˜ = q˜
∑
n
Wn
∆V˜
v˜n
Normalized Maxwell equations{
∂t˜B˜ = −∇˜ × E˜
∂t˜E˜ = ∇˜ × B˜− 4pi2J˜
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Appendix C
Particle-In-Cell algorithm
Code units
Code units are normalized in such a way that c = me = qe = 1, where c ( 2.99792× 108
m/s) is the speed of light, qe ( 1.60218 × 10−19 C) is the elementary charge and me (
9.10938× 10−31 kg) is the electron mass. Appendix B reports schematically the normal-
ization conventions used throughout this document, unless otherwise stated. Normalized
quantities are marked with a tilde (e.g. E is the electric field in SI units, while E˜ is the
electric field in normalized code units).
Boris pusher for particle momentum
As far as equation 2.1 is of concern, in PIC method the distribution function is sampled
with a family of macroparticles for each particle species. These macroparticles have definite
momenta but they are extended in space (see figure C.1). This “diffusiveness” in space
is beneficial to reduce numerical noise in the simulation results (a common issue in PIC
codes).
Formally, the plasma distribution function is sampled as follows:
f(q,p, t) = f0
N∑
i=1
δ(p− pi(t))S(q,qi(t)) (C.1)
where qi(t) and pi(t) are, respectively, position and momentum of the i− th macroparticle
of the family. f0 is simply a normalization constant, while S(q,qi(t)) is the spatial shape
function of a macroparticle. In 1D a typical choice is a triangular distribution centred at
qi(t) and with a total size of two ∆x (∆x is the cell spacing). In 3D a natural extension is a
shape function which is simply the product of three 1D shape functions. Using higher-order
shape functions (which extends over more cells) generally results in a reduction of the
numerical noise at the expense of a greater computational cost.
If we insert equation C.1 into equation 2.1, we get:
N∑
i=1
∂t (δ(p− pi(t))S(q,qi(t)))+ p
m
·∇q (δ(p− pi(t))S(q,qi(t)))+FL·∇p (δ(p− pi(t))S(q,qi(t))) = 0
(C.2)
where the Lorentz force
(
E + 1cv ×B
)
was replaced with FL and the velocity v with
p
m
.
Taking into account the structure of the shape function, S(q,qi(t)) can be rewritten as
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Figure C.1: Sampling of the plasma distribution function with macroparticles. Each
macroparticle has a definite momentum, but it is “diffused” in space.
S(q− qi(t)).
Proceeding with the calculation we get:
N∑
i=1
− δ(p− pi(t))q˙i(t) · ∇qS(q− qi(t))− S(q− qi(t))p˙ · ∇pδ(p− pi(t))+
δ(p− pi(t)) p
m
· ∇qS(q− qi(t))+
S(q− qi(t))FL(q,pi, t) · ∇pδ(p− pi(t)) = 0
(C.3)
Since the terms with the δ functions are zero if p 6= pi, we can perform the replacement:
N∑
i=1
− δ(p− pi(t))q˙i(t) · ∇qS(q− qi(t))− S(q− qi(t))p˙i · ∇pδ(p− pi(t))+
δ(p− pi(t))pi
m
· ∇qS(q− qi(t))+
S(q− qi(t))FL(q,pi, t) · ∇pδ(p− pi(t)) = 0
(C.4)
Integrating this equation with respect to dq and dp will give the equations of motion for
the macroparticles.
First, let’s integrate over dp (two of the four previous terms disappear):
N∑
i=1
−q˙i(t) · ∇qS(q− qi(t)) + pi
m
· ∇qS(q− qi(t)) = 0 (C.5)
Thus we get the simple solution:
q˙i(t) =
pi
m
(t) (C.6)
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Integration with respect to dp requires additional care. In fact, we should require the shape
function to be normalized to 1 (a very reasonable assumption) and that
∫
dq∇qS(q−qn) = 0
1. With these assumptions we get:
N∑
i=1
(
−p˙i +
∫
dqS(q− qn)FL(q,pi, t)
)
· ∇pδ(p− pi(t)) (C.7)
This leads to the simple solution:
p˙i(t) =
∫
dqS(q− qn)FL(q,pi, t) (C.8)
Equations C.6 and C.8 are the equations of motion for the macroparticles. Each macropar-
ticle moves as a particle of mass m under the effect of the Lorentz force averaged over its
volume.
C.0.1 Boris pusher for second order accuracy in time
The most widely used algorithm for Particle-In-Cell codes is the so-called Boris pusher,
which ensures second order accuracy in time. Other higher order algorithms (e.g. Runge-
Kutta4) may be useful in some specific applications. Higher order algorithms generally
requires more computational resources (more elementary operations and possibly more
stored memory) per time-step, however they may allow for larger time-steps. Here only the
classical Boris pusher will be presented, the reader interested in other higher order methods
may be referred to [226] (also the following treatment of the Boris pusher algorithm is
based on this reference).
The Boris Pusher technique is a leap-frog algorithm, which means that positions and
momenta are known respectively at integer and half-integer times.
The equation for the evolution of the particle momentum from t = n− 1/2 to t = n+ 1/2
reads as follows:
pn+1/2 = pn−1/2 + ∆t
q
m
[En + vn ×Bn] (C.9)
where the superscript n indicates that the quantity is considered at time t = n. En and
Bn are, respectively, the electric field and the magnetic field at time t = n and interpolated
at the center of the macro-particle rn at t = n. Since E and B are leap-frogged in time,
this requires that B is advanced in two separate half-steps.
Equation C.9 requires vn = pn/γn. However p is known only at half-integer times.
Consequently we may approximate pn as2
pn =
pn+2 − pn−1/2
2
(C.10)
.
We end up with the following implicit equation:
pn = pn−1/2 +
∆t
2
q
m
[
En +
pn
γn
×Bn
]
(C.11)
1This is automatically satisfied taking S to be the product of three triangular 1D shapes, one for each
dimension.
2This approximation is third-order accurate, as noted in [226]
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We define the following quantities:
β =
q
m
∆t/2 (C.12)
b = βBn/γn (C.13)
p˜ = pn−1/2 + βEn (C.14)
Using these definitions, equation C.11 can be rewritten as follows:
pn = p˜ + pn × b (C.15)
γn =
√
1 + p˜ · p˜ (C.16)
(pn − pn × b)× b = p˜× b (C.17)
pn =
1
1 + b2
[p˜ + p˜× b + b(p˜× b)] (C.18)
The particle momentum at time t = n+ 1/2 is finally calculated as:
pn+1/2 = 2pn − pn−1/2 (C.19)
Particle positions are simply advanced by ∆t from t = n to t = n+1 using their momentum,
known at time t = n+ 1/2:
rn+1 = rn + ∆tvn+1/2 (C.20)
FDTD Maxwell solver with yee-lattice
(i, j, k) (i+1, j, k)
(i, j, k+1)
(i+1, j+1, k)
(i+1, j+1, k+1)
Ez
Ex
Ey
Hy
Hx
Hz
Figure C.2: Staggered grid for Yee FDTD
Maxwell solver. Reproduced from [227]
In a PIC code, a Maxwell solver is needed
in order to integrate in time the electromag-
netic field equations. Several options exist,
tailored at different computational needs.
Here, a popular simple Maxwell solver -the
second order FDTD solver on a yee lattice-
is described, highlighting its features and
limitations. This solver was first described
in [228] and it is based on a leap-frog scheme
in time and on a spatial discretization on a
staggered grid (the idea of using a staggered
grid to improve the accuracy of numerical
solvers for hydrodynamics dates back to
1950, see [229]).
B field is shifted in time by a ∆t/2 with
respect to E field (i.e. time evolution of E field from step n to step n + 1 is calculated
using B field at time step n+ 1/2). In order to allow for centred spatial differentiation,
field are arranged on a 3D grid as shown in figure C.2 (along xˆ axis, i is an integer grid
point, while i+ 1/2 is an half-integer grid point).
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In conclusion, discretized Maxwell equations in this scheme are:
En+1x (i+ 1/2, j, k)− Enx (i+ 1/2, j, k)
∆t
=
+
(
B
n+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2, k)−Bn+1/2z (i+ 1/2, j − 1/2, k)
∆y
−B
n+1/2
y (i+ 1/2, j, k + 1/2)−Bn+1/2y (i+ 1/2, j, k − 1/2)
∆z
)
+ 4pi2Jn+1/2x (i+ 1/2, j, k)
En+1y (i, j + 1/2, k)− Eny (i, j + 1/2, k)
∆t
=
+
(
B
n+1/2
x (i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)−Bn+1/2x (i, j + 1/2, k − 1/2)
∆z
−B
n+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2, k)−Bn+1/2z (i− 1/2, j + 1/2, k)
∆x
)
+ 4pi2Jn+1/2y (i, j + 1/2, k)
En+1z (i, j, k + 1/2)− Enz (i, j, k + 1/2)
∆t
=
+
(
B
n+1/2
y (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)−Bn+1/2y (i− 1/2, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)
∆x
−B
n+1/2
x (i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)−Bn+1/2x (i, j − 1/2, k + 1/2)
∆y
)
+ 4pi2Jn+1/2z (i, j, k + 1/2)
B
n+1/2
x (i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)−Bn−1/2x (i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)
∆t
=
−
(
Enz (i, j + 1, k + 1/2)− Enz (i, j, k + 1/2)
∆y
− E
n
y (i, j + 1/2, k + 1)− Eny (i, j + 1/2, k)
∆z
)
B
n+1/2
y (i+ 1/2, j, k + 1/2)−Bn−1/2y (i+ 1/2, j, k + 1/2)
∆t
=
−
(
Enx (i+ 1/2, j, k + 1)− Enx (i+ 1/2, j, k)
∆z
− E
n
z (i+ 1, j, k + 1/2)− Enz (i, j, k + 1/2)
∆x
)
B
n+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2, k)−Bn−1/2z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2, k)
∆t
=
−
(
Eny (i+ 1, j + 1/2, k)− Eny (i, j + 1/2, k)
∆x
− E
n
x (i+ 1/2, j + 1, k)− Enx (i+ 1/2, j, k)
∆y
)
(C.21)
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